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WITHIN MFA VISUAL ARTS PROGRAMS 
 
Dahye Kim  
 
The purpose of this study was to illuminate characteristics of the pedagogical 
learning environment in three contemporary MFA Visual Arts programs in the United 
States and to investigate effective pedagogical practice for graduate art students in 
preparation for teaching in higher education. According to the College Art Association 
(CAA), the MFA is considered the terminal degree in the visual arts, unlike other related 
fields such as art history and art education, where the doctorate is the highest degree. 
While MFA students can pursue a professional practice of creating and exhibiting their 
artwork after graduation, many students also enter the MFA with the aim of becoming 
college art educators. However, there has been a lack of research that specifically 
examines the degree to which MFA visual arts students are being prepared for teaching. 
How are students preparing to become college art faculty, and what professional 





college level? These are questions that were the background context of this dissertation 
study.  
This study took the form of a cross-case analysis that employed qualitative and 
descriptive case study traditions. Data were collected from multiple sources: primary 
documents and semi-structured interviews with nine MFA students, six studio art faculty 
members, and three administrators at three MFA programs. This study presented findings 
of: (a) the pedagogical preparation offered to graduate students by the selected art 
schools; (b) the perceptions of graduate art students, studio art faculty, and administrators 
regarding the quality of current academic career preparation, specifically for teaching, in 
their MFA programs; (c) the insights of those participants into the most important 
characteristics of college teaching preparation; and (d) suggestions by the participants for 
the best practices that lead students to become successful college art educators. Based on 
the findings through an analysis of the learning and practical experiences of MFA 
students and the perspectives of faculty and administrators, I hope that the study will 
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Personal Journey through MFA 
The meaning of success will vary by artists, yet one may say that it is about 
continuing to grow and produce, constructively critiquing and regenerating skills, being 
challenged by alternative mediums, materials, and concepts to figure out better solutions 
for both art and life (Pujol, 2009). This notion of artistic success by Pujol resonated with 
me as an undergraduate student, and I hoped to achieve my artistic and professional goals 
through education by continuing to study art in graduate school.  
Shortly after finishing my bachelor’s degree, I decided to pursue my Master of 
Fine Arts (MFA) degree at the Art Center College of Design in Southern California. 
Growing up experiencing both Eastern and Western cultures and studying science and 
studio art during my undergraduate years, I wanted to explore my own artistic 
experiments through a broader spectrum of art in graduate school.1 Unlike my bachelor’s 
 
1 During my undergraduate years, I took a sequence of studio art courses, such as Intro Drawing, 
Intermediate Drawing, Advanced Drawing, Intro Painting, Intermediate Painting, Advanced Painting, Intro 
Photography, Intermediate Photography, Advanced Photography, Intro Sculpture, Intermediate Sculpture, 
and so on. From those curricula, I learned how to conceptualize my work, but mostly I learned traditional 
techniques in a specific medium. This kind of traditional curriculum structure can be exemplified with 






degree art experience, I hoped my MFA training would include a background in diverse 
art practices, such as learning through combining different types of media,2 and provide 
me with an understanding of various aesthetic and cultural viewpoints. For example, I 
wanted to learn how to interpret work by exchanging ideas with others who have 
different artistic and educational experiences. My MFA program was an interdisciplinary 
visual arts program that encouraged students to create art by exploring a range of 
materials, methods, and theories across artistic media and develop skills in contemporary 
art engaging in a broader dialogue with other disciplines and knowledge systems. 
Students in my MFA program were mostly from Fine Arts backgrounds, yet some studied 
design, technology, philosophy, and English as their undergraduate majors. My MFA 
program consisted of a three-year, full-time curriculum; students had to take studio, 
theory, critique, and philosophy classes and complete more than 90 credits of 
coursework. As a part of the curriculum, there was a review by faculty every two 
semesters and a final review during the last semester. Students had to write a paper on 
such topics as contemporary art theory and criticism and its relationship to one’s MFA 
work before each review, then submit a thesis, and get approval by an advisor as well as 
two other readers along with mounting a final show to graduate from the program. Even 
though my MFA program did not combine different academic disciplines in-depth, such 
as science and studio art, or social practice and design, the program curriculum addressed 
my hopes for studying and creating art with interdisciplinary approaches. These 
approaches allowed me to create an experimental body of work that drew from the ideas 
and methods of a variety of fields based on my interests.  
 






In my program, in addition to the focus on interdisciplinary learning, various 
forms of critique were some of the most important pedagogical components of the 
curriculum, and I experienced intensive group and individual critiques. Many art schools 
in the United States consider studio critique as an important means of helping art students 
improve their work and develop as artists (Im, 2011), and I experienced this first-hand. 
Not only did I discuss my work with my colleagues during the group critiques, but I also 
had to meet all 25 faculty members at least once every semester and all core faculty 
members at least twice every semester for an individual studio critique. It was such an 
overwhelming experience, yet the opinions and feedback helped shape my thinking by 
providing many different perspectives.  
These new perspectives gained through critiques influenced my development of 
studio work during my MFA years. I drew, painted, and sculpted, but unlike my 
undergraduate years when I mainly worked in painting and photography, I focused on 
video installation for my studio practice. Not only were there famous video artists and 
film faculty in my program, such as Diana Thater, Stan Douglas, and Patti Podesta, who 
influenced me to practice time-based media, but I also thought that the moving image 
would be effective for integrating various media as a form of interdisciplinary 
contemporary art. For my video installation, I used various nontraditional materials such 
as plastic crates, ping-pong balls, containers, foils, computer screens, TV monitors, 
projectors, and my body. I also dealt with various themes, such as scientific theory, the 
environment, architecture, memory, and dreams, and I combined Western and Eastern 







called Metaponds (2014) with everyday objects to represent the abstract nature of 
memory. By manipulating time-based media, the object and the light became one, 
creating a mysterious and ghost-like quality evocative of elusive memories (see Figure 
1). In this way, the work visualized the space between memory and phantasm,3 dealing 
with the invisible exchange between the objects and the atmosphere in a gallery.4 I also 
liked to use off-balance, asymmetrical, and disproportionate images in combining various 
media. While I was in the MFA program, I focused on how to make good contemporary 
art. I was looking for more interesting visual elements and to challenge viewers’ 
traditional ways of appreciating art. Through my MFA program, I learned how to 
conceptualize work, view, and make work considering both history and contemporaneity 
through meetings and discussions with many people. By experimenting, questioning, and 
continuously shifting my position, I could develop a strong and clear concept. My MFA 
experience allowed me to think that a good artist is a good reflective thinker, not just a 
maker. Later, this actually became the backbone of my teaching philosophy that 
considers ways to help students marry their intellectual concept and contemporary 
presentation through this kind of reflective thinking.  
  
 
3 The term, “phantasm” refers to an illusionary perception of something about not physically 
existing or having a ghostly quality. Yet, Agamben (1993) in his book Stanzas mentioned that not only is 
phantasm just irrational substance, but it is also associated with the intellectual process and the ability to 
think.  
4 My installation work Metaponds (2014) is related to the concept which draws on Agamben’s 
(1993) philosophy about the epistemological foundation in Western culture as written in his book Stanzas. 
Agamben explained that memory is a mysterious process; the elements of memory, dream, and phantasm 







Dahye Kim, Metaponds, 2014, Installation View 
 
My primary goal in attending an MFA program was to become a better artist, but 
while I was developing my work through my graduate program, I knew that, after I 
earned my MFA degree, I also wanted to teach the kind of studio art that I had learned 
and practiced. I believed that teaching at the college level could help me expand my 
artistic viewpoints, as I would continue to be challenged by different styles of student and 
faculty artwork. I hoped to prepare for my professional career as a university-level art 
teacher in my MFA program. During that time, I occasionally had Teaching Assistant 
opportunities to assist professors, make faculty-meeting schedules, and coordinate a 
computer lab in my department. Yet, there was no specific preparation or training 
designed to strengthen my teaching skills. I learned a lot of priceless information about 
historical and contemporary art through my MFA program, such as how to view and 
interpret art which expressed an artist’s ideas using complex visual languages; however, 






After I earned my MFA degree, I researched art programs in colleges and 
universities for potential future teaching jobs I might someday pursue. Through this 
process, I found many different styles of curricula in the studio art field. Some art 
curricula in two-year community colleges and four-year public universities were 
discipline-specific, including traditional art-making techniques, followed by a sequence 
of studio courses such as “Beginning Drawing,” “Intermediate Drawing,” and “Advanced 
Drawing” (West Valley College); “Beginning Woodworking,” “Intermediate 
Woodworking,” and “Advanced Woodworking” (Cabrillo College); and “Beginning 
Photography,” “Black and White Photography,” and “Advanced Black and White 
Photography” (San Jose State University). Some art curricula at larger universities 
included theory-based, comprehensive art courses that introduce students to a broad range 
of contemporary art, media, and practices concerning the context in the 21st century. 
Those courses included, as examples, “Art in Context” and “Changing Creativity” 
(University of California, Irvine) and “Contemporary Art and the Culture Wars” 
(University of Southern California). Some art curricula in private art schools were 
innovative, experimental, and interdisciplinary—for example, courses like “Practices in 
Bio Art” (School of Visual Arts); “Community Practice 1 and 2” and “Interdisciplinary 
Critique” (California College of the Arts); and “Designing the Political” (Otis College of 
Art and Design). Clearly, it seemed to me that skills taught in those curricula would 
widely vary.  
Although I had learned various forms of art—including traditional, contemporary, 
and interdisciplinary art—through my college and graduate school education, 






myself in the beginning. I felt that if I would teach a traditional studio art course like 
Intro Photography, which encompasses traditional shooting techniques and the process of 
developing a black-and-white film based on the existing manual, there would be a gap 
between the skills and knowledge I practiced in the video/film installation work I was 
doing and the kinds of skills and knowledge I would need to teach to students, because of 
different ways of evaluating/understanding work between these two areas. Although I 
would teach contemporary subjects, there would exist a wide range of contents in art-
making and theories for those courses which would be beyond my artistic knowledge and 
practices. In fact, it seemed that the practices I had been working on through a world-
class MFA program did not prepare me enough to teach not only traditional foundational-
level courses that early career faculty are often expected to teach, but also a variety of 
courses in my own current interdisciplinary/contemporary art area. 
As previously stated, in my MFA program, students were encouraged to explore a 
new way of creating artwork across media, and many students were focusing on this 
contemporary approach in their work. I was also eager to create experimental art, 
considering contemporary issues in a broad field, and kept disrupting my previous 
knowledge from my traditionally based early undergraduate art education. While I was in 
graduate school, I thought that if I continuously made work in an interdisciplinary 
approach, experimenting with various materials and methods following the trend of 
contemporary art, my MFA degree and body of work would allow me to teach studio art 
at college. I applied to more than 30 colleges after graduation, and in doing so I realized 
that getting a teaching position was not easy or simple. It was, and still is, very 






different teaching skills based on the type of art classes. When I was applying, I 
questioned if my professional career preparation with my terminal MFA degree would be 
appropriate or enough to teach college art. I strongly felt that I had to consider this issue, 
the difficulty of getting an academic career in the studio art field, and find ways of 
preparing for teaching college art by consulting with faculty members and administrators 
before graduating from my MFA program.  
As a doctoral student, based on my experience, I was first interested to know the 
relationship between the kinds of artwork being done by MFA students and the skills and 
knowledge that MFA students—as future college-level studio art instructors—would be 
expected to teach to their students. As part of my research at the beginning of my 
doctoral program, I visited Columbia University’s MFA open studios. There were many 
interesting artworks using various media. Similar to my own practice, many of the MFA 
students’ practices were experimental, interdisciplinary, spanning across media: some 
students’ works looked like sculptural paintings, some looked like painterly videos, and 
some looked like moving sculptures. Many Columbia MFA students were experimenting 
with new ways and various materials such as screens, computers, and other technological 
devices as media for their work. At the open studio, I asked one of the MFA students if 
she was considering teaching after graduation and if her program prepared students for 
teaching a college art curriculum. She said she wanted to be a successful artist but also a 
teacher after graduation. She continued saying that having a teaching position would 
allow her to have a broader connection with art professors from other institutions, but 
also support her financially to continue her practice. Then she mentioned that she was 






art students; in fact, there was no specific teaching preparation after graduation in her 
program. While talking with her, I thought about what kind of pedagogical knowledge 
and strategies current MFA student artists like her would need to know to become 
effective teachers in a college art classroom. Beyond art practices, what do future college 
art faculty need to learn in MFA programs? What kinds of pedagogical content and 
experiences do MFA programs need to provide?  
Problem Statement 
     Art schools are among the least absolutist of institutions of higher learning, 
and their lack of absolutist theory should be food for thought. Curricula in art 
schools are radically relativist: classes are changed as quickly as possible, to 
reflect each change in the art world’s fashions. [Thus,] the idea of teaching art is 
irreparably irrational. We do not teach because we do not know when or how to 
teach. (James Elkins, Why Art Cannot be Taught, 2001, p. 56)  
 
In this quote from his book Why Art Cannot be Taught, Elkins (2001) pointed to 
complicated matters in contemporary studio art curriculum and pedagogy in higher 
education that embrace the general assumption that art cannot be taught. He addressed the 
idea that the nature of art itself is indefinable and indescribable; therefore, he argued that 
art is un-teachable and has only an attenuated presence in the field of teaching and 
learning. This problematized circumstance/situation in learning and teaching art may then 
prompt the question of what would be the purpose of entering higher education, 
especially graduate education, in the studio art field.  
Graduate studio art programs currently offer two different types of degrees: the 
Master of Arts (MA) and the Master of Fine Arts (MFA). According to the College Art 
Association (CAA) in the United States, the MFA is considered the highest (terminal) 






the doctorate is the highest degree. While MFA students can pursue professional practice 
work (creating and exhibiting their artwork) after graduation, many students also enter 
the MFA with the aim of becoming college art educators (Morrisroe & Roland, 2008). 
Benjamin Sutton (2018) stated that graduates highly regard entering the field of education 
after MFA graduation because they can be continuously engaged in their studios while 
“working through intellectual, material and formal problems” with their students (para. 
7). Therefore, as previously stated, the application process for college teaching positions 
is very competitive. In 2010, Grant noted that there are high competition rates for 
obtaining teaching positions—around 150 to 200 applicants, on average, for every 
opening in an art field. At the CAA conference in February 2019, an art professor at the 
University of Maryland mentioned that there are now always between several hundred to 
close to 1,000 applicants for each position at this institution, and all have extensive 
exhibition experience and an MFA degree. It seems that at some institutions, the number 
of applicants for college art teaching positions has tremendously increased over the past 
10 years. 
This tendency of artists to want to go into teaching positions was also revealed in 
a nation-wide arts alumni survey project. Since 2008, the Strategic National Arts Alumni 
Project (SNAAP) has sought to acquire a better understanding of the career path art 
graduates take; it has investigated the connection between art training and art careers by 
surveying thousands of arts alumni. According to SNAAP (2018), the number of 






arts alumni to consider teaching as a legitimate career path for artists.5 The survey results 
with arts alumni in 2011, 2012, and 2013 showed that 59% of those who majored in 
visual arts currently work or have worked as teachers (SNAAP, 2018). According to this 
study, teaching has become a very important trend among alumni who are, or have been, 
professional artists.6 Interestingly, a related 2013 National Endowment for the Arts 
(NEA) survey study,7 cited by Sutton (2018), found that although it is difficult to 
determine how many visual artists are teaching art in colleges and universities, “of the 
271,000 workers who reported holding secondary jobs as artists, almost 21 percent, or 
nearly 57,000 workers, identified as teachers in their primary jobs” (para. 2). 
As I previously noted, it seems that the meaning of “teaching” in these studies 
(2018 SNAAP and 2013 NEA) did not only refer to college teaching. However, in 2018, 
SNAAP reported that artists today view teaching in higher education settings as ideal 
artistic careers rather than as second-order art-adjacent work.8 It also mentioned that 
many practicing artists currently dream of having permanent teaching positions at a 
college. For example, one artist and tenured studio art professor said:   
     I always thought that maybe teaching one day would become part of what I do 
because I like that work. That kind of work is so energizing and rewarding in its 
own way. I just love that kind of constant learning, that way of interacting with 
students, this no-two-days-ever-alike kind of thing. I love all of that. (SNAAP, 
2018, para. 2)  
 
5 There are limitations on this finding by SNAAP. The SNAAP data (a) did not distinguish 
between undergraduate and graduate students, and (b) did not specify whether the respondent addressed the 
increasing opportunities in teaching at the college level or teaching in other kinds of teaching situations, 
such as K-12 or museums. 
6 Again, the SNAAP study did not specify whether teaching, in this case, referred to college 
teaching, K-12 teaching, or teaching in other settings.   
7 In 2013, the survey study “Primary and Secondary Employment in Artist Occupations, 2013” 
was conducted by NEA to show the kinds of artist occupations available in the United States. In this study, 
primary employment was reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and secondary employment was 
estimated by the NEA’s Office of Research and Analysis. 
8 Second-order art-adjacent work means “side hustles” or “side gigs” which provide some extra 






Sutton (2018) found similar perceptions among artists about the importance of 
teaching, highlighting this comment from Laura Parnes, a visiting artist at the School of 
Visual Arts:  
     Teaching is an extension of my work. Working with students, I’m constantly 
reassessing my own philosophical relationship to artmaking. The experience of 
having to advise and respond to work outside of my own immediate interests 
(formally, conceptually) can be a tremendous catalyst for growth. It’s a challenge 
that pushes me. (Sutton, 2018, para. 8)  
 
Though it is difficult to determine the degree to which the above survey data from 
SNAAP and the NEA represented artists in general, it seems that teaching is a career-
long calling for many artists because it presents its own distinct set of challenges while 
simultaneously developing the artists’ own studio practice. How, then, would the higher 
educational system support this demand of MFA students for college art teaching 
positions?  
With this desire on the part of many artists to teach in higher education, national 
art conferences such as CAA and Foundations in Art: Theories and Education (FATE) 
have started to address the topics of college-level teacher preparation and art teaching 
practices and developing respective guidelines. Also, some graduate art institutions have 
long been aware of this issue of needing to prepare MFA students to teach at the college 
level and have taken steps to address it—or are currently beginning to do so. For 
example, the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA) offers students a course and 
internships in college-level art teaching, while the School of Visual Arts (SVA) in 
Manhattan offers the teaching-based workshop “The Artist as Educator.” After reviewing 






this was not always the case. Many programs among these elite art schools seem to be 
mainly focusing on developing professional artists with art practices, not future teachers.   
In the article “Fine-arts Programs Should Teach Career Skills, Not Just 
Technique,” Daniel Grant (1998) critiqued the higher art educational system in the 
United States because of its lack of concern about the professional careers of art students. 
Similarly, Stacey McKenna, in her 2011 dissertation, stated that not many graduate art 
institutions currently provide formal structures for the pedagogical development of future 
college educators who will teach studio art in higher education. Even after more than 20 
years since Grant’s critique and 10 years since McKenna’s study, this issue regarding the 
preparation of artists as college teachers of art seems to be ongoing. More recently, at the 
CAA conference in 2019, local and national visual arts professionals, including artists, 
faculty, scholars, and students, gathered to discuss and share their research and creative 
artwork. At an informal roundtable discussion during the conference, an art faculty 
member from the University of Texas commented:  
     Art students’ learning has largely focused on techniques and practice rather 
than a pedagogical sense…. Especially in graduate art programs, we don’t really 
think about the purpose of education, which is to produce ever-increasing 
capacities for each student’s potential professions, such as teaching.   
 
Similar to Grant and McKenna, this faculty member criticized the lack of pedagogical 
preparation in graduate art programs. As previously stated, the MFA is the terminal 
degree in visual arts and, therefore, the credential required for college teaching. 
Consequently, graduate art institutions that offer MFA degrees should consider providing 
college teaching preparation for their students. To date, no research has specifically 
examined the degree to which MFA visual art students are being prepared for teaching. 






development programs are provided to graduate art students to help them teach art at the 
college level? These were the questions that I became interested in as the topic for my 
dissertation study.  
As part of my inquiry into learning and teaching in graduate art programs, I 
conducted a pilot study in 2018 based on surveys and interviews from 13 graduate art 
students in three MFA visual arts programs in New York City. The pilot study explored 
these research questions:  
1. What were MFA students’ early practices and art learning in college prior to 
the MFA? How were their practices changed through the MFA programs? 
2. What curricula are included in MFA programs? 
3. What are the current practices for preparing graduate art students for teaching 
in art programs at the college level? 
4. Do graduate art students perceive a need to undergo preparation to teach 
during their MFA studies?  
The collected data revealed that the majority of participants (83%) wanted to 
become both practicing professional artists and university-level art teachers after 
completion of their graduate education, and they hoped to secure their jobs with faculty 
positions involving teaching (Kim, 2018). Interestingly, 75% of participants reported that 
their MFA programs offered teaching assistantships (TA), yet 44% among those who had 
a TA experience stated that the teaching assistantship in their programs was not related to 
teaching.9 Two out of three MFA programs in the study did not have any teaching 
 
9 In the survey, 44% of participants stated that they were assigned to prepare studio materials or 
assist faculty with some office work for their TA positions, and they thought that this kind of work was not 






opportunities. All 13 participants perceived that they were not receiving sufficient 
pedagogical training in their MFA programs to prepare them for teaching visual arts at 
the college level. As well, although they could take a few career development courses as 
part of their program, participants hoped they would receive a practical educational 
assistantship for their future careers while they were in their programs. These findings 
concluded that MFA students from selected MFA programs in my case study would 
likely finish their programs without the benefits of acquiring enough professional 
qualifications for an academic career. My pilot study therefore supported the positions of 
Grant (1998), McKenna (2011), and the professor from the University of Texas who 
spoke at the 2019 CAA conference—all cited earlier.  
These findings from my pilot study led me to expand my ongoing inquiry into 
pedagogical learning and teaching in MFA programs with a stronger research design and 
revised research questions. I was curious to know in what ways graduate art students, 
especially those whose art practice involved approaches at the forefront of the 
contemporary artworld, can, throughout their MFA programs, become qualified teachers 
of art at the college level, including teaching courses focused on more traditional 
artmaking approaches. To search for possible answers to this fundamental question, I 
wanted to employ a cross-case study with multiple data from institutional documents and 
interviews with administrators, studio art faculty, and current MFA students.  
For MFA students who are pursuing college teaching, the graduate school years 
are often a transitional time between learning as a student and teaching as an educator. 
Therefore, understanding current MFA programs as well as MFA students’ pedagogical 






curricula in MFA programs. As there are few studies in higher studio art education 
(McKenna, 2011; Salazar, 2013), an exploration of the need for and extent of pedagogical 
preparation through this kind of investigation may provide insight into the dimensions 
and qualities of learning and teaching necessary to prepare future college art teachers 
currently enrolled in MFA programs. The research questions below are designed to 
contribute new knowledge about necessary teaching preparation for students within 
graduate art programs as well as more general preparation of future art faculty for college 
settings.   
Research Questions 
Because teaching has become a very important trend among art school alumni and 
many MFA students will likely pursue teaching in higher education after graduation, an 
examination of graduate-level preparation to teach is crucial. Given the limited literature 
on pedagogical preparation for college teaching in visual arts MFA programs, what can 
be learned through an investigation of the experiences of nine MFA students, six studio 
art faculty, and three administrators at three MFA programs regarding college teaching 
preparation?  
1. What are the provisions in three selected art schools for participants of this 
study to prepare graduate students for teaching at the college level; which of 
these pedagogical preparations are perceived as the most important according 
to the participants; and how are these provisions similar and different across 






2. How do graduate art students, faculty, and administrators view the 
effectiveness of college teaching preparation offered by their MFA programs? 
(How is it working?) 
3. What do graduate art students, faculty, and administrators view as effective 
college teaching preparation strategies to enable students to become 
successful college art educators, and what changes would they suggest for 
improving their own programs according to these suggested best practices? 
(What would be the best?)  
Assumptions 
Assumptions Not to Be Debated 
• Given that the Master of Fine Arts (MFA) is a practice-oriented degree, MFA 
programs are mainly designed to inculcate in their students the means by 
which to become professional visual artists.   
• Given that the MFA is a terminal degree, the MFA graduate can pursue 
professional artistry, teaching in higher education, or both.  
• Given the current and projected increase in the number of MFA graduates, it 
may become harder for MFA alumni to secure academic careers with their 
terminal MFA degrees alone.  
• Given that there is no tradition of professional preparation for college level 
teaching in art schools, pedagogical curricula to train MFA students to teach 






• Given that there are no standard and accepted aesthetic values in 
contemporary art, college studio art teaching education that guides future 
instructors who will teach contemporary art is complex because of its 
unpredictability.   
• Given that the MFA years can be a transition between learning as a student 
and teaching as a college educator, MFA experiences are important in 
establishing academic careers.  
• Given that there are limited studies on college art teaching and learning, 
interviews with administrators, art faculty, and MFA students would provide 
information about what educational components for preparing college art 
educators are effective in their programs and what would be suitable for their 
students’ teaching preparation.  
Assumptions to Be Debated 
The following are assumptions that I explored in this study:   
• Given that there is a lack of teaching preparation in graduate art programs, 
many future college art teachers (graduate art students) without prior 
professional preparation feel a gap between the artmaking approaches they are 
practicing as artists and those they will be expected to teach in their college art 
classrooms.  
• Given that many art students pursue creating art and teaching at the same 






• Given that the role of the art professor is important for contemporary art 
education in the 21st century, some MFA programs would consider including 
professional teaching preparation in their curricula.    
• Given that the contemporary art education environment is rapidly changing, 
college teaching preparation within MFA visual art programs is important 
because it may benefit current graduate students who pursue a teaching career, 
to prepare a formal college art instruction practice for their future studio art 
classrooms.  
• Given that the MFA is an academic degree offered at educational institutions, 
graduate students can learn how to form aesthetic and philosophical values 
that best guide their teaching through teaching career preparation within MFA 
programs.   
• Given that contemporary college teaching is complex, numerous factors 
interact in the improvement of college teaching preparation of graduate art 
students.  
• Given that I included analyses of similarities and differences of pedagogical 
preparation across various institutions, a cross-case study was the most 
suitable design for this study.  
• Given that an MFA art program is a higher educational phenomenon, inviting 
the reflective thoughts of graduate art students, faculty, and administrators 
about education in the program can be an opening into learning about the 







Limitations of the Study 
• There are various areas that offer MFA degrees, such as graphic art, film, 
theater, and creative writing, yet this study was limited to the area of visual arts 
(fine art).  
• This research was limited by unique samplings with the experiences of nine 
MFA students, six studio art faculty members, and three administrators from 
three MFA visual arts programs in the United States. This study, therefore, 
cannot be generalized to other cases, as it was limited to these specific cases.   
• This research was limited to data gathered in 2020, yet perceptions of students, 
faculty, and administrators about effective teaching preparation in MFA 
programs may change over time.  
• This research was limited to a cross-case study research design.  
• Since the essence of art is indefinable (Elkins, 2001), finding a set pattern 
regarding the kind of pedagogical skills needed for future college art teachers 
based on the interview data was limited.  
• Many participants in this study have practiced art in different media or styles 
and, thus, would have different aesthetics toward art—for example, drawing 
and painting artists may consider more about forms, rhythms, and colors in 
terms of 2-D on a surface, yet sculpture and installation artists may focus more 
on the spatial relationships among space, artwork, and audience. This fact may 
prevent any generalizing of the results.  
• Although I received an MFA degree in the United States, I did not have any 






Since each MFA program has a different learning environment, my perception 
of a particular circumstance at each school can be considered a limitation.  
• Since there is lack of previous studies in this research area, there were 
limitations on finding theoretical frameworks; therefore, to support and 
contextualize the findings, the contents from related fields of studies, such as 
college teaching preparation in terminal degree programs in general, the history 
and role of art school, contemporary art and college art education, and the 
relationship between artist and educator, were used.   
• I as the researcher solely interpreted, analyzed, and presented data. My 
subjectivity was included in the process of analysis and discussion throughout 
the study.  
Role of the Researcher 
My role in this study was to design the study, including selecting research sites 
and participants, composing the interview questions, conducting interviews, and 
analyzing and interpreting the phenomena using the collected data. The researcher’s role 
in qualitative studies is critical, “[as] data [are collected] and mediated through human 
instruments, rather than through inventories, questionnaires, or machines” (Ajagbe et al., 
2015, p. 320). Paul Greenbank (2003) mentioned that qualitative researchers should 
acknowledge how their personal experiences, biases, assumptions, and expectations 
inform the way they conduct their research and analyze their findings, and it is important 
that they illustrate these in their study to qualify their roles as the researcher. Therefore, 






learning experience in the introduction section, and included lists of assumptions, 
limitations, background concepts, and theories necessary in my study. As I was the 
primary instrument, there was the potential for bias on my part, which could affect the 
results of the study, making this a challenging balancing act of objectivity and 
impartiality during the process of analysis and interpretation. In addition, as I described 
in the Limitations section, I did not hold any learning or teaching experiences at any of 
the selected three art schools. Furthermore, due to the COVID-19 situation, I could not 
visit their campuses. As I was an “outsider” at the selected sites, my understanding of the 
pedagogical systems and participants’ specific experiences at each institution was 
limited, and this factor might potentially bias the interpretations. To help with controlling 
my study consistently, I gathered extensive information about the selected institutions 
beyond their MFA programs and scrutinized a variety of primary documents more 
carefully prior to and after each interview. I also kept a personal journal to document my 
own thoughts, feelings, and reflections, and I continuously reviewed all the relevant 
materials throughout the research process. 
Educational Aims of the Research 
As previously stated, students can understand the MFA years as a period of 
transition between learning as a student and teaching as an educator. As an artist, 
educator, and researcher, I have been interested in the learning-teaching dynamic that 
appears in MFA programs. The purpose of this study was to illuminate aspects of the 
pedagogical learning environment in contemporary graduate art education by 






range of college teaching preparation offered to graduate art students, and the perceptions 
of graduate art students, studio art faculty, and administrators about the quality of current 
academic career preparation with regard to teaching in their MFA programs. In addition, 
this study aimed to investigate, through the lenses of graduate art students, studio art 
faculty, and administrators, the most important aspects of pedagogical preparation and to 
identify effective pedagogical practices in MFA programs that lead students to become 
successful college art educators. Given the few studies in higher studio art education, I 
hope this study will support the improvement of learning and teaching environments in 
both undergraduate and graduate visual arts programs. It is my belief that improving the 
learning of teaching pedagogy in MFA programs will influence teaching environments 
for studio art undergraduate students. 
Justification 
Personal Suitability 
My interest in this research topic, described above, arose from my personal 
learning experience, throughout the process of teaching preparation and continuous 
reflection on my understanding of art education. When I was in my MFA program, one of 
my art professors responded to my question about becoming an art teacher at the college 
level in this way: “If you want to teach in colleges, first you need to practice more and 
exhibit more outside. If you become established as a good artist outside, you will get a 
college teaching job, but it would take some time to become a really good artist.” As a 
graduate art student, following my professor’s advice, I focused on my own art practice 






many art classes by great artists who had numerous exhibitions, to learn skills not only 
for my own practice but also for teaching myself in the future by observing their teaching 
styles.    
While taking those art classes taught by great art faculty, however, I felt that 
being a great artist does not always mean being a good college educator. In many cases, 
popular artists did not provide syllabi or detailed course plans; thus, the coursework often 
changed based on the situation of the day. Many great artists who are faculty also tend to 
give harsh critiques on students’ work based on very high expectations without 
considering the students’ perspectives. Some of these faculty talked too much about their 
own shows and personal practices in class. I felt that those classes were professor-
centered education rather than student-centered education (concerned with students’ 
goals). Then I wondered if the way to become an established artist through practice could 
parallel the way to becoming an effective art professor at the college level. As Bowman 
(2011) suggested, a good artist cares about the end product, which heavily relies on 
“making something” in the art world, whereas a good educator cares more about the 
personal development of the art student while inspiring the student. As I experienced 
learning environments similar to the assumption in this statement, especially related to 
studying under “good” artists, I realized there are teaching inconsistencies between the 
two. Yet, for myself, I hoped to find the meeting point between a good artist and a good 
educator, the good “artist-educator” being one who can help students make art freely with 
confidence and develop as true artists, while personally practicing more professionally 






Hoping to become a good art professor after I earned my MFA degree, I 
continued to make my own art and hold exhibitions in galleries and museums, while at 
the same time applying for teaching positions at colleges and universities. In the process 
of applying for academic positions, however, I realized that successfully obtaining a 
college studio art teaching job was too competitive. I applied for positions at more than 
30 schools but received only two interviews from local community colleges. The follow-
up process for the interviews was also challenging to me. I had 40-minute interviews with 
four or five faculty members from each school, and the many questions they asked me 
were not about my art practices. The questions were much more focused on how I could 
provide good instruction to students with many different situations in class, and how I 
would work collaboratively with other faculty to develop curricula and improve the 
program at the college. During the interviews, I definitely sensed that my education 
through the MFA program might not be enough for the process of teaching college-level 
art. In contrast to my MFA professor’s advice, it seemed that simply focusing on one’s 
art practice for years was not the solution to becoming an art professor or an exemplary 
college art educator. Therefore, rather than spend so much time developing and sending 
out my résumé and cover letter to win an academic position while lacking college 
teaching preparation, I decided to pursue my doctoral degree in Art and Art Education at 
Teachers College, Columbia University.  
Many of my artist friends wondered why I chose this path because of the common 
perception that the approaches towards making and understanding art between artists and 
educators are different. However, I was hoping to bridge this distance through my 






goal, which is to become a good art professor. At the start of my doctoral program, 
therefore, I was interested in studying college teaching strategies and ways to become a 
good educator. I wanted to rethink ways to teach students, considering new art trends 
outside of the classroom, as well as students’ current interests, rather than passively 
teaching preexisting art-making methods. In my ongoing curiosity about teaching 
pedagogy, I first researched foundations in art making and presented my paper on the 
idea of “skill” and “re-skill” in the contemporary art classroom at a national FATE 
conference in 2017. While I was attending this conference and sharing my ideas with 
attendees, I thought about the meaning of contemporary art education as well as the 
current academic environment for artists who are preparing to teach. “What would ‘skill’ 
mean in the art classroom today?” and “What kind of art-making methods would 
educators need to teach their students?” and “What would they need to prepare for 
teaching college studio art?” Those pedagogical questions came to me during and after 
the conference. 
Teaching Preparation through Pedagogical Coursework  
Although I had a strong interest in college art teaching pedagogy and teaching 
preparation, as a practicing artist, I sometimes questioned whether I was doing the right 
thing in the process of preparing to teach through my doctoral studies. However, as I was 
spending some time with pedagogical thinking through my doctoral work, I realized that 
my decision to prepare to teach at the college level through education was appropriate to 
me. In fact, my doctoral program was very helpful in closing the gap in the preparation of 
teaching that I never learned sufficiently in my MFA program. Through coursework, I 






artistic experiences and opportunities. For example, I took the course Advanced 
Curriculum Design in Art Education during my second year in my doctoral program. As 
part of the course assignments, I developed syllabi and course curricula for the college 
level. I was especially interested in developing a pedagogy-based concentration program 
within the MFA visual arts program. While I was developing my curriculum, I wanted to 
think about ways to assist graduate art students to understand contemporary artistic 
processes and apply various aspects of practical pedagogy to the teaching of studio art in 
higher education. In turn, as previously described, I researched several graduate art 
schools and surveyed and interviewed both art students and faculty members to gather 
information about what would be needed for a pedagogical program within the MFA.  
While I surveyed and interviewed students and faculty, I strongly felt that 
pedagogical learning is now needed in the MFA program, especially to follow a changing 
landscape in teaching, learning, creating, and accessing art in the 21st century. This 
inspired me to create a pedagogical curriculum for the MFA program. I often discussed 
developing this curriculum with my colleagues and received much valuable feedback 
from them. At the end of my second year in my doctoral program, therefore, I was able to 
develop the pedagogical concentration program, College Teaching Prep in MFA 
(CTPM), which consists of seven theoretical and pedagogical thinking courses: 
“Foundations of Contemporary Art Making,” “Conditions of Artistic Development in 
New Studios,” “The Convergent Point Between Artist and Teacher,” “Learning Theories: 






“Internship in Teaching I & II.” The process of developing this curriculum was extremely 
valuable to me to expand my knowledge in my research area.10  
Teaching Preparation with Curriculum Development  
As part of other doctoral coursework, I then designed a few more college studio 
art courses. First, I developed the course “Foundation of Video in the Age of YouTube,” 
based on my specialty in video art practice. For this course, I wanted to combine studio 
art practice and pedagogical educational theories, as I believed that many students would 
want to pursue teaching through their studio art education. Above all, I wanted my future 
students to think about and question what fundamental materials or knowledge would be 
needed to learn and teach art in the 21st century while making contemporary art. I also 
hoped they could expand this fundamental thinking into their classrooms in the future.  
Many progressive ideas went into developing my curriculum. However, creating a 
new studio art curriculum at the college level was challenging to me. This was because of 
the variety of art practices in contemporary art. For example, in the video medium, there 
are video installations, visual music art, internet video art, performance video, and 
interactive video. Therefore, I was a little confused about how to start developing my 
curriculum in the beginning and not sure what to include and not include in my video art 
course. I was thinking: “Given this variety in video art, what should the foundation be? 
What do students need to know first when they put together their work in video?”  
Having such questions, I also wondered how other doctoral students in my 
program, who are pursuing teaching art at the college level, think about the foundations 
 
10 I was able to think more about what kind of educational curriculum would be needed in an MFA 
program while I was developing the CTPM program and its related course syllabi in the Advanced 






of learning contemporary video art. Thus, I created a mini-online survey and asked them 
to choose what they think about foundational elements from multiple-choice options 
indicated in the survey by showing different styles of video art. As I described the results 
of the survey in Appendix I, the answers varied work by work and style by style.11 This, 
in fact, implied for me that when I teach video, what I need to emphasize can vary, work 
by work and project by project. This would also mean that the conventional teaching 
style for two- or three-dimensional work, along with the principles and elements of art, 
such as form, value, and contrast, may not be simply applied to teaching in contemporary 
video art. Although I surveyed only for video art, I realized that in order to teach 
contemporary studio art courses, college art educators would need to have extensive 
knowledge not only about art practices but also about art history and culture, and an 
updated comprehensive understanding of the art world. I determined that it would be 
important for contemporary art educators to consider what college art students are 
interested in today and what they can bring to the classroom. 
Upon consideration of various contexts in the contemporary art classroom, I 
hoped to create another video art curriculum that could close the gap between students’ 
art practices in a conventional art studio12 and the contemporary art scene outside of the 
classroom. I hoped to develop a course using various contemporary visual images, 
regardless of the hierarchy existing between high and low art, and help students broaden 
their perspectives in creating diverse art practices considering contexts in the 21st century. 
In the meantime, I also thought about what coursework I would need to include to make 
 
11 For more detail on the survey and the participants’ responses, see Appendix I.  
12 In this case, a conventional art studio means a studio environment which focuses more on 
creating art using conventional art materials, such as watercolor, oil, canvas, clay, and wood, and existing 






my art class more effective. In fact, this process of developing curricula really helped me 
think more about pedagogical concepts, such as thinking about the interactions between 
the instructor, students, and the learning environment, that would be necessary in 
teaching a studio art course.  
However, while I was developing this curriculum, I always pondered this 
question: In what ways could I really approach pedagogical concepts appropriately in my 
curriculum? In fact, there was no clear answer to me about what I needed to include and 
what I needed to show my students in class to maximize their learning with art media. 
Since there was no specific guideline about how to teach college art, I therefore had to 
rely on what my previous professors taught me. I tried to recall videos we watched and 
contexts we discussed in my previous video and film classes. I spent some time 
collecting, revising, and rethinking resources to fit into the current art classroom, and 
then I finally designed my second video art curriculum, “Contemporary Video and Time-
based Experimentation.” In this course, I hoped my students would freely experiment and 
explore visual aesthetics around time-based media while engaging in multiple modes of 
learning, such as observing the existing work, thinking about the ideas based on their 
interests, creating a unique work, and critiquing various practices.  
Teaching Preparation through Teaching Practice 
Thereafter, during my third year of doctoral study, I enjoyed a teaching 
opportunity that involved designing a video art curriculum for a course within my 
department. I thought that I prepared well with various resources for the coursework. 
However, as I started teaching, I worried about whether my curriculum would fit with my 






take a brief survey at the start of the first class. Their answers for the purpose of taking 
this class are below:    
• To integrate video skills into music making and performance work 
• To make creative art 
• To produce video, especially documentary video  
• To learn professional shooting techniques or camera or other skills 
• To learn theories related to media 
• To think about the logic behind the video  
• To learn some skills that can make me happy   
• To prepare for entering a technology-related graduate program   
• To prepare for entering art school   
• To improve artistic appreciation  
• To improve my video-making skills  
• To create a blog for my personal use  
• To utilize my music skills to video  
• To make self-promotion videos for my future career  
• To learn how to convey messages through video  
• To improve my producing skills  
• To express thoughts and explore ways of expressing ideas and stories in the 
video format  







• To develop my own style of videos as well as exploring other creative video 
possibilities  
• To explore a different area that I haven’t yet learned about   
• To learn more about video but also various time-based art forms other than 
that of a critic or historian’s perspective 
The students had somewhat different goals. Along with the different goals of 
taking my course, most of my students also had different educational and artistic 
backgrounds. Collectively, they majored in psychology, science, music education, 
physical education, and art, and I felt that it would be challenging to teach all of them 
with a fixed curriculum. In fact, during the semester, there were some fluctuations in the 
coursework because each student had a different learning pace and many of them tried to 
create different styles of work. Therefore, while I was teaching, I asked myself, “What 
are students’ interests now? What do they spend most of their time doing in their daily 
lives? Am I really considering what they are interested in? Am I also bringing in what 
contemporary artists are dealing with? What would contemporary education mean in my 
classroom? Am I approaching it for my students’ enhanced understanding? And how can 
I reduce the gap between what I practice outside and what I teach inside the classroom?” 
Upon reflection, I wanted to encourage my students to practice more experimental ways 
of creating a time-based art following their interests without worrying about successful 
outcomes—for example, making a collage video, layering images of performance and 
research in other disciplines, or creating an abstract video by marking on film strips using 
science laboratory tools. Moreover, I wanted them to apply various art-making 






an artistic career or not. This was a different approach from my initial plan for my 
curriculum, which had been focused on teaching art through an artist’s (instructor’s) 
perspective.  
In fact, some reasonable trial and error occurred through my teaching practice. 
Yet, this teaching experience was valuable to me and I felt that I became more confident 
in teaching college studio art afterwards. One day, a friend of mine, an art professor from 
Hunter College, told me that his teaching style did not stay the same one semester to 
another; he said it was continuously changing and evolving every semester through 
gaining in practice. This seemed to imply that teaching college art is complex, yet one 
can improve one’s teaching through practice as well as appropriate preparation.  
Pedagogical Thinking through the Pilot Study  
Having experienced teaching, my keen interest in researching college teaching 
preparation grew and snowballed exponentially. I now wanted to discover a better way to 
equip future art faculty with essential skills PRIOR to their teaching. This led my 
curiosity to investigate how current MFA programs assist graduate art students. To 
initiate my research, as previously mentioned, in 2018, I first conducted a pilot study with 
13 current MFA students on their perceptions of pedagogical preparation through surveys 
and interviews. Data analysis found that participants perceived that teaching preparation 
could both be learned by teaching pedagogy as well as engaging in non-academic 
activities, such as developing their art practice, gaining a broader knowledge of 
contemporary art, and developing connections with faculty and artists (Kim, 2018). They 






interviewees stated that they never received any college art pedagogical training along 
with their art practice training in their MFA programs.  
When I conducted the pilot study, I was curious about which elements would 
prevent current MFA students from preparing for teaching. In turn, I included a question 
in the survey to ask them about obstacles related to teaching preparation during their 
MFA programs. The majority of MFA students considered the core obstacle to be “studio 
art people often think that education is secondary; therefore, educational teaching prep is 
not focused on in their curricula.”13 The pattern of the data provided by this study 
suggested that, because the MFA was a practice-oriented degree, the support offered for 
teaching would be restrictive and often avoided. It seemed that many MFA programs 
believed that in order to prepare artists to overcome extremely difficult employment 
conditions, they must focus on art practice rather than spend time on the teaching issue. 
This was similar to what my MFA professor advised me about my question on how to 
become an art professor. Yet, through my doctoral education, I knew how much 
pedagogical learning would be important to prepare for teaching. In fact, the MFA degree 
was programmed rigorously for practicing artists with no intention to enter academia. 
Despite this, as stated earlier, increasing numbers of students are entering MFA programs 
intending to gain the necessary credential for teaching studio art in higher education. 
Therefore, this raises the question of whether MFA programs should consider teaching 
 
13 Participants were allowed to check all that applied among the possible four barriers; 36% of 
participants marked “studio art people often think that education is secondary; therefore, educational 
teaching prep is not focused on in their curricula” as the most significant barrier. Participants perceived 
other barriers such as “not enough time,” “budget issue,” and “lack of faculty” were somewhat moderate 






preparation to help their students pursue academic careers. I thought there should be more 
discussion around college art teaching among artists, students, and faculty.  
Pedagogical Thinking through Educational Events and Conferences 
In addition to my pedagogical coursework, curriculum development, teaching 
practice, and pilot study justification for carrying out this study, educational events I 
organized or attended convinced me that this study needed to be done. In 2018, I put 
together a three-day collaborative educational art event at Teachers College that exhibited 
contemporary art pieces and hosted informal discussions to share and compare studio art 
teaching preparation, pedagogy, and practices. While I was preparing this event, I sent 
out more than 300 emails to local art professors and MFA candidates. I received much 
positive feedback and encouragement from faculty members regarding their thinking 
about both studio art and education. During the event, participants expressed that they 
wanted to meet regularly on the topic we discussed. I realized that many artists were very 
interested in art pedagogy and wanted to know ways of teaching art. This was very 
different from the common perception that education is separated from studio art.  
Recently, I attended the 2019 CAA conference and presented my pilot study: 
“College Teaching Preparation in MFA.” Similar to my previous collaborative event, 
many graduate art students, art alumni, and art professors expressed their interest in my 
research topic on the need for change in the arena of career preparation in higher 
education. Some professors emailed and asked me to keep them in the loop as my 
research progressed. At this CAA conference, there was an additional program, Idea 
Exchange Roundtable, which included casual discussions on pedagogies of the artist, 






practicing artists, graduate students, and artist-faculty gathered to share their learning and 
teaching experiences. Yet, because no one was specialized in this subject, it was difficult 
to find common conclusions among the group, and the attendees addressed that it would 
require more professional research and specialized people to speak about this field.  
In addition to CAA, I also attended other national conferences such as FATE and 
the National Art Education Association (NAEA), where the attendees shared and 
discussed current practical topics in college teaching and curriculum. Many of the 
attendees came from different types of institutions, such as community colleges, four-
year public colleges, four-year private colleges, and private art institutions; they also 
expressed the need for pedagogical components in higher art education. The meeting with 
those attendees at these conferences provided me with an opportunity for reflection, 
rethinking, and developing a new perspective on learning and teaching college art as well 
as my research area. In fact, the conference environment and participants’ responses 
confirmed that my research topic was very relevant and important to current and future 
higher educators.  
Along with conference attendance, presenting my paper, and doing my pilot 
research, I also did an extensive review of the literature from related fields of inquiry. 
This included preparation for college teaching in MFA programs compared with other 
fields, teaching assistantships, postsecondary art schools (history and roles), 
contemporary art and college art education (where does art school curriculum fit best?), 
and the relationship between artist and educator. As I acquired knowledge in this process, 
I realized that today, many future art educators seek to support their teaching career as 






classroom. In fact, I approached this issue, the lack of teaching preparation, in my pilot 
study. However, after I discussed these issues with faculty and colleagues in my doctoral 
program, I felt that my study had too many limitations because it was only looking at the 
issue based on current MFA students’ perspectives. Therefore, in this study I explored the 
topic of college teaching preparation through broader perspectives, including 
administrators, art faculty, and students. I pursued this dissertation with the hope that it 
will raise more discussion among art educators and scholars, as well as guide future 
college art educators to succeed in the preparation of their professional career. Using a 
cross-case study approach, I also hoped to seek best teaching practices that will 
contribute to a new knowledge in this field.  
Glossary of Terms 
Art School: An educational institution of higher learning that offers students a 
variety of majors within the arts. It includes undergraduate and graduate programs in 
either private or public schools.  
Artist: A person engaged in a creative activity using one or several media of 
expression to convey emotion, thought, or aesthetic perspective.  
Barrier: An obstacle that hinders or restricts.   
Contemporary Art Practices: The wide spectrum of creative practices produced 
since the late 20th century by contemporary artists. Contemporary art practices do not 
limit traditional forms of expression such as sculpture, painting, drawing, and often 






Contemporary Artists: Artists who challenge existing traditional social and 
cultural values and boundaries by working with a range of materials, methods, concepts, 
and subjects (“Contemporary Art in Context,” n.d., para 1).   
Curriculum: A course of study offered in an educational institution; a planned 
sequence of instruction with instructional content, materials, and resources for a 
particular subject.   
Interdisciplinary Artists: Artists who practice work with a diverse array of 
experimental approach, exploring concepts, forms, and techniques from across artistic 
disciplines.  
Interdisciplinary Arts: Art practices that explore a range of materials, methods, 
and theories across artistic disciplines, but also engage in a broader dialogue with other 
disciplines and knowledge systems. The term interdisciplinarity is used to describe a 
characteristic of contemporary art practice (Interdisciplinary Arts, 2020. para. 1).  
Master of Fine Arts: The Master of Fine Arts (MFA) is a terminal degree in 
studio art practice and is equivalent to a doctoral degree in other subject areas, such as the 
PhD or the EdD (CAA, 2019). Although the MFA mainly refers to visual arts education 
in the present study, MFA degrees are also offered in other disciplines, including creative 
writing, filmmaking, dance, theater, and music (Wang, 2001). Requirements and options 
within the MFA degrees vary by programs, with considerable differences in 
concentrations, specializations, and emphases among those disciplines and institutions 
(CAA, 2019).  
Pedagogical Content Knowledge: “A type of knowledge that is unique to 






knowledge (what they know about teaching) to their subject matter knowledge (what they 
know about what they teach)” (Cochran, 1997, para. 4).   
Pedagogy: The theory, practice, or method employed in teaching. Pedagogy 
includes planning, developing, delivering, and managing instructions in order to assist 
learners’ understanding.   
Scope: Availability of different forms of educational operations in terms of 
various learning and teaching environments.  
Studio Art: For my purposes, studio art refers to the discipline of fine art that is 
developed primarily for aesthetics or beauty, and is distinguished from decorative art, 
applied art, or design which are associated with functional purposes. Studio art practices 
vary, such as drawing, painting, sculpture, photography, print, video, and new media, 
among others. Concepts dealing in studio art often creatively contribute to the social and 
cultural discourses that shape contemporary society. The term studio art is also 
exchangeable with the term visual art.   
Summary 
Chapter I introduced the study by providing background with my personal 
journey in an MFA program. Then, the central problem and research questions were 
addressed. In addition, lists of assumptions, limitations, role of the researcher, and 
educational aims of the research were described. Lastly, justification of conducting this 
study through diverse dimensions of pedagogical thinking, my own experience of 
teaching preparation, and the results of my pilot study, was explored. Next, Chapter II 










REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
 
This research study focuses on pedagogical learning and teaching preparation in 
MFA visual arts programs. However, there are so few studies on studio art in higher 
education and MFA visual arts teaching and learning. This chapter, therefore, presents a 
survey of the related literature from general idea to specific topic, drawing upon four 
main themes: preparation of college teaching in terminal degree programs including the 
visual arts field, the history and role of art school, contemporary art and art education, 
and the relationship between artist and educator.  
Preparation for College Teaching in Terminal Degrees 
 
What Is Known about How Graduate Programs Prepare Their Students to Teach 
 
Over the last 30 years, an increasing number of students have entered graduate 
degree programs to find teaching opportunities in a college or university (Bok, 2013; 
Robinson & Hope, 2013). Although some graduate students earning terminal degrees in 
various fields, such as mathematics, psychology, computer science, and engineering, gain 
employment as university researchers after graduation, many of them are likely to go on 
to teach at schools that emphasize teaching over research (Bubenzer & Johnson, 2012). 






future college professors cannot realistically expect to find positions at these universities 
(Bubenzer & Johnson, 2012). The new doctoral graduates often start their careers as 
instructors at teaching colleges (Bubenzer & Johnson, 2012; Murray, 2000). In turn, a 
considerable number of graduate students in many disciplines continue to think about 
teaching as their primary career goal (Robinson & Hope, 2013; Smock & Menges, 1985); 
thus, preparing students for teaching is crucial for these recent graduates.  
In higher education fields, professional productivity is often gauged by three 
criteria: teaching, research, and service (Robinson & Hope, 2013). Considering teaching, 
it is often said that good teachers are those who inspire their students through well- 
prepared instruction demonstrating sufficient knowledge in their field (Robinson & Hope, 
2013). Graduate students in some academic fields may be given Teaching Assistantships 
as a form of teaching preparation. Thus, preparing future educators for teaching as part of 
their graduate work is not a new concept. Specifically, preK-12 educators often complete 
teaching certification in graduate programs. However, unlike primary and secondary 
teachers, most future college and university teachers receive minimal or no training in 
principles of learning, educational theory, and methodology prior to beginning their 
practice (Robinson & Hope, 2013). The Boyer Commission on Educating 
Undergraduates (1998) reported, “Graduate education severely neglects the professional 
goal of the majority of students who will become college professors, that is teaching.… 
[Graduate students] are too often expected to know how to teach with little more than a 
few days or weeks of casual training, and little or no supervision throughout the year” (as 






Derek Bok, former president of Harvard University, similarly mentioned that  
“the most glaring defect of our graduate programs is how little they do to prepare their 
students to teach”; only a minority of graduate students perceive that they have received 
moderate guidance from the schools in charge of the course, and professors often 
encourage them to spend more time on study and research rather than on their teaching 
duties (Bok, 2013, p. 1). Moreover, a survey of doctoral students in 2001 by Chris M. 
Golde and Timothy M. Dore at the University of Wisconsin-Madison reaffirmed this 
failure to prepare students (Golde & Dore, 2001). During the survey, graduate students at 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison noted that they were mostly trained for the research 
aspects of their future jobs, but no teaching guidance was given to them in their graduate 
program (Bubenzer & Johnson, 2012; Golde & Dore, 2001). Therefore, when graduate 
students become professors, “they do not know enough about the intricate process of 
teaching and learning to be able to learn from their own constant exposure to the 
classroom…as they are not prepared to observe the more subtle measure of learning” 
(Cross, 1990, p. 10). With regard to preparation for teaching in higher education, the 
literature has indicated that there is not enough preparation for teaching in graduate 
school curricula in general, which prevents graduate students from becoming effective 
educators in their fields.  
However, unlike graduate students in some other academic fields, art students do 
not obtain their terminal degree solely to do research or teach in academia; rather, they do 
so to further their artistic practice (Singerman, 1999). For example, the Yale School of 
Art—one of the most prestigious postsecondary institutions for a terminal studio art 






hands-on instruction in the practice of an array of visual arts media within the context of 
a liberal arts university…and training artists of the highest caliber.” There is nothing in 
their mission statement about teaching or learning of pedagogy. It emphasizes students’ 
art making within the institution rather than other academic activities. It seems, then, that 
the main purpose of going to graduate school differs between art students and students in 
some other fields. If graduate students in the arts largely do not pursue a terminal degree 
to teach, do they need to be prepared to teach?  
Regardless of the objectives for going to graduate school, however, many MFA 
graduates are currently teaching in colleges or universities. For example, in 2018, 18 out 
of 21 art faculty at the Art Center College of Design, and eight out of nine of Yale’s 
academic leading artist faculty were MFA graduates (Faculty Description on Art Center 
Website and Yale’s Art Program Website). Also, the job descriptions of college art 
faculty positions often indicate that an MFA degree is required to teach studio courses in 
colleges or universities. The teaching qualification at the University of Southern 
California (USC) for a recent art professor position, for example, is described as follows: 
“the minimum education should be MFA or other relevant terminal degree 
and…candidates must be able to show demonstrated success in teaching at the college or 
university level, in particular at peer institutions, and a record of exhibiting work, 
publishing, curating, or other related activities in the field that evidence a strong 
professional profile.” An Assistant/Associate Professor position listing at the Pratt 
Institute similarly indicates that “we require an MFA or equivalent, and at least three 
years’ college/university/art school teaching experience, preferably at the Foundation 






job search websites for other art schools are also very similar to these schools. This 
confirms that the MFA degree is in direct relationship to teaching in higher education. 
Given this reality, how do graduate art students prepare for teaching? Can they 
prepare for teaching in a similar way to other fields? Unfortunately, as I mentioned 
previously, there is limited literature or research on art students’ experiences and learning 
in higher studio art programs. In the next section, I look at terminal degree programs in 
the visual arts by examining related literature.   
What Is Known about Preparation of Teaching within MFA Degree Programs 
Since the 1980s, there has been an increase in graduate art programs across the 
country, and these programs have trained students entering the professional art world 
(Boucher, 2016). For example, one of the art schools in the United States, the School of 
Visual Arts (SVA) in New York, had four graduate programs in the 1980s. Now, the 
school has tripled that number and accommodated over 600 graduate art students in 2017 
(Boucher, 2016). Following this trend of increasing numbers of art programs and 
students, applications to MFA programs in the United States have also risen (Min et al., 
2009). The Master of Fine Arts is considered a practice-oriented two- or three-year 
terminal degree graduate program with advanced study in many artistic fields such as 
visual arts, graphic design, photography, filmmaking, dance, theater, and other 
performing arts. At the College Art Association (CAA) conference in 2007, an abstract 
painter and art professor at Temple University, Odili Donald Odita, talked about the 
MFA learning environment using his program as an example. In his MFA program, he 
said that art faculty teach students “how to make things and think about what they are 






p. 44). This emphasizes that MFA programs focus on art practice and concept making in 
their curriculum.  
It is assumed that the primary role of MFA programs is to train students to 
become professional practicing artists, and the vast majority of students, in fact, enter 
MFA programs to develop their art practice and use the institution as a community where 
they can create a network to sustain their practice (Min et al., 2009). Min et al. claim that 
unlike graduate students in other majors, fine art graduate students are not all searching 
for studio careers after graduation (p. 45). MFA students spend most of their time 
creating work in their studios and finding exhibition opportunities to present their work. 
Yet, an art professor, Gareth James, noted that many students who go to MFA programs 
are not just doing so for practical reasons; they aim to teach after graduation (p. 45).  
In 2004, the National Association of Schools of Art and Design published their 
MFA degree and faculty policies, which states “holders of the M.F.A. have parity with 
holders of other terminal degrees for purposes of hiring, promotion, and advancement 
within faculties of higher education” (Morrisroe & Roland, 2008, p. 88). In turn, today, 
not only art majors but also students with non-art majors enter MFA programs to acquire 
knowledge and critical skills while gaining the necessary credentials for their intended 
careers, such as working as professional artists or teaching art in higher education, as well 
as many other possibilities. In the studio art discipline, students who go to extremely 
rigorous institutions may not succeed in the way the institution promotes (Min et al., 
2009, p. 51). Many graduate art students, therefore, want to teach to secure their careers 
while they continue art-making and are often eager to learn how to teach and improve the 






Roland, 2008). It seems, then, that art schools that provide an MFA degree need to 
consider assisting their students to prepare for teaching after graduation. In turn, studio 
art teaching and teacher preparation are more likely becoming important concerns in 
MFA programs today. How, then, do MFA students prepare for teaching while enrolled 
in their graduate programs? 
Similar to the way other fields prepare students to teach, art students often gain 
experience in education through teaching assistantships. However, not all programs offer 
this opportunity. Teaching preparation varies by schools (Wang, 2001). Some MFA 
programs in four-year colleges with graduate programs may provide teaching 
assistantships for graduate art students to gain practical experience by teaching 
undergraduate courses, such as foundations or non-major art classes. Some programs in 
private art schools do not offer any teaching opportunities at all. While some academic 
career preparations in MFA programs do exist, these preparations are insufficient and 
tend to be vague and limited to the department’s demand (Pegan, 2004). Writing over 50 
years ago, Weller et al. (1965) similarly described that although graduate students may 
have had some teaching assistant opportunities, “The MFA is, evidently, not generally 
designed in a specific way to prepare the student for [teaching fields]” (p. 247). Many 
scholars have indicated that teaching assistantships rarely prepare students for teaching in 
college, and there needs to be a kind of reformation in the preparation of future faculty 
(Adams, 2002; Austin, 2002; Austin & Wulff, 2004; Nyquist & Sprague, 1992; Nyquist 
& Wulff, 1996; Rice, 1996a, 1996b). Collectively, this suggests that the situation of 
teaching preparation in MFA programs does not differ much from other disciplines’ 






Considering the lack of preparation for academic careers, a former president at the 
International Alliance of Teacher Scholars, Laurie Richlin (1993), stated that graduate 
education often prevents future professors from learning about teaching. It is, in turn, 
suggested that graduate students who are pursuing college teaching need to acquire 
teaching preparation information by themselves, or approach their programs to create 
pedagogical provisions for them. Currently, most pedagogical experiences offered by 
graduate programs are teaching assistantships. However, those experiences sometimes do 
not associate with practical preparation for students and are often structured to serve the 
faculty’s needs rather than focusing on students’ concerns about their future teaching 
careers (Austin, 2002). The literature often emphasizes the importance of understanding 
the needs of students in the program, whether it is undergraduate or graduate education, 
to assist them to have better careers after graduation. John McCarthy (2015) also 
mentioned, “Effective professional development [in the program] caters to what teachers 
[and future teachers] think will help them become more effective” (para. 3), and this 
affects the quality of their own students’ learning. Therefore, it is necessary to look into 
current pedagogical provisions and develop systematic preparation along with the 
teaching assistantships in graduate programs, including the MFA programs.  
Teaching Assistantships 
Teaching can demand the most important attention for academic careers because 
faculty need to spend much time and energy while assuming many responsibilities 
(Adams, 2002; Boice, 1992). Considering that many graduate students who are earning 
terminal degrees are likely to teach after graduation, the reasonable time to prepare them 






teachers, who are prepared to be educators prior to entering the profession (Cross, 1990). 
Terrell Robinson, assistant professor at Johnson C. Smith University, and Warren Hope, 
chair of Professional Learning and Innovation at Georgia College, think that preparation 
of teaching while in graduate programs can influence students’ professional development 
in pedagogy throughout their careers (Robinson & Hope, 2013). Graduate schools, 
therefore, can be a venue in which to establish the fundamental knowledge of teaching 
and methods if they include productive programs.  
Following the recognition that graduate schools need to prepare future college and 
university professors for teaching, the graduate teaching assistantship (GTA) first 
emerged in the 1980s (Robinson & Hope, 2013). The Teaching Assistantship (TA) then 
became one of the most important teaching preparations, enabling students to practice in 
schools (Smock & Menges, 1985). Jody D. Nyquist, Associate Dean of the Graduate 
School at the University of Washington, and Donald H. Wulff, a former director of the 
Center for Instructional Development and Research (CIDR), extensively researched 
graduate teaching assistantships. According to Nyquist and Wulff (1996), the term 
teaching assistant (TA) in general refers to “graduate students who [take] instructional 
responsibilities” in their classrooms while working extensively with undergraduate 
students through verbal or written form (pp. 2-3). Nyquist and Wulff also indicated that 
TAs take diverse roles that range from grading exams and leading discussions to giving 
demonstrations and holding office hours, yet the assigned role of the TA can vary by 
courses, departments, and schools. A dean of the Arts and Sciences College at Clarkson 
University mentioned that in many Math and Science departments at larger colleges, 






2017). This would also be similar to many other disciplines such as psychology, English, 
sociology, and economics in larger universities. When graduate students are practicing in 
a classroom as a sole instructor, they have the opportunity to learn how to teach students 
and manage a classroom. Teaching assistantships, in fact, can provide graduate students 
wide pedagogical experiences while they bridge education between undergraduate and 
graduate programs (Nyquist & Wulff, 1996).  
Yet, many scholars believe that the current way of training students solely 
through teaching assistantships does not acknowledge diverse academic responsibilities 
expected of new faculty members (Adams, 2002; Boice 1992; Olsen 1993). In other 
words, it is not enough for graduate students to truly prepare for teaching only by 
teaching assistantships. This is because students’ learning styles continuously change, 
and pedagogy has become a much more complicated process in light of a fast-moving 
society (Berrett, 2012). With these changes, many scholars and educators recognize that 
conventional teaching instruction is ineffective (Berrett, 2012). Many TAs realize the 
need for more well-structured, formal training with instruction in “educational theory, 
instructional methodology, and educational technology” to teach their students more 
productively and systematically (Robinson & Hope, 2013, p. 3). Ann E. Austin (2002), 
professor of education at Michigan State University, also emphasized this by saying, “[It 
is necessary that] much of the structure of graduate programs serves as much to make the 
institutions work effectively as to prepare graduate students for future professional roles” 
(p. 95).  
For some, obtaining the graduate degree may credential one to teach in a college 






teach that subject. Recent graduate students who serve as TAs without systematic 
preparation, however, will come to recognize the gap between expectation and reality 
(Boehrer & Sarkisian, 1985). The literature has indicated that although such 
assistantships would be helpful for graduate students in some ways, it would be far from 
adequate to prepare for teaching in this fast-developing society; they would be faced with 
challenges as soon as they enter their academic careers. 
Acknowledging the insufficient professional teaching preparation for a diverse 
learning environment, Kathrynn A. Adams (2002), professor of psychology at Guilford 
College, suggested that graduate programs should offer graduate students various 
teaching experiences. For example, TAs can be assigned to teach in different settings 
while they are in the program, so that they derive benefit from experiencing diverse 
students under different conditions. Adams also recommended that graduate students 
must be given information such as essential academic responsibilities that they need to 
know when they get hired as faculty, and they must receive updated pedagogies including 
“active learning, field-based learning, diversity, and technology,” all of which are lacking 
in the current graduate school system (p. 11). Continuous mentoring by faculty members 
along with supervised teaching, team teaching, and teaching fellowships should also be 
required as a part of graduate learning to help graduate students improve their creative 
teaching possibilities (Adams, 2002).  
In addition, Adams (2002) noted a list of strategies to enhance the teaching 
preparation environment in graduate programs based on her findings from the literature 






• provide graduate students with teaching opportunities at the beginning of the 
first semester and extend the training throughout the program;  
• provide information about what can be expected at different types of 
institutions, including community colleges, virtual universities, and continuing 
education programs; 
• provide seminars on teaching with a variety of pedagogical experiences, 
including supervised teaching, team teaching, and teaching fellowships; 
• access alumni’s employment patterns and employ the feedback of those 
alumni who teach in a college setting to develop programs to guide graduate 
students to enter the academic job market; 
• enhance graduate faculty’s mentorship skills to provide students with effective 
mentorships to help them succeed in different types of academic positions  
(pp. 8-21). 
Connecting to Adams’s research on preparing for future faculty in graduate 
programs, Mary C. Clement, a professor of teacher education at Berry College, has also 
researched in the field of new faculty support and teacher hiring and concerned effective 
teaching strategies for novice college teachers. In her article “Six Things That Make 
College Teachers Successful” (2015), Clement shared strategies that future college 
teachers or graduate students should be aware of in becoming the best educators. 
According to her, it is suggested that students:  
• actively look to acquire a knowledge base of teaching and learning beyond 
knowledge of their own discipline, through various resources such as books, 






• rethink how to teach students with different backgrounds and accept all 
students who come to class to learn through a college education;  
• plan for classroom management, communicating clearly with students. For 
example, create visual outlines of important concepts and review them with 
students in class;  
• pay attention to various pedagogical approaches such as student-centered 
instruction, online instruction, and active learning by encouraging students to 
participate actively in the classroom;  
• create assessments to help students’ achievement and provide clear criteria for 
grading; 
• be passionate about being an educator and mentor and help students improve 
their knowledge or skills in the discipline while considering their learning 
needs (Clement, 2015, para. 1-6). 
These guidelines and suggestions to improve preparation for teaching and academic 
citizenship seem to be modeled towards graduate students who are earning terminal 
degrees such as the EdD or PhD, since they are more likely to become the faculty. 
Although an MFA is considered to be a practice-based degree because it is a terminal 
degree in the visual arts, these guidelines can also be applied to MFA graduate students.   
As mentioned previously, studies have indicated that many graduate students feel 
unprepared to enter academe (Heiberger & Vick, 1996; Kim, 2018). Suggestions and 
guidelines from the literature above may provide guidance for graduate students to 
prepare to teach as well as become more effective faculty within postsecondary visual 






Postsecondary Art School 
History and Role of Art School 
Art school is a common route for many artists and art educators. Currently, most 
college art programs include in their curricula: foundation art courses, studio courses, 
theories, and exhibition (various art schools’ coursework information, via their websites). 
MFA degree programs usually have studio courses, courses in art theories and art history, 
art seminar courses, and a culminating exhibition of student work with a thesis document 
(Wang, 2001). Yet, learning and teaching in art schools vary by school, and there is much 
debate over the kind of curriculum that should be included in art school. To understand 
what art schools do and what they need to teach, it is necessary to analyze the trajectory 
of art learning in history.   
Studio art learning did not begin with formal academic environments (Lamb, 
2015). The early university appeared in the medieval era and included limited curricula 
such as grammar, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music; art was not 
part of the school system at all (Elkins, 2001). Art techniques were often passed down 
from father to son, or through apprenticeships during the Classical Era and the Middle 
Ages (Efland, 1990; Wang, 2001). In apprenticeships, artists learned skills by assisting 
their masters with activities such as grinding pigments, preparing panels, and painting 
backgrounds and draperies (Efland, 1990; Elkins, 2001). After apprentices completed 
their labor-intensive training for several years, they were able to become a Master 
through by taking a test and receiving a certificate, which was an honor that few attained 
(Efland, 1990; Lamb, 2015). Although artists could acquire art techniques through highly 






students during that period had unbalanced learning with other academic concepts, such 
as theology, philosophy, or mathematics, that artists would need to know in order to 
improve their art practices. Elkins’s remark implies that being an artist without receiving 
formal education caused the artist’s practice to fall outside intellectual validation (p. 8).  
This style of informal art learning and lack of conceptual practice, however, 
began to change in the High Renaissance, when academies became more popular and 
more diverse (Elkins, 2001). Educational institutions were still not rigidly structured, yet 
artists occasionally met in a group setting to discuss theories and new techniques and to 
advance their practice in drawing (Efland, 1990). In the mid-16th century, the first art 
academy, The Florentine Academy of Design, was founded, and this school provided 
students with more formal theoretical education than before (Elkins, 2001; Lamb, 2015). 
There were guided art instructions, and students were able to develop their “manual 
dexterity” and learn how to draw considering “perspective, proportion, harmony, and 
plane” (Elkins, 2001, p. 10). The program of art education in this period included the 
teaching of architecture, geometry, perspective, arithmetic, anatomy, life drawing, 
astronomy, and history, and began to focus on both practice and theory (Efland, 1990). 
To develop technical artistic skills as part of the program, students first had to study 
“mental principles,” such as “measured judgment” and “conceptual foundations,” which 
were considered the historical beginning of applying “idea” into art practice (Elkins, 
2001, p. 10). Efland (1990) mentioned that the Renaissance laid the groundwork for the 
modern conception of art; this conceptual mode separated fine art from crafts and 
provided profound methods for the teaching of art. Elkins (2001) also noted that “looking 






10). In fact, this idea of combining techniques and thinking components was considered 
fundamental in art education even before the 20th century.   
Although Renaissance educators embedded conceptual guidance in their art 
instruction, it seems that teaching creativity through intellectual studies was not an 
important part of their instruction. In the Renaissance, technical skills while considering 
balance and perfection of form for a realistic depiction were highly valued in the art 
curriculum; in fact, artists in this period conceived of “art as a matter of balance” (Elkins, 
1990, p. 10). Students at the Florentine academy learned how to practice realistic art 
through a systematic procedure. Students first took essential courses in theory and 
practices such as mathematics, dissection, life drawing, and natural philosophy; then, 
they could practice more advanced skills by taking specific academic courses such as 
observational drapery drawing and architecture (Elkins, 2001). In this series of classes, 
Renaissance art educators helped students improve their drawing techniques and 
understand ideal proportion and the nobility of the human body, while also expressing 
their artistic minds (Elkins, 2001).   
In the Baroque period, informal studio settings within academies persisted, 
followed by the medieval guild system. Yet, well-organized academies had also largely 
developed in Europe (Rubin, 1977). Drawing was still the most basic and primary part of 
learning in this period, and students learned geometry, perspective, and anatomy as the 
rudiments of all art (Elkins, 2001). Similar to the Renaissance, art education in the 
Baroque period emphasized perfect proportions through the practice of realistic drawing 
(Elkins, 2001). Yet, the French Academy during the Baroque period taught students with 






subjects such as painting, carving, and modeling in workshops, where students could also 
apprentice with their Masters as was done in the medieval period (Elkins, 2001). 
Teaching methods in the 17th century, in fact, had become more systematic. The course of 
the French Academy was divided into two parts: “a lower and a higher class” (Efland, 
1990, p. 37). Students in the lower class had to copy from drawings of other drawings, 
intermediate students drew from plaster casts, and upper-class students drew from the 
live model (Efland, 1990; Elkins, 2001). This sequence of art making was considered the 
core method in art curricula at many art schools through the latter half of the 19th century 
(Efland, 1990).  
In the 19th century, the Industrial Revolution changed the visual arts atmosphere, 
calling the role of art schools, artists, and the purposes of art education into question 
(Lamb, 2015). The machine production of art materials replaced many skilled artisans of 
the past, and entrepreneurs hired workers—although they had no art training—to operate 
machinery that replaced the workshop master of the medieval era (Efland, 1990; Funk, 
1990). Since it was required to train new types of craftsmen following this change, design 
education became important in art training (Efland, 1990). Art educators began to 
consider what was needed for “fine art” versus “industrial art” within their curriculum, 
and how to facilitate an integrated learning of the two (Elkins, 2001, p. 31).  
In response to questions regarding fine art and industrial art, the Bauhaus was 
founded in 1919 in Germany. The Bauhaus was an innovative art institution that 
integrated fine arts into applied arts education (Winton, 2007). Its curriculum consisted of 
a six-month preliminary course and three-year core courses (Efland, 1990; Elkins, 2001). 






emotions, and training the mind” (Elkins, 2001, p. 33). Students applied these three 
principles to their two- and three-dimensional work (Efland, 1990; Elkins, 2001). 
Following the completion of the first six-month preliminary course, students focused on 
studying the main undergraduate curriculum. They could also choose a specialized area 
from “stone and marble, textiles, painting, ceramics, glass, and wood-working” (Elkins, 
2001, p. 33). The Bauhaus’s pedagogical approach fostered students’ individual creativity 
along with techniques (Winton, 2007). Throughout the Bauhaus’s curriculum, students 
learned about “materials, geometry, construction, model-making, and some history of 
art,” with various foundational visual elements: “textures, value, rhythms, concrete to 
abstract, collections, emotions, and color” (Elkins, 2001, p. 33). When Hitler closed the 
Bauhaus in 1933, many Bauhaus faculty moved to the United States, and the Bauhaus’s 
idea of combining practical and studio art training later greatly influenced art education 
in the United States (Elkins, 2001; Funk, 1990). 
Unlike the widespread art learning environment in Europe, which took place even 
before the early 19th century, art training in the United States did not much start to 
disseminate into academies or schools until the Industrial Revolution (Efland, 1990). 
Following the Industrial Revolution in the mid-19th century, however, institutions of 
higher education increased in the United States, and some universities here began to offer 
art instruction with formal courses in many different ways (Lamb, 2015). For example, in 
the 1860s, Cornell University, Ohio State University, and the University of Michigan 
began to include drawing courses in their art programs (Funk, 1990); in the early 1870s, 
Syracuse University started offering a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree and educated artists, 






the early 1880s, Yale University established the studio-based degree program, which was 
later a model for college studio art degree programs (Efland, 1990; Lamb, 2015; Wang 
2001). Although practice-centered art programs were still prevalent during this time, 
many art programs in universities also emphasized intellectual studies, to educate 
students to teach art after graduation with their studies rather than simply prepare them to 
become practicing working artists (Lamb, 2015; Wang 2001). This suggests that art 
institutions had acknowledged the importance of their educational roles and the need to 
educate future art teachers even before the 20th century. Along with the development of 
college art education, some museums had also started to expand their educational role in 
their programs (Lamb, 2015). For example, the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, which 
was founded in 1876, used its gallery spaces as a form of art school to educate both artists 
and the public (Funk, 1990; Lamb, 2015). Later, many art programs in higher education 
followed this model and used an institution’s museum or gallery spaces for both studio 
art practice and art history studies (Funk 1990; Lamb, 2015).  
In the early 20th century, there was a large increase in college art teaching in 
various art programs (Funk, 1990). As art programs increased, scholars, educators, and 
artists worked together to find standards of education and ways of thinking about 
professional development in higher art education (Funk, 1990); thus, the College Art 
Association (CAA) was founded in 1912 (Wang, 2001). Within the area of art study, art 
history became a separate field of study, with a new hierarchy between art history and 
studio art; the study of art history was considered more intellectual than vocational art 
programs. The CAA and an art educator at Columbia University’s Teachers College, 






practice programs, and they tried to develop college art programs to balance theory and 
studio practice, in turn adding theoretical scholarship into formerly vocational courses 
(Funk, 1990; Lamb, 2015). Following the CAA’s and Dow’s effort in the studio art 
curriculum reform in the 1940s, the Dean of University of Iowa outlined an updated 
higher art major curriculum that included art history and criticism courses along with 
studio courses, and encouraged art students to have “wide independent readings and the 
study of such allied subjects as literature, history, philosophy, and the other arts” 
(Fitzpatrick, 1989, as cited in Singerman, 1999, p. 19). 
After World War II, a great number of people entered higher education, and there 
was a large expansion of art programs to educate artists, industrial designers, art 
educators, and art historians (Efland, 1990). This prompted a greater need for educators 
to teach art students (Efland, 1990), and the role of art school for both artistic and 
educational development became more important than before. Funk (1990) noted, 
however, that there was a shortage of art teacher education programs, and graduate study 
in art education was limited to master’s degrees. Although the MFA degree first appeared 
at the University of Iowa in the 1930s, most college art educators at this time acquired an 
MA instead of an MFA from a professional art school (Efland, 1990; Lamb, 2015). Since 
people were obtaining more education after the war, candidates were now required to 
obtain more advanced degrees to teach art in higher education. The MFA degree replaced 
the MA as the professional degree for the profession of an artist, as well as the terminal 
credential needed to teach studio art (Efland, 1990; Singerman, 1999). This suggests that 
the initial goal of an MFA in the beginning years was, in fact, not only to develop 






educators in higher education. The curriculum in the MFA programs at that time, 
therefore, emphasized both:  
     Technical and professional excellence, through additional studies in the history 
and theory of art, in languages and other subjects outside the Department of Art 
are variously required…in the establishment of curricula calculated to provide 
both technical competence and breadth of organized knowledge. (Alford, 1940,  
p. 13) 
 
In fact, artist-teachers were trained through the combined theories and practice of art in 
the MFA degree program and were employed on the college level (Singerman, 1999). 
Recently, record-breaking numbers of students have been studying the arts in 
higher education (Lamb, 2015). Colleges now offer more art courses than ever before, 
such as art history, studio art, film, design, and new media in three types of college 
degrees1—a general degree, a Bachelor of Arts (BA), a professional degree, a Bachelor of 
Fine Arts (BFA), and a Bachelor of Science (BS) for areas such as art therapy 
(Peterson’s, 2009). In addition, graduate schools today provide MA, MS, and MFA 
degrees in diverse art programs, including studio art, graphic and web design, art 
education, film production, conservation, and historic preservation (CAA, 2019). 
Doctoral degrees such as PhD and EdD are also awarded at institutions in the United 
States for artists and educators in the disciplines of art history, art education, and design, 
yet the MFA is still considered a terminal degree in visual arts, and this is the minimum 
required degree to teach studio art in higher education today (Schwarzenbach & Hackett, 
2016).  
 
1 The degrees are different based on the number of classes students will be required to take in their 






Though few studies about art schools have been published, the literature in this 
section provided an overview of the development of art schools and their role throughout 
history. The findings in the literature suggested several important transitional periods in 
the development of the art curriculum, and this would likely provide information for 
looking at the similarities and differences between art learning in the past and current art 
instruction. This information also seems useful for further studies to gauge what we 
continue to need to learn and teach in art school today. In the next section, I look at the 
influence of past art learning and find suggestions for the contemporary art curriculum to 
consider what today’s art instructors should reflect and be able to teach in their studio 
classrooms.  
Contemporary Art and College Art Education 
 
Where Does Art School Curriculum Fit Best? 
In the late 20th century, contemporary art theorist Thierry de Duve (1994) 
identified three phases in the development of studio art teaching in history: first, the 18th 
century art academy; second, the early and mid-20th century Bauhaus institution; and 
third, late 20th century postmodernism. In the first phase, as I described in the previous 
section, art instruction at the academies focused more on teaching “hand techniques” to 
make art realistic by imitation, and artists during this period considered balance and 
proportional appearance as the essential elements of beauty. At the Bauhaus institution, 
teaching hand techniques was still emphasized, but students were also taught concepts in 
a systematic curriculum, along with preparatory courses and the main undergraduate 






(Madoff, 2009). At the same time, however, new styles of art instruction existed, which 
allowed students to explore their creativity using various media by deconstructing 
conventional art-making methods. This third phase was, in fact, influenced by 
postmodernism and seems to be closely related to the art learning style of the present. 
Duve’s (1994) schema explained that previous styles of art instruction have influenced art 
instruction in the next phase, yet the mode of art instruction has also evolved over time. 
In fact, each phase may be a transition between old and new. In each traditional 
period, it seems to be challenging to figure out what kind of art instruction would be 
more appropriate. Recently, however, some scholars have criticized the existing 
traditional mode of art instruction, pointing out similarities of some art instruction in the 
present to instruction of previous times. Steven Henry Madoff (2009), an influential 
writer and critic, asserted that some contemporary curricula still remain antiquated and 
protected by established bureaucracies, creating a sense of immobility and thus “mak[ing] 
change extremely slow and even close to impossible” (p. 3). Elkins (2001) especially 
indicated that the sequence of the Bauhaus curriculum with lower and upper classes is 
parallel to the art curricula in some of today’s college art programs, where students are 
taught foundation or introductory courses, followed by intermediate and advanced 
studios. As I mentioned previously, the Bauhaus system allowed students to choose a 
discipline from specialized areas, such as “stone and marble, textiles, painting, ceramics, 
glass, and wood-working” (Elkins, 2001, p. 33). This system resembles the way current 
students in many art schools choose a specific medium for their majors: drawing, 
painting, sculpture, woodworking, and textile. Moreover, foundational art courses in 






such as textures, colors, motions, values, weight, emotions, assembly, composition, or 
sensitivity (Efland, 1990; Elkins, 2001). These echo current teaching in many studio art 
courses with the elements and principles of art: line, shape, value, texture, space, and 
color. These examples affirm that some current studio art education shares the curricula 
of the past to a degree (Elkins, 2001).  
Considering the changing art scene of the 21st century, then, many scholars and 
educators are concerned about the vestiges of conventional art curricula in art schools. 
They argued that the traditional postsecondary structure of specialized knowledge within 
bounded disciplines is not suitable for contemporary art education (Alexenberg, 2008; 
Friedman, 2005; Levine, 2006; Orr, 1994; Salazar, 2013; Taylor, 2009). Olivia Gude 
(2004, 2007), a professor at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, also noted that 
modernist roots of current elements and principles are not sufficient to understand 
contemporary methods of art making following 21st century art education. It is also 
contended that teaching and learning using old-fashioned styles can actually be too time-
consuming (Elkins, 2001).  
However, as each phase of Duve’s schema existed with both old and new styles of 
art instruction, the new style of curricula also exists following postmodernism today. 
Along with a critique about today’s old-style art curricula, it would be interesting to 
know how these new styles of art instruction are currently applied to college-level art 
classrooms, and what kind of new curricula are necessary today. In fact, in opposition to 
some scholars’ concerns about today’s art instruction, many trends are changing in the 
visual arts, including styles of art students’ practices as well as art materials and tools in 






applications are being broadly considered and practiced in art classrooms generally 
(Diehl, 2013). For example, blogs, websites, and various online formats are often used as 
course materials to share ideas and provide feedback as a part of learning and teaching 
(NAEA, 2009). The digital camera, digital tablet, and computer software are also widely 
accepted to make students’ artwork. With this new trend, the meaning of “skill” also 
seems to be changing in many higher art education curricula. It is no longer limited to a 
physical skill related to hand techniques. In 2005, Ellen Lupton, the Director of Graphic 
Design at the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA), suggested “re-skilling” in art 
education by outlining an expansive vision of skills, including realizing ideas, building a 
discourse, working collaboratively, and operating within the working world (McKenna, 
2011). Concurrently, some art schools have modified their curricula by decreasing 
observational or realistic-based drawing, formulaic theories about colors and forms, and 
other traditional ways of art making, yet gearing toward finding meaning in students’ 
artwork in the classroom (Kushins, 2007; Salazar, 2013; Tavin, Kushins, & Elniski, 
2007). In addition, at larger universities such as the University of Florida and Grand 
Valley State University, interdisciplinary research-like courses have been added, for 
example, “Workshop for Art Research” (University of Florida) and “Creative Problem 
Solving” (Grand Valley State University), as they replace some of the traditional 
technique-based curricula (McKenna, 2011; Tavin et al., 2007). The School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago and Carnegie Mellon University have also updated foundational 
curricula, considering more concepts or themes of art projects instead of focusing on 






This changing scholarly research indicates that many contemporary art educators 
have acknowledged the importance of their responsibility to provide better art education 
in a diverse society and have started to suggest new directions in purposes and procedures 
for the teaching of art. Some have recommended that to follow the demands of a 
changing world, “higher education in America must become more interdisciplinary, less 
hierarchical and more technologically savvy” (Alexenberg, 2008; Buckley & Conomos, 
2010; Friedman, 2005; Orr, 1994; Pujol, 2009; Taylor, 2009, as cited in Salazar, 2013, p. 
67). Madoff (2009) similarly mentioned that the notion of contemporary art education, 
which allows students to create work using various materials or media with multiple 
ideas, should be greatly considered; in turn, art curricula need to shift to multi- and 
interdisciplinary methods based on conceptualism to balance craft with thought while 
understanding other disciplines. This new guideline by scholars also suggests that today, 
art educators need to understand various fields and use updated modes of pedagogy 
coupled with more systematic teaching strategies.  
Enid Zimmerman also commented that in the 21st century, art education needs to 
be revised to help students be prepared for a new information age, providing them with 
educational interventions that “foster creative thinking, imagination, and innovation… 
[to] generat[e] solutions to real life problems both now and in the future” (as cited in 
Salazar, 2013, p. 66). The core of contemporary art education should be redesigned “like 
any good operating system…[with] a flexibility of connections” between art and 
experimentation by expanding the discussion in diverse categories (Madoff, 2009, p. 36). 






environment in their classrooms, where art learning can be integrated to be intermedia 
and interdisciplinary so that students can connect their practices to contemporaneity.   
In contemporary art, in fact, there are many abstract works with ambiguity, 
uncertainty, counteraction, and mixture. Likewise, no universal aesthetic standards are 
operating in the sphere of contemporary fine art today (“Contemporary Art in Context,” 
n.d.). Many contemporary artists use an infinite variety of materials, sources, and styles 
to create their work. Their works are often parallel to the characteristics of 
postmodernism, which accepts difference and celebrates the liberation of experimentation 
by trying out various things (Hardy, 2006). Twenty-five years ago, Clark (1996) noted 
that contemporary artists working within postmodernism, therefore, denied a singular 
direction of founding references or starting points, saying; “instead, they speak of 
signifiers and deconstructed meanings which produce an infinite array of interrelated and 
circular interpretations” (p. 28). Contemporary art has continued to embrace the notion of 
artistic pluralism with expression of diverse elements such as “harshness, stridency, 
excess, shock value, crudity, radical ambiguity, and fragmentation,” which are opposed to 
the elements balancing moderate and compatible aspects of previous historical artwork 
(Elkins, 2001, p. 10). Because of these various factors in contemporary art, Gude (2007) 
believed that “it is difficult to see how complex ideas related to art, history, and culture 
can be meaningfully interwoven on curriculum structures based on standards related to 
media use or formal properties” (p. 7). 
Perceiving problems in the educational system, Gude suggested a learning 
structure that could be useful for art educators to help their students understand and 






forming self, investigating community themes, encountering difference, living 
attentively, experiencing empowerment, making empowerment, deconstructing culture, 
reconstructing social spaces, not knowing, and believing (Gude, 2007). This list of 
elements by Gude considers student-centered learning within the liberal classroom 
environment and proposes ways of improving students’ creativity through various 
practices beyond conventional visual design elements and principles. This encourages 
postmodern art teachers to “see their tasks as intermingling their knowledge with that of 
their students such that all parties arrive together at a new place” (Fehr, 1997, as cited in 
Hardy, 2006, p. 12).  
Yet, does all this mean that we need to remove tradition in today’s art curriculum? 
Sisson stated that “to adopt a postmodern pedagogy does not mean a wholesale rejection 
of traditional, modernist curricula, but rather the incorporation of a critical language (both 
intellectual and visual), which challenges and interrogates the universalism of the 
modernist canon” (as cited in Hardy, 2006, p. 12). Regarding Sisson’s illustration about 
postmodernist pedagogy, it is advised that contemporary art educators need to understand 
both postmodern and today’s varied practice and the traditional mode of art making; they 
must consider how they could provide an environment that balances the past and new 
curricula in their classrooms. It would also be encouraged that art educators understand 
the importance of learning from the past but acknowledge that the meaning of “skills” is 
ever-changing; therefore, educators must prepare for teaching art with updated 
information in the systematic schema (Madoff, 2009). It would seem, then, that not only 
current educators but also future artist-educators who are preparing for teaching in higher 






might need to consider both traditional and contemporary pedagogy along with current 
art practices and think about ways of teaching their future students with corresponding 
contexts to help them find a balance, where their art learning in the classroom meets the 
contemporary context of their practice. 
In the context of art learning structure in art schools, then, these studies suggested 
that art instructors today might need to include a more systematic pedagogical strategy, 
fostering student-centered learning, developing innovative curricula, considering both 
past and present, and helping students make meaningful creative work from various 
perspectives. These strategies would highlight the importance of having knowledge in 
“education” to teach various contemporary studio art courses. It is important to make 
appropriate pedagogical choices to provide an effective art learning environment. In 
higher art education, however, artists often teach art courses, and it is likely that artists do 
not often incorporate educational components into their art instruction. The teaching 
direction of artists and teachers can also be different from each other. In that case, how 
can an artist become a better teacher in higher education? What do they need to know to 
prepare for teaching in higher studio art classrooms? In the next section, I discuss the 
relationship between art practice and education among artists and teachers and look for 
ways of nurturing both roles within the higher art educational system.    
The Relationship between Artist and Teacher 
Artists work using creative strategies. Educators help students acquire knowledge 
and competency, and develop imaginative ways of thinking, and values. Combining these 






with art professors (Bowman, 2011). The ideal image of the artist-teacher is that of an 
individual who practices and teaches art with dedication, as both activities are informing 
and transforming to the whole human being (Im, 2011; Thorton, 2005). For the best art-
learning environment, it is desirable that the artist-teacher have sufficient knowledge of 
both art and education and “a synergistic integration of art and education” that becomes 
the teaching practice at the art classroom level (Burton, 2016, p. 936). In reality, 
however, there exist tensions between studio art and art education; artistic sensibilities 
and perceptions fostered in the studio art programs often conflict with practices in art 
education (Burton, 2016). Also, there is ongoing collision between artists and educators 
about understanding the artistic process with regard to the fundamental elements of what 
it means to create artwork (Baldessari & Craig-Martin, 2009; Battcock, 1973; Becker, 
1994; Burton, 2016; Storr, 2009). Many artists, in fact, see education as a distinct 
category from artistic behavior. Some scholars have mentioned that artist-teachers often 
think education is secondary, although they are serving as art educators; therefore, it 
would be possible that some of them teach merely to support their artistic practice 
financially rather than for the purpose of educating students (Efland et al., 1996; Im, 
2011). 
Although some art professors acknowledge the importance of combining the roles 
of artists and educators in their teaching practice, it is also often generally said that 
activities of artists and teachers are completely different, and studio artists are more likely 
untaught about educational theories (Barrett, 1988; Day, 1986; Im, 2011). Many studio 
artists do not go to school to learn educational components or undergo the necessary 






college after they graduate. One assumption among many artists is that a good artist is a 
good teacher (Morrisroe & Roland, 2008) and studying education or undergoing teaching 
preparation is not necessary to becoming a good artist-teacher. As previously mentioned, 
Elkins (1992, 2001) even claimed that art cannot be taught, nor can artists be educated 
since art cannot be created followed by common logic or rational, systematic procedure 
having an order, unlike other subjects. Norman Rice (1963), the dean of the Carnegie 
Institute of Technology, similarly said, “We can begin at once by accepting all the old 
percepts…. Artists are born, not made; no artist ever became an artist because of a 
school; art is a product of a great mind, not merely a great hand and eye;...an artist must 
teach himself” (p. 40). Both Elkins and Rice, in fact, addressed the challenge of 
integrating art and education as a part of learning instruction.  
Similar to Elkins’s and Rice’s arguments, in the book Art School: Prepositions for 
the 21st Century by Madoff (2009), a conversation between artist John Baldessari and 
Michael Craig-Martin pointed out that despite the fact that studio art might be fostered by 
the facilitator, it is not possible to teach art because the basis of the meaning of art can 
fluctuate by artists; in turn, it would be also difficult to build a standard college art 
curriculum. Baldessari (2007) assumed that college students can learn art from the artist’s 
“presence,” as they sense the influential “aura” of a big name from his or her numerous 
artistic experiences, but not from the artist-teacher’s specific instruction. In fact, big-
name artists who have many exhibition experiences are generally welcomed to teach art, 
and they often help build up the ranking of the art school (Singerman, 1999). During the 
art faculty hiring process, therefore, it is possible that recognition and the exhibition 






ability. If this is the case, then what do we need to learn and teach in the higher art 
classroom? What would be the actual goal of higher art education? Moreover, where can 
we find the convergent point between art and education as well as between artists and 
educators within higher education? 
In fact, the relationship between artists and teachers is being called into question. 
Despite many artists’ pervasive belief that art cannot be associated with education, some 
artist-teachers agree there is a need to acknowledge educational significance for 
developing their careers in the contemporary art world (Anker, 2007). Many artist-
teachers generally feel unprepared to teach (Bildstein, 2013; Brewer, 2006; Grauer, 1998; 
Kowalchuk, 1999) as they face challenges about knowledge and pedagogical skills in 
contemporary art classrooms regarding issues such as classroom management, hybrid art 
content, student diversity, and creating lesson plans (Bildstein, 2013; Brewer, 1999; 
Sabol, 2010). Because of needs in teaching preparation for artist-teachers, many 
educational publications have suggested that institutions need to create preservice and in-
service programs to assist artist-teachers to receive proper educational support so they 
can become enlightened, effective, and insightful individuals who can provide 
meaningful learning environments for their students (Burton, 2016; Chapman, 1982, 
2005; Eisner, 1995). Robert Storr (2009) argued that artist-teachers should not neglect 
their educational responsibilities as they are supporting their students’ learning in art 
when they are serving as a teacher. He emphasized the mutual relationship between 
teachers and students to encourage educational development through art. In addition, 
Judith Burton (2016) argued that “if new art teachers are to keep pace within the ever-






practices that are not grounded in singular theories or checklists of art elements and sure-
fire techniques, but rather to compose their teaching lives at deeper and broader levels” 
(p. 934). She emphasized that artist-teachers need to understand not only continuously 
changing and complicated contemporary art, but also its corresponding pedagogical 
implications to prepare to teach a variety of artistic interpretations and modes to diverse 
learners.  
Teaching art is, in fact, a complex task and becomes especially challenging in the 
age of postmodernism, as contemporary art often embraces the notion of artistic 
pluralism with a variety of artistic meanings and interpretations (Madoff, 2009). 
Considering higher art education conferences such as FATE and CAA, art professors 
often present their college teaching experiences along with their students’ work. 
Students’ works within each presentation often appear in different styles—using various 
materials, genres, and ideas (CAA, 2017; FATE, 2017). Those presentations seem to 
demonstrate that many college art students today are interested in creating work by 
experimentation within the context of postmodernism. This implies that college art 
instruction might vary; therefore, future college art educators need to prepare for teaching 
this complexity in their classrooms, balancing contemporary art pedagogy and current art 
practices. Because of this fast-changing art environment, theories of learning regarding 
college students inform that “most college art students encounter dissociative 
experiences, need a safe place to handle change, learn holistically, and benefit from 
opportunities to imagine or explore many alternatives before choosing and proceeding 






college environment become more important than before due to the need to curate 
complexity in the classroom. 
It is not clear in what ways college students can undergo their artistic 
development through their education and how college art instructors can prepare for 
teaching, yet the theories of artistic development referred to in adolescence art education 
research and practice would also be useful to inform future studies of college studio art 
learning and teaching (Burton, 2009; Gardner, 1990; Hurwitz & Day, 2007; Salazar, 
2013). The best conditions for the artistic development of students would be affected by 
accessing various art materials; having opportunities to work with more experienced 
artists and teachers; experiencing a broad range of art styles; and being exposed to role 
models from diverse genders, races, and ethnic group (Burton, 2005; College Board, 
2012; Salazar, 2013). In addition, the qualities of the artistic practices of adolescents can 
be improved by “taking risks, sustaining focus, and imagining divergent possibilities” 
(Burton, 2005; College Board, 2012, as cited in Salazar, 2013, p. 72). Although these 
conditions are intended for adolescent learning, they could also be applied to adult 
learning in college art education, since artistic development as a form of human 
development is cumulative through the process of life experiences and understanding 
(Burton, 2000, 2005). Therefore, higher art educators could consider these elements of 
learning in their teaching practices.  
Though sparse literature has informed teaching and learning in higher art 
education, it seems that future artist-teachers who enter higher art education have broader 
responsibilities than they did in previous eras, and thus they need to prepare for teaching 






literature described above suggested that artist-teachers need to integrate their roles to 
create a synergy in their art classrooms (Burton, 2016; Chapman, 1982, 2005; Eisner, 
1995; Salazar, 2013). In turn, it is likely that the professional capability of consolidation 
in the disciplines of art and education will become more important when considering 
college art teaching today. Graduate art programs would need to include courses in their 
curricula to support students’ pedagogical development.  
Summary 
In order to think about how to balance the MFA curriculum with pedagogy, the 
literature reviewed in this chapter covered four areas: (a) preparation of college teaching 
in terminal degree programs, including the visual arts field; (b) the history and role of art 
school; (c) contemporary art and college art education, and (d) the relationship between 
artist and educator. The history section in this chapter, in particular, addressed the 
background of the MFA and described that the MFA degree emerged in response to the 
need to replace the MA degree to teach art in higher education more professionally. Yet, 
it seems that the initial goal of the MFA degree has since faded away, and current higher 
education in the visual arts field does not seem to offer enough college teaching 
preparation for their students. As I mentioned previously, in fact, teaching college art is a 
complex and difficult task. The ways of creating and appreciating art have changed over 
time. This is especially true among contemporary artists who use postmodern elements 
with various materials and media in their practices. Therefore, college art teaching 
methods cannot be theorized or fixed. However, it would be required that college art 






classroom and what is going on in the art world outside of academic arts institutions by 
teaching both traditional and contemporary art properly. Since many college art educators 
take on both artist and educator roles, graduate art programs need to include educational 
theory in their curriculum to help their students develop both their pedagogical learning 













This chapter outlines the methodology that was used for a study that explored 
characteristics of the pedagogical learning environment of three contemporary MFA 
Visual Arts programs and investigated effective pedagogical practices for graduate art 
students in preparation for teaching in higher education. This chapter provides the 
rationale for the research design, information on selection of programs and participants, 
and criteria for inclusion in the study. It also describes the instrument and procedures 
used for data collection and the data analysis method, followed by a diagram of the 
research strategy.   
Research Design and Rationale 
This study was designed as a cross-case study which employed qualitative and 
descriptive case study traditions. Qualitative study is “an empirical inquiry that 
investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the 
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 1994, p. 13). 
Leedy (1993) illustrated that qualitative study provides the most substantial data based on 
the participants’ first-hand experiences. Through qualitative study, the researcher can 






cannot be measured in a methodological manner. Since college teaching preparation in 
the MFA involves a complex concept and this study examined this topic from the 
participants’ perspectives, qualitative study was the most suitable method.   
Additionally, a phenomenological approach was applied as a way to understand a 
participant’s experience with the phenomenon (Moustakas, 1994). The phenomenon in 
this study was college teaching preparation. The German philosopher Martin Heidegger 
stated that phenomenology should make apparent what is invisible in ordinary and 
everyday life experience (Teaching Qualitative Research Online, n.d.). In fact, this study 
was intended to raise the everyday experiences of participants’ perceptions of existing 
pedagogical preparation. I designed two sets of interview questions for students and 
faculty/administrators to reveal the learning and teaching environment in the three 
selected MFA programs through the participants’ lived everyday experiences. For 
example, the interview questions included: “How are you currently preparing for teaching 
in and outside of your MFA program?” and “How do students learn or develop their own 
teaching philosophy, pedagogical ideas, and/or instructional approaches to teaching 
college level art?” (see Appendices E and F).   
This study involved three case studies with three institutions. Case studies are 
often used to: reveal the perceptions and experiences of participants with the aim of 
describing what happens in actual real-life situations; investigate how participants 
consider those experiences; and perceive how or why things occurred in the way they 
were experienced (Merriam, 1998, 2009). Therefore, conducting the descriptive case 
study was optimal for this topic to gain a deep understanding of each MFA program’s 






administrators’ pedagogical and instructional experiences. Then, I used a cross-case 
design, which is a research method that assembles knowledge from individual case 
studies and compares and contrasts cases to produce new knowledge (Khan & 
VanWynsberghe, 2008). I proposed this particular research method because my study 
needed to accumulate a variety of data and involve an analysis of the similarities and 
differences in relation to pedagogical preparation across the three selected MFA 
programs to investigate effective college teaching preparational pedagogies. 
Selection of Programs  
As the first procedure in conducting this study, I reviewed the top 25 MFA Visual 
Arts (Fine Arts) programs in the United States, based on rankings by US News & World 
Report for 2020, and I sorted the names of programs which included different types of 
pedagogical learning environments and curricula. As I was considering which three 
programs to select, I wanted to make sure that at least two of my case studies were part of 
the top 25, and if one was not ranked in the top 25, it would still have provisions related 
to preparing students for the college teaching of art. After receiving approval from 
Teachers College, Columbia University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB), I sent to the 
heads of each program from my list described above a letter describing the purpose, 
method, and anticipated outcomes of this study; I asked if they would be interested in 
being a participating program. Concerning the low response rate during the pandemic, I 
sent my letters to two or three MFA programs across the United States one week at a 
time, for a total of 13 MFA programs in over 2 months: two programs on the West Coast, 






invitation letter can be found in Appendix G. Six programs responded to my letter and 
expressed interest in my study. However, during the pandemic, the heads of some of the 
MFA programs were concerned about the required number of recruited participants in the 
program for the interview and decided they could not proceed. Although there were some 
challenges in the selection process because of COVID-19, three heads of the MFA 
programs agreed to participate in this study. All three MFA programs had different 
curricula, structures, and locations; two were in the top 25, and one program was outside 
of the top 25 but included the college teaching preparational program. Given that these 
programs matched my initial plan, I decided to proceed with them for my research. 
Detailed information for each program is presented in Chapters IV, V, and VI.  
Selection of Participants 
At each of the three selected MFA programs, the participants consisted of one 
administrator, either a department chair or other unit head (graduate program director or 
Dean), two studio art professors, and three MFA students. Traditionally, department 
chairs/graduate directors are responsible for supervising the overall program, including 
curricula, classes, and instructors (Lamb, 2015). Therefore, I expected that the 
department chair/program director of each MFA program would provide necessary 
support information, such as philosophical beliefs, pedagogical ideas, and instructional 
practices offered in the program. I thought that beyond department chairs/program 
directors, acquiring information from studio art faculty and graduate art students at each 






for preparing college teachers of art from different viewpoints. I determined the inclusion 
criteria that I would use for selecting student and faculty participants. 
The criteria for choosing studio art faculty were as follows: (a) an MFA degree, 
(b) five or more years of college teaching experience, and (c) active studio practice 
(including faculty whose studio practice and teaching were interdisciplinary). I expected 
mid-career faculty who had at least five years of teaching experience would provide a 
depth of information about college art teaching. I also expected that faculty whose studio 
practice and teaching encompassed more than one medium would also provide diverse 
teaching experiences and strategies based on their various art practices and related 
teaching experiences. 
The criteria for choosing MFA students were as follows: (a) planned to pursue 
teaching art in a college setting after graduation, (b) produced studio work in more than 
one medium (preferred students who practice in an interdisciplinary manner), and (c) 
completed at least one year of their MFA programs. In the selection process, I also 
considered diversity in terms of gender, race, ethnicity, style of art practice or medium, 
and education (college/MFA major) to examine the research questions from diverse 
perspectives. This study included nine males and nine females; among those 18 
participants were two Asians, one American Indian, one Latina, one African American, 
and two Europeans.  
To identify potential faculty participants based on the criteria stated above, I first 
used information from the colleges’ websites. If students’ or faculty’s websites were 
available on the program website, I simply reviewed them to acquire general information, 






program heads or my dissertation advisor for recommendations for potential faculty 
participants. I used the snowballing method to reach the number of participants needed. 
Once the faculty participants had been identified, I again used the snowballing method 
and asked program heads to identify student participants who were interested in and were 
preparing to teach art at the college level once they graduated. Throughout the participant 
selection process, I reached out to all prospective participants by email. This email 
included a letter explaining the purpose, method, criteria for participation, and anticipated 
outcomes of the study (see Appendix H). Potential participants were asked to indicate 
their interest by replying to the email. Upon the participants’ declaration of willingness to 
participate in the study, I sent them a follow-up email along with the informed consent 
form. The informed consent form outlined the purpose, procedure, possible benefits of 
participating in the study, confidentiality, and right to withdraw. I asked them to review 
and complete the informed consent form, and I made myself available to answer any 
questions or concerns regarding the study. Sample consent forms for student, faculty, and 
administrator can be found in Appendices B, C, and D, respectively.  
Ethical Considerations 
Prior to this study, I conducted a pilot study that involved similar subjects and 
research questions under the guidance of my advisor and other full-time professors in my 
doctoral program. Through the case study, I was able to test the interview questions and 
see how the participants responded to them. During my pilot study, none of the 
participants expressed anxiety or discomfort, yet I considered any possible risks including 






participant, I sent the interview questions prior to the meeting to familiarize participants 
with the interview process. At the interview meeting, I initially and verbally explained 
the purpose of the study to the participants. Then, I gave them time to ask any questions 
about this study or the informed consent form. I also checked in with the participants to 
see whether they were comfortable during the interview.  
Confidentiality was assured by using pseudonyms for all participants. This was 
stated clearly in the invitation letter and the informed consent form prior to each 
interview. Pseudonyms were used during interview transcription, data analysis, and 
reports of the findings. The names of the institutions were also de-identified, and the 
geographic locations of the institutions were generalized as an anonymizing strategy.  
Description of Research Questions 
This study consisted of one overarching research question and three research sub-
questions centered around my inquiry about learning and teaching in graduate art schools. 
The first sub-question was “What are the provisions in three selected art schools for 
participants of this study to prepare graduate students for teaching at the college level? 
Which of these pedagogical preparations are perceived as the most important according 
to the participants, and how are these provisions similar and different across the 
schools?” This inquiry was made to gain a general understanding of the participating 
programs’ offerings and curricula, and to analogize the pedagogical learning environment 
between institutions. The second sub-question, “How do graduate art students, faculty, 
and administrators view the effectiveness of college teaching preparation offered by their 






program preparing students for college teaching. The third sub-question, “What do 
graduate art students, faculty, and administrators view as effective college teaching 
preparation strategies to enable students to become successful college art educators, and 
what changes would they suggest for improving their own programs according to these 
suggested best practices?” was intended to investigate the best college teaching 
preparation from students’, faculty’s, and administrators’ points of views.  
Instruments and Data Collection Procedures 
To address my research question and the three sub-questions, I first gathered 
information through primary source materials, including program websites, course 
catalogues, syllabi, and internal institutional documents which were valid and reliable. 
Sproull (1988) mentioned that primary document analysis allows the researcher to collect 
facts without error that can occur during reporting. Using primary documents, I was able 
to collect extensive information to review each institution’s offerings and curricula, as 
well as their philosophical beliefs, pedagogical ideas, and instructional practices 
embedded in their programs. 
In this study, participants’ feedback was also deemed necessary to explore aspects 
of pedagogical preparation in MFA programs from various perspectives. Therefore, as I 
mentioned previously, I conducted six interviews with an administrator (either 
Department Chair, Graduate Program Director, or Dean), two studio art faculty, and three 
graduate art students at each institution. According to Seidman (2013), interviews are an 
important tool to gather people’s stories and experiences and understand their 






deeper understanding of the complex phenomena behind the participants’ experience. 
Through the interviews, I was able to obtain information beyond the limited description 
of written documents and acquire a sense of the pedagogical values and attitudes of each 
institution and their future plans towards their students’ professional development.   
For the interview procedure, I used a semi-structured interview format with all  
18 participants (six from each institution). This semi-structured format allowed the 
participants and me to have a flexible conversational interview. It also provided me with 
an opportunity to look into additional information or clarification during the interview 
(Kvale, 1996). The interviews were conducted via Zoom at each participant’s convenient 
time. Each interview took 60 to 90 minutes and a follow-up interview was conducted, if 
necessary, to obtain additional information. I recorded the interview session using the 
Zoom application and the voice memo app on my iPhone and backed it up with the 
iTunes software installed on my iMac laptop; I later transcribed the interviews. In 
advance of each meeting, as I previously described, I emailed participants the questions 
that would be asked during the interview so that they had time to reflect on them before 
the meeting; given that some interview questions related to pedagogy would be difficult 
to answer on the spot, the participants would have time to think about them in advance. 
The interview questions were designed according to the findings from my pilot study 
(2018) which investigated graduate art learning experiences from 13 New York City 
MFA candidates, a literature review, and my previous MFA program experience. During 
the meetings, if the participant was a student who was taking or had taken classes or 
workshops related to teaching career preparation in their MFA programs, I asked for 






was teaching or had taught classes or workshops related to teaching career preparation in 
their MFA programs, I asked for syllabi or materials of the courses. Additionally, I took 
written notes of key points during the interview process and afterwards; these reflective 
notes were also used as part of the data collection.   
The main content of the interview questions was as follows: formal/informal 
college teaching preparation in MFA programs, perceptions of quality of college teaching 
preparation, and perceptions of effective (ideal) college teaching preparation to become a 
good college art educator. All key information was collected by primary document 
sources or interviews. The following section describes the method of data collection 
linked with the research sub-questions.  
Data Collection: Information Needed 
1. To investigate the extent of pedagogical preparation offered to graduate 
students by the selected art schools, both primary document review and data 
from the interview with all participants were used. First, I gathered various 
information, such as program description, curriculum lists, requirements, 
course descriptions, mission statements, and program philosophies, which 
were described on the catalogue and program websites. I also collected syllabi 
which were related to pedagogical preparation. In addition, I interviewed with 
administrators, faculty, and students to collect additional information that was 
not listed in the primary documents. Through the interviews with the 






perceived the most important pedagogical preparations offered in their 
institutions. 
2. To gauge the effectiveness of the extent of pedagogical preparation in each 
institution, I conducted interviews with administrators, faculty, and graduate 
art students. Various interview questions were asked in the course of 60- to 
90-minute semi-structured interviews (see Appendices E and F). Questions 
included, for example, “How would you describe the quality of college 
teaching preparation for MFA students at your institution?” and “What are the 
best features (effective features) of the program (or curriculum) for college 
teaching preparation in your MFA program?” The interviewees addressed the 
pedagogical learning environment in their programs with their opinions about 
what has worked and has not worked, and what would be valuable practices 
based on their experiences.  
3. To anticipate the best college teaching preparation (or ideal preparation) from 
the administrators’, faculty members’, and graduate art students’ points of 
views, various pedagogical questions (listed in Appendices E and F) were 
asked of each participant. The interview questions for this section included: 
“What would be the ideal (effective) college teaching preparation, given the 
curricula in place in the art programs/art schools where your MFA students 
are likely to get jobs?” and “What suggestions do you have to improve your 
institution’s college teaching preparation for MFA students?” The 
interviewees shared their opinions about effective practices based on their art 







Research Sub-Questions and Linking Methods 
Research Sub-Question Data Type  Data Collection Source Relevance to 
Investigation 
What are the provisions 
in three selected art 
schools for participants 
of this study to prepare 
graduate students for 
teaching at the college 
level? Which of these 
pedagogical 
preparations are 
perceived as the most 
important according to 
the participants, and 
how are these 
provisions similar and 
different across the 


























studio art faculty 
and graduate art 
students 




to graduate students 
by the selected art 
schools.     
How do graduate art 
students, faculty, and 
administrators view the 
effectiveness of college 
teaching preparation 
offered by their MFA 
programs? (How is it 
working?) 
Verbal Interview Administrators, 
studio art faculty 
and graduate art 
students 
To investigate how 




graduate art students 
in preparation of 
college teaching. 
What do graduate art 
students, faculty, and 
administrators view as 
effective college 
teaching preparation 
strategies, to enable 
students to become 
successful college art 
educators, and what 
changes would they 
suggest for improving 
their own programs 
according to these 
suggested best 
practices? (What would 
be the best?)  
Verbal  Interview Administrators, 
studio art faculty 
and graduate art 
students 
To investigate the 
best (effective) 
college teaching 
preparation from the 
points of view of 
students, faculty, 









Collected data were arranged and compared with each other through a cross-case 
analysis method. Cross-case data analysis allows the researcher to acquire a broader 
context through an in-depth investigation of similarities and differences across cases 
“involving systematical gathering [data] about a particular person, social setting, and 
event or group” (Berg & Lune, 2012, p. 325). Smith (1979) also explained that cross-case 
analysis is used to identify, sort, and rank elements appearing in clusters of ideas that are 
associated with complex situations. This particular analysis method was, in fact, brought 
to light to gain a deeper understanding of offerings related to college teaching preparation 
in multiple institutions, and to anticipate effective college teaching preparation from the 
experiences of diverse students, faculty, and administrators across institutions through the 
compare and contrast technique.  
In this study, as I mentioned earlier, primary documents and interviews were the 
main data sources. Collected primary documents were first sorted by institution and 
organized by type of data, such as syllabus, curriculum, and program catalogue, in the 
secured digital file folders. I transcribed and reviewed the voice-recorded interviews 
multiple times for accuracy. The interview data were also sorted by institution. Within 
one institution, data were initially arranged by three groups: student, faculty, and 
administrator. Yet, the number of participating administrators was only one from each 
institution, and administrators who participated in this study had experienced similar 
roles as did other studio art faculty members because they previously taught or currently 






faculty and administrators as one group. The interview data were later rearranged into 
two groups: student and faculty/administrator.   
Then, individual interview data were sought to identify categories and 
subcategories and color-coded based on emerging themes. Microsoft Word was used to 
organize content in each category and sub-category. Diagrams and tables were also 
employed to explore important concepts between categories effectively. Patterns of each 
theme were evaluated between participants within the institution, and later compared 
across institutions. Although it involved extensive comparison and contrast between 
participants and between institutions, however, this study focused more on understanding 
phenomena with regard to the college teaching preparation at the selected institutions. 
Referencing Creswell’s (2013) multiple case study analysis model, I illustrated the 








Portrait of Cross-Case Research Design (Kim, 2019) 
 
Summary  
This chapter discussed the methodology used in this study. An explanation of 
rationale for the research design, instruments, data collection procedures, and data 
analysis method was presented. My illustration of the research design was also provided. 
In the following three chapters (IV, V, VI), I provide the findings in detail for the 










FINDINGS: RIO GRANDE STATE UNIVERSITY  
 
In this chapter, I provide an overview of Rio Grande State University and its 
MFA Visual Arts program; introduce each of the six participants; and present detailed 
descriptions of the MFA program’s practices and offerings regarding the preparation of 
college teaching of art. I then investigate the themes that emerged from the participants’ 
experiences and reflections and correspond with the main interview questions. All of the 
data reported in this chapter came from interviews or personal communications if there 
was follow-up email communication or additional Zoom meetings as well as primary 
documents, including the program’s archive and website.  
School and Program Overview 
Rio Grande State University is a public research university with five campuses 
located in the southwestern part of the United States. Established in the late 19th century, 
it is one of the largest universities by student enrollment in the nation. The university 
offers students a wide range of academic programs—more than 300 undergraduate 
programs and more than 400 graduate degree and certificate programs—and it has more 
than 4,700 faculty members. The average student to faculty ratio is 20 to 1, and 35% of 






academic calendar; its in-state tuition and fees are $11,338, while out-of-state tuition and 
fees are $29,428 for the 2020-2021 school year. Over the past several years, it has been 
recognized as one of the most innovative universities in the nation and is ranked in the 
top 10 for undergraduate teaching and first-year experience in the nation for 2020.   
MFA Program 
Rio Grande’s Art department offers 18 undergraduate and graduate major 
degrees, including art education, art history, and the studio arts. It has a broad group of 
art faculty: about 60 tenure-track faculty and about 100 adjunct faculty. The Art 
department has a three-year MFA Visual Arts degree program and is currently ranked 
among the top 15 art schools in the nation. The MFA program consists of eight areas of 
emphasis: Drawing and Painting, Ceramics, Photography, Printmaking, Textile, 
Sculpture, Metal and Wood, and Intermedia/Digital Technology. Upon MFA admission, 
students choose a focus from the eight concentrations, yet the program encourages 
students to practice an interdisciplinary approach exploring inquiry, studio, and post-
studio practice; they are encouraged to practice a wide variety of cross-disciplinary 
media. The program director, Julia Nowak,1 noted that the disciplinary focus and the 
interdisciplinary possibility students have, both within the school and beyond through the 
university, are a massively attractive part of the curriculum.  
Corresponding to interdisciplinary art practice opportunities, its faculty members 
practice with diverse media, including painting, drawing, textile, video, new media, 3D 
digital sculpture, and installation. Professor Drew Caden added that the MFA program 
 






has excellent faculty members who are nationally and internationally recognized for their 
exhibition records. MFA students can work closely with the distinguished art faculty, 
visiting artists, and scholars from various fields and develop their art practices.  
The program offers students professionalized workshops, teaching opportunities, 
and pedagogical training, as well as various funding opportunities including scholarship, 
assistantship, travel, and research awards. All MFA students are given an individual 
studio space in a newer building in the downtown area of the city. This building structure 
includes over 60 studio spaces, galleries, and studio art facilities, such as sculpture, wood, 
ceramics, and photography lab, and students learn and connect with each other in one 
place. Professor Nowak noted that through the rigorous and dynamic opportunities in the 
MFA program, students acquire a strong formal and conceptual foundation in 
contemporary art, which is essential to being an artist in the 21st century.  
Curriculum  
Rio Grande’s MFA Visual Arts curriculum consists of 60 semester-hours of 
graduate credits. Over the course of three years, students are required to take 9-18 credits 
of seminars, 18-27 credits of studio courses, 6 credits of lecture-based academic courses,  
6-9 credits of required theories courses, 10-15 credits of practicum courses, and the 
remaining credits of elective courses. All students are required to enroll in a minimum of 
10 credit hours per semester. Yet, within the categories of the requirement, individual 
students can customize their curriculum, considering the area of concentration or 
following their interests across media. All MFA students commonly take the required 
theories courses, which include “Theories in Contemporary Art” (3 credits), “Cross-






take “Studio Art Pedagogy” before they start teaching as teaching assistants during the 
first semester of their program or while they are teaching as teaching assistants. Students 
can choose electives within the program such as art education, art history, or studio 
practices, or they can select courses from a variety of programs across departments at the 
university, such as ecology, environment, psychology, and social science. Professor 
Nowak noted that in this way, students can build up their interdisciplinary expertise and 
capitalize on what the university has to offer more broadly. At the end of each year, 
students undergo their progress review by faculty or committee members. At the end of 
the third year, students defend their thesis and have a solo exhibition at one of the three 
different gallery spaces of the institution. See Table 2 for the Visual Arts curriculum at 
Rio Grande State University for the academic year 2020-2021. 
Table 2 
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In this section, I introduce the six research participants at Rio Grande State 
University. Each student profile includes the participant’s educational background and 
their personal and professional goals responding to the introductory interview questions: 
“Why did you choose the program?” and “What do you want to achieve through your 
MFA degree?” Then, each faculty member’s and administrator’s profile reflects their 
educational backgrounds, art practice or research, and their own teaching preparation in 
the MFA or teaching experience in the beginning of their academic career. 
Diana, Student #1 
At the time of this study, Diana had been studying in her MFA program for a year 
with a printmaking concentration. Diana received her BFA at a private university in 
Washington, D.C. in the early 2010s and majored in Studio Art and Graphic Design. 
Diana recalled that she studied abroad in Italy during her undergraduate years, and some 
of her undergraduate work was inspired by Italian novels. She has focused on 
printmaking since her undergraduate years, yet she has also practiced a variety of work 
styles, including book arts, printmaking, figure drawings, illustration, print design, and 
video installation. Much of her recent work contains themes of animals, nature, and the 
human body. She stated that her ongoing interests are combining the ideas of science and 
ecology into her studio practice. Thus, she decided to pursue her MFA at a larger 
university because she thought she might have access to other resources in different 






Through the MFA program, Diana wanted to “be more experienced working in 
print studios and have a more well-rounded background in the various print techniques” 
and to move forward her skills in order to teach after graduation. She believed that if she 
wants to teach at the university level, she needs to know how to use different techniques.  
     Knowing more techniques is better because then you just would have more to 
offer...and so that’s kind of why I chose this particular program…knowing the 
access to the facilities that I’d have and then how that would prepare me for the 
future, you know, for perhaps teaching or, you know, artists residencies and that 
sort of thing. 
 
As a practicing artist, Diana was concerned that not many people have remained to 
practice traditional printmaking, and she wanted to pass on her skills by teaching in a 
university setting after finishing her MFA program:  
     Well, in college that might be the first time people have…to do a traditional, 
like copper etching, and so having been able to introduce that to like a new group 
of artists [students] is something that excites me because it’s something I’m 
passionate about. Um, being able to teach that [traditional printmaking] to a group 
of new people is something that interests me….   
 
 
Mateo, Student #2 
Mateo had completed four semesters of his MFA program and just started his 
third year in the fall when I interviewed him. Raised in a Chicano family with a father 
who joined the Army when he was a young child, Mateo and his family lived in many 
different countries. Moving from military base to military base, Mateo was constantly 
“searching for self-identity as a Chicano.” His father often did graffiti on the wall. 
Watching his father, Mateo found his interests in “hip-hop music, dance, and graffiti 
painting.” He decided to study painting for his undergraduate and received his BFA from 







various local group and solo exhibitions, yet he also worked as an electrical and 
mechanical technician: “I worked in solar. I worked in fusion. I worked in oil and gas.” 
Although he had various secondary jobs to make a living, he has always had a passion for 
practicing art and was occasionally involved in public art since 2008. While pursuing 
public art as a painter for 12 years, he realized how much he enjoyed art and working 
with the community and wanted to share his knowledge in art. Thus, he decided to go 
back to school and get his MFA because he knew that an “MFA degree is required to 
teach” at the college level. He started his MFA program in the area of painting and 
drawing in the fall semester of 2018, after 16 years of an educational gap. He explained 
the reasons he chose to get his MFA:  
     One, because I found my passion for teaching, I really do want to teach at the 
university level, and number two, to inspire my children, you know. I’m a first-
generation college graduate, and you know, I firmly believe that if I’m going to 
preach it to my kids to pursue their higher education, then I need to be the 
example. And so that was a big motivating factor for me to come back to school.   
 
While Mateo was actively practicing his painting work through his MFA, he was also 
recently commissioned to facilitate a 5000-square-foot community mural in the city 
where he lives.  
Jackson, Student #3 
Jackson was a full-time third year graduate student and began the MFA program 
in intermedia/digital technology in fall 2018. Jackson reported that he was looking for an 
art and technology program in the country, but “there weren’t a lot of programs that have 
[that] in place.” He found his current program, which is a hybrid track between studio art, 







him to apply to the program. Jackson attended the Institute of American Indian Arts and 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago in the 1990s and received his BFA in art and 
design. He had been working in schools, museums, and his own private studio practice 
after his undergraduate studies.  
Before he came to his MFA program, Jackson worked as a museum collection 
registrar for about seven years and introduced and explained collections to students who 
visited the museum. He recalled that he sometimes taught visiting students how to 
document artwork, and he was occasionally being “pulled into critique formats for 
students” by asking students about their work and answering their questions. He said it 
was “day-to-day kind of [a] hands-on experience with the students,” and he became 
interested in teaching art professionally in a university setting:  
     [While] I was doing these things that just really kind of started pushing me into 
this area where I just said, what I need to [do is to] go to school and finish this 
MFA…. Even if I was still able to teach [in some way], there are specific kinds of 
things that are in place where you have to have a master’s degree nowadays.   
 
As an American Indian, Jackson’s practice in the MFA program fuses Indigenous 
narrative and culture with digital media and technology, and he often uses a digital 
recording, field recording, and GPA locative media in his installation art. His current goal 
is to finish up his thesis paper and exhibition this year, and upon completing the program, 
he said, “I see working with Indigenous students at the settings like University tribal 
organization or community organizations.” See Table 3 for details on the student 








Rio Grande State University Student Details  




Years of Studies 
in Their MFA 
Program 
Diana Nastasi Drawing, Animation, Printmaking 
Studio Art, Graphic 
Design 1 year 
Mateo Cortes Mural Art, Painting Fine Art, Painting, Drawing 2 years 
Jackson Kai Intermedia, Digital Technology 
Fine Art, Design, Critical 
Theory  2 years 
 
Drew, Faculty #1 
Drew is a full-time professor who has been teaching a range of art classes at Rio 
Grande for over 30 years. Drew studied Studio Art and Art History for his undergraduate 
degree and received his MA in Art Education at a prominent graduate school on the West 
Coast in the 1970s. Drew also attended a prestigious MFA program on the West Coast in 
the 1980s, where he focused on interdisciplinary art. Since his MFA years, he has 
practiced new media, digital sculpture, and installation, and has exhibited his work in 
galleries and museums across various states and countries.  
During his MFA, Drew was pursuing careers both as a professional artist and a 
college professor. Being witty and eloquent, he recalled his MFA years and his teaching 
assistantship experience:  
     If I remember...that is ancient history…well, educational support. I would say 
there was very little in the way of formal educational support…. I was a TA for 
several classes, but it wasn’t really preparation for college teaching. I was a TA 
for an elective class or a studio class, and I just kind of helped the teacher, you 
know, [and] observation, or I would conduct breakout sessions in a theory class, 
where I would conduct little mini-seminars around certain topics, or I would do a 
welding demo in a sculpture class, you know, side of class. That kind of thing, but 






After finishing his MFA program, he was soon hired as an instructor by Rio Grande State 
University. Drew stated that he learned how to teach and “how to organize a curriculum” 
through his professor colleagues after he became an instructor: “It really was the result of 
interaction with colleagues that helped me understand the potential of expanding my sites 
for curriculum design.” After teaching a few years at Rio Grande, Drew was tenured in 
the early 1990s; then about five years later, he decided to start his PhD in 
interdisciplinary humanities at the same institution where he taught as a tenured 
professor. While he was a doctoral student, he shifted his work to research in the 
humanities area, but as an artist and art professor, he also focused on his ongoing 
interdisciplinary art practice along with digital mapping, cartography, and participatory 
art. He completed his PhD in the early 2000s. Since then, he has continuously taught at 
Rio Grande. Having various postsecondary education experiences, he has worked hard to 
develop art courses and programs. He currently teaches art pedagogy and intermedia art 
courses, working actively with MFA students to help them prepare for teaching in a 
college-level setting.  
Michelle, Faculty #2 
Michelle is a full-time lecturer and has been teaching both BFA and MFA 
programs at Rio Grande for over 20 years. A few years ago, she was also appointed as the 
assistant program director and has taken an administrative role. Michelle received her BA 
in Architecture and MFA in Drawing and Painting at Rio Grande State University. Her 
art website features various perceptual drawings and paintings that depict building 
structures and spaces, blurring the boundaries between traditional media and categories. 






Having both her college and graduate education and teaching experience at one 
institution, she was very familiar with all of the curricula and the school’s systems. She 
recalled that unlike the current MFA program at Rio Grande, there was no practical 
preparation or pedagogy class to help students prepare for teaching formally when she 
was an MFA student in the early 2000s. Instead, she said:  
     I had a supervisor who was in the role that I kind of take on now, and some of 
the things I actually learned from her. I think when it comes to teaching in the 
college classroom, I think that her mentorship and a lot of the things [from 
her]…classroom observations, preparatory workshops, and checking meetings 
throughout the semester with the entire group…. Those were things that she 
modeled for me. I’ve been able to take those things, adapt them, and use them in 
an effective way.  
 
For Michelle, it seemed that the mentorship and modeling of what to do were very 
helpful aspects to develop her own teaching style.  
Michelle said that she began teaching as a teaching assistant while she was an 
MFA student. Upon graduating with her MFA, she was hired as an instructor by Rio 
Grande and has been continuously teaching there. Michelle has supervised the MFA 
teaching assistants who teach undergraduate foundation art courses and has provided 
them with individualized instructions and meetings. She has also been teaching 
undergraduate studio art and theories: “I teach all of our incoming freshmen and intro 
courses, which is a course that is required by the university for all freshmen and all 
colleges [and teach a range of] undergraduate painting, drawing, and monoprinting.” 
Having taught for many years, Michelle noted that she has emphasized technical skill but 
also allows students to think about “how to develop their identity [and] promoting and 
establishing themselves in that arena” so that they can grow in professionalism while they 







Julia has been the director of the art department at Rio Grande since fall 2017. As 
the director, she oversees programs in the BA, the BFA, the MA, the MFA, and the PhD 
in about 14 different areas of art expertise. Julia received her BA, MA, and PhD at a top-
tier public university in the Midwest. She studied Art History during her PhD and has 
researched on contemporary artists, art world globalization, and art pedagogues. She has 
been teaching “contemporary art and Africa, contemporary art and Oceania, and 
traditional arts in those parts of the world.” With her teaching expertise, she said that it is 
important for MFA students to know about contemporary art and global art because “I 
think it positions them to be in dialogue with their collaborators, their peers, and their 
colleagues in other parts of the world.”   
As a doctoral student in the 1990s, Julia began teaching undergraduate courses; as 
she recalled, “I taught two classes on my own. It was a really good experience. I learned a 
lot.” As soon as she defended her PhD dissertation when she was 27, she was hired as a 
tenure-track professor by a liberal arts college in Ohio. Yet, she said her teaching 
assistantship experience during her graduate program was not enough for her full-time 
teaching; she continued:  
     That two semesters of teaching [at graduate school] did not prepare me for a 
tenure track job. Not at all. It gave me an opportunity to know if I like doing it, 
but I needed a lot more preparation…. I taught for seventeen years at a college 
level. And I feel like, I mean I developed it by doing it. I think [I developed] by 
being in conversations with other people about collaborative teaching, about 
teaching….  
 
For Julia, the main challenge of going from being a TA to being a full-time professor was 






with teaching such as service and research, which she did not think about when she was a 
graduate student. She continued:  
     It [full-time teaching] was managing the whole package, which was hard. It 
wasn’t so much about the teaching experience. I think it was juggling. It was the 
juggling to have multiple classrooms.   
 
Julia believes that students can learn about college teaching in the classroom, but she also 
thinks there is something “you can only learn about through the experience of doing it.” 
See Table 4 for details on the faculty and administrator at Rio Grande State University. 
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Necessary Skills to Be a Good College Art Teacher 
In this study, I asked participants what their general perspectives were on what it 
means to be a good college art teacher. Reflecting on their own studio art learning and/or 






Students’ comments included: communicating with students, knowing students’ interests, 
being flexible and open, and having sufficient content knowledge and technical skills. 
Faculty and administrator comments included: communicating with students, 
understanding and being empathetic with students, having clear learning goals and points 
of view, facilitating creativity, and guiding students to balance theoretical concepts and 
their art practices.  
Student Views of a Good College Art Teacher 
Mateo first indicated that “being able to relate to students” and “being able to 
communicate with students” were the biggest takeaways from his own experience. He 
said that he grew up in “different parts of the country and different parts of the world,” 
and he thought that his experience of meeting different people helped him to be able to 
communicate with different types of students from different communities. He also 
emphasized that it is important for college teachers to have diverse life experiences to 
understand students from various backgrounds. He noted as well that good educators 
should inspire students, understanding their interests. Recalling his undergraduate years, 
Mateo stated:  
     You know, for my whole undergrad I was heavily involved in graffiti art and 
breakdancing and hip hop. And that was shown, you know, that was something 
they [my professors] didn’t want to know about…my professors were really 
beating my head with oil painting and Rembrandt and all the old masters, which 
I’ve come to appreciate over the years, but I just wished that there was somebody 
I could have related [my interest] to in my department back then.  
 
Similarly, Jackson valued knowing and understanding students:  
     If you are going to be teaching art or if you’re going to be an educator, you 
really need to be invested in people [students]…. A good educator could be 
somebody who’s very understanding, empathetic, open, and flexible, but you need 







Similar to Jackson and Mateo, Diana talked about being open, flexible, and helping 
students develop their own styles following their interests. Yet she added that helping 
students increase their creativity and caring for their success were also important 
elements.  
     I think good instructors ought to be flexible in terms of how they teach…. 
[Also,] I think good art professors don’t force certain styles on their students. I 
think it’s important that they help and foster their students in growth as an artist 
than making carbon copies themselves, you know…[and] they care for the 
success of their students, because why do you teach if you don’t want your 
students to go on…so I think, instructors set our students up for success, that 
[should be] based on the students.   
 
In addition, Diana related to technical skills and sufficient content knowledge: 
     What I consider a good college art professor is kind of a combination of they 
have skills to teach techniques to students, but they’re also able to mentor 
students. They don’t just teach you how to do something, but they can point you 
to more references. So, they [should] have a good knowledge of maybe art history 
or contemporary art. So if they see you working a certain way, they can help you 
towards inspiration.   
 
The comments of students at Rio Grande suggested that they valued those faculty who 
guided them to enhance their artistic development, considering their own interests with 
open minds and sufficient artistic knowledge, but did not have a rigid concept or formula 
about how to create art.  
Faculty and Administrator Views of a Good College Art Teacher 
Connecting to Mateo’s comment on communicating with students, Drew noted:   
     A good college professor is certainly available to his or her students for serious 
discussion both around the problems and projects of the studio, but also about life 








Drew also said he valued several additional elements. He first valued understanding 
students: “When I’m looking for a good college professor, it’s somebody who’s 
empathetic to be sure, but [it] is also a real touchstone that they are…” Another valuable 
element was having a clear point of view:  
     There’s a kind of quality of mind and a clarity about the vision and position 
that that college professor is bringing to the table. So the art student has 
something to kind of push off…. [I]t’s very important that college art professors 
are presenting a clear point of view. Then [they] can respond to it. And I think one 
of the key goals that I have is to help students bring into alignment with [what 
they] say about their work and what they actually manifest in the studio.  
 
Drew also spoke about guiding students to balance theoretical concepts and the visual 
presentation of their artwork:  
…and they [students] might even be steeped in theory or know the latest 
footnotes, whatever. But then they may not find reflection in their studio practice 
or [theories are not] manifested in their studio practice, so [they need to] find the 
most supportive and diplomatic way of helping them to connect their theoretical 
ideas about art with what they’re manifesting as studio artists. This is the key.   
 
As Drew talked about understanding students, Michelle similarly thought knowing 
students and being empathetic were valuable skills, as she said:  
     Nowadays I think about the student body, and where they are [from], and 
where they have been educated up to this point, and what it looks like…. I’m 
constantly looking at their secondary education to understand what it is, [what] I 
need to be a good college art professor…. It’s a gap to be filled with maybe 
understanding and compassion in a way.  
 
Julia spoke about the importance of having effective learning goals, which was 
related to Drew’s comments on having a clear point of view to guide students towards 
their success.  
     I think [that] a good professor is going to define good learning goals, right? 
and identify good learning goals, smart, timely, future looking learning goals, and 







Similar to Diana’s comment on guiding students to increase their creativity, Julia also 
talked about being able to facilitate students’ creativity as an important skill.  
     One of the most important elements is that the professor doesn’t try to 
encourage the students to make art that looks just like his art, and he’s 
encouraging them to define their or find their individual voice, so I think that’s 
really big…. I think it’s really important for them [students] to have their 
individual voice, and not to just be like copies, right?... I think a lot of people 
make copies of...a lot of professors are trying to get their students to or students 
want to copy their professor, and professors’ egos let them do that. I think that’s 
not a good professor. I think there can be some kind of common spirit from your 
mentor. But the goal, I think, is for each human to find her individual voice.  
 
The faculty’s and administrator’s comments suggested that focusing mainly on 
students’ artistic development with technique skills was not enough to help their students 
to succeed; good educators also need to understand students’ experiences, their 
education, and their own interests, and think about what they need as contemporary art 
students. Along with those elements that constitute a good art professor, it seemed that as 
an administrator, Julia wanted faculty and future educators to have productive outcomes: 
“We want you to have good learning goals, identify them, and have good follow-through 
on execution.”  
Provisions: Informal and Formal College Teaching Preparation 
Students, faculty, and the administrator of Rio Grande were then asked whether 
their programs assisted graduate art students to prepare for teaching, and if so, what 
formal and informal experiences and curricula were provided to students in their 
professional development to become college-level art teachers. Participants indicated five 
provisions: teaching opportunity, pedagogy course, elective art education courses, 







All participants stated that one of the strengths of the program is that students 
have a teaching assistantship opportunity and teach their own classes for several 
semesters. Diana shared her opinion about teaching opportunity as a teaching assistant 
(TA):  
     We do control over what [student] learns and [make] lesson plans and we 
lecture…you know, we put together our own things. I know [in] some programs, 
TA is just only assisting the professor and you [still] do get experience with that. 
But it’s not the same as [what] I can do as sole teaching….  
 
Michelle commented that graduate TAs usually teach undergraduate core foundation 
programs. At Rio Grande, the core foundation consists of five courses: Foundational 
Drawing, 2D Design, 3D Design, Color Theory, and Intro to Digital Media, and first- or 
second-year undergraduate art students take those classes and “come through with a 
required skill set of knowledge” in order to start to get into the more advanced classes. 
Diana explained the TA application process:  
     The school sends out a form and we pick our top three choices [from the core 
program] that we are interested in teaching…. And then, you know, we submit a 
CV and [write] a short reason why we chose and reason why we would be a good 
fit. 
 
At the time of this study, all student participants taught the foundation courses at 
least once and had experience in creating syllabi, grading, and guiding their own students. 
Jackson taught Intro to Digital Media in the fall and spring semesters of his second year; 
similarly, Mateo taught two semesters of the Color Theory courses during his second 
year. Unlike the other two students, Diana taught 2D Design, one semester early during 
the second semester of her first year, and she was assigned to teach Intro to Printmaking, 






[students] had the adequate training to teach [through teaching assistantship], we also hire 
them quite often, as faculty adjuncts, [so that] they’ve gotten to a certain late stage in 
their degree.” Among the three student participants, Jackson applied for an adjunct 
faculty position within the program right after finishing his second year, and he was 
teaching as an adjunct while completing his MFA degree. Julia was proud of her MFA 
program, saying:   
     Everybody who comes [in the program] and gets a teaching assistantship and 
that was the part of our new package that we’re designing which is everybody 
who comes in, has the chance to teach.  
 
 
Art Pedagogy Course 
The program includes a specific pedagogy course in studio art teaching 
preparation. This is a unique feature and distinguished from the two other institutions that 
I describe in the next two chapters. Drew has been teaching the art pedagogy course for 
more than 10 years within the MFA program. The course was one of the required theories 
courses but is not currently mandatory, although it is still highly recommended by the 
program, and most students take the pedagogy course before they start teaching or while 
they are teaching as a teaching assistant. All three student participants took the course 
during their first semester when they started the program. Diana noted the pedagogy 
course is a largely discussion-based seminar course which requires meeting once a week, 
and students read pedagogical theories such as The Critique Handbook and A New 
Culture of Learning, write a research paper in an area of particular interest to them on art 
pedagogy, and develop their teaching portfolios. Mateo stated that “[the course] stresses 






community that our students exist in” by having extensive discussions with peers. Drew 
added:   
     They [students] dive deep into different theories and methodologies of art 
pedagogy, art education, and then apply that to their final teaching statement, and 
so [that] teaching statement becomes part of the teaching portfolio.  
 
All faculty and student participants mentioned the importance of the course. In particular, 
Diana and Jackson similarly shared their positive learning experiences from the course:    
     It helps you think about what you want to do as an instructor and what you 
want to prepare…how you want to interact with your students. You know, a lot of 
us who had not taught before...[the course makes us think like] what we thought 
our teaching philosophy would be. And then by the end of the semester, after 
learning different pedagogical techniques and theories, then we would do our final 
one, in case anything had changed. (Diana)  
 
     It is really opening up that discussion like, “Okay, let’s think about what kind 
of environment you envision for yourself.” I really appreciated it like at the 
beginning, this course started like, [making] you really do some writing and 
thinking about “What is that you see in your space, right?” (Jackson)  
 
 
Art Education Courses: Elective 
The Art Department has an art education program emphasizing teaching and 
learning in schools, museums, and the community, and as mentioned earlier, students can 
also take courses as electives from outside of their MFA program, such as art education 
courses. Mateo and Jackson talked about art education courses such as Issues in Teaching 
Studio Art and Research on Teaching Studio Art. These courses review historical and 
philosophical foundations, learning theory, and developmental studies, and examine 
issues concerning teaching studio art to various populations of students. Mateo, who took 







     It really teaches you different ways of approaching how to teach art, how to get 
your students, and how to engage with your students in different ways. And I’ve 
used some of the things that I’ve learned from that course, and they’ve been very 
successful in my classes.  
 
Jackson also mentioned the art education courses and thought they could “reinforce 
students’ teaching methodology,” although he did not have an opportunity to take the 
course yet.  
Mentorship and Feedback 
Julia noted that the program has dedicated faculty members who advise students 
on “how do you develop your career, how do you build out to become a teaching artist, 
how do you become a pedagogue, [and] what are the best practices?” Specifically, 
Michelle and Drew are the core foundation program supervisors. Michelle has been 
having regular semester meetings with TA students over time when they are teaching. 
She said:  
     I have introductory meetings that [are] set up like really formal rules, let them 
understand that, make sure that they understand the university rules…. I have 
individual meetings with each of the students to talk about their practice. You 
know, what their thoughts are about [their] curriculum, and always reviewing all 
the syllabi. During this time, [I’m] providing, you know, conversation, 
presentations, examples of work of what the expectations look like, and what the 
core competencies are at each of these phases….  
 
As the main core program coordinator, Drew has also been providing guidance 
and feedback to all the TA students who teach the foundation courses. When I met Drew, 
he had about 30 TA students he needed to meet individually and give guidance in that 
semester. All student participants—Jackson, Diana, and Mateo—had received feedback 
from Drew to support their teaching.  
     Twice, I think [he] observed [my] classrooms, [and] gave me notes, and one-







     So the past couple of weeks, I’ve had plenty of meetings, in person meetings 
with Drew, who oversees the art core group, and so he meets with people 
individually, one-on-one, to kind of go over their syllabus and all that. (Jackson)  
 
     I think it’s about mid-semester that he [Drew] pops in for an evaluation. And 
then after that, we’re given feedback on how we did and, you know, weaknesses 
and strengths and whatnot, so that I think that was also a very helpful and very 
valuable part of the program. (Mateo) 
 
Michelle emphasized that students have faculty as a point of contact who can help, 
address, or even mediate any issues that might come up in the classroom: “I think that’s 
been very helpful for our student body and a support system for our graduate students.”  
Archive Teaching Materials 
Drew has archived over 100 documents which include lectures, quizzes, and 
readings on the Learning Management System (LMS). He noted that TA students can 
access the LMS and find materials to prepare for their courses, and they can use the 
information “as a kind of baseline for their readings that they are assigning to their 
students and the quizzes that are found in the [LMS] are directly synced up to those 
readings.” Drew was concerned that graduate students who teach for the first time would 
be challenged to develop their own teaching materials from scratch and he wanted his 
students to have references for the lesson plans, readings, and syllabus. He also thought 
that this archive system would “bring consistency to the program overall.” Yet, the MFA 
program also allows students to customize their own class and encourages them “to 
develop additional materials around areas of particular interest around their own 
expertise.” All student participants in this study similarly talked about the archive system 






     So now, students are going to teach the course and they have examples to 
reference from other students. So if they have questions, they can take a look. 
(Jackson) 
 
     It helps to have some sort of reference when you’re putting together [in] your 
class. So you’re not just thrown out, going to class. (Diana)  
 
     [Drew] has really archived a lot of lesson plans, and objectives for each course. 
And so we’re able to pull from that. We’re able to add to it and it’s been great. 
And I really appreciate being able to have that responsibility and that trust to 
really run my own class. (Mateo)  
 
 
Other Informal Provisions 
In addition to the provisions I listed above, the institution has hosted various 
workshops and free events on professional development throughout the academic year. 
For example, the institution offers informative workshops where students can learn about 
how to write a résumé, how to prepare for a conference presentation, and how to prepare 
for a job interview. Also, recently, an art education professor in the department organized 
a pedagogical symposium called Imaginative Futures: Arts-Based Research as Boundary 
Event, which included a series of lectures and discussions about arts-based practices and 
methodologies, and allowed students to think about pedagogy around various art 
practices.   
Valuable Aspects (Including the Most Valuable/Important Provisions) 
An interview question asked all participants, “What do you think are the most 
important (valuable) aspects of preparing MFA students for the college teaching of art 
that your institution offers?” The responses varied between participants, regardless of 






participants at Rio Grande did not clearly identify the most important aspects among the 
provisions offered by the institution. Two students, Jackson and Diana, and a faculty 
member, Michelle, pointed out the most important provision, yet the other participants 
spoke about several college teaching preparations from their own perspectives and 
previous experiences instead.  
Students 
Jackson first mentioned the pedagogy class taught by Drew. For Jackson, the 
thinking component and imagining the classroom while developing his own teaching 
philosophy in the pedagogy class were the most valuable aspects.  
     I think for me the best part of it was really “the idea of thinking” about “What 
do you envision your classroom environment?” and thinking about your teaching 
philosophy that you want to put into place. And also just coming up with a 
teaching portfolio to get you ready for teaching after you’re done here. And I 
think that those main components were pretty important for me.  
 
Jackson also expressed that he has transformed his mindset from an artist to an artist 
educator who is rethinking community through the class:  
     [In the pedagogy class] there’s been a lot of concern, and there’s lots in that 
thinking about scaffolding your career, and what does that really mean…. If 
you’re going to take on a teaching position…you really [need to think about] how 
you’re accountable to a community and you’re also responsible to a community, 
right? So this class made me think about that and it was helpful....  
 
Similarly, Mateo responded, “It [the pedagogy course] was very valuable to 
prepare me for applying to different schools and different jobs” with the teaching 
portfolio. He added that writing a research paper that was based on pedagogical practices 
and thinking about “how to approach a successful critique” in the classroom through the 
pedagogy course was very helpful to develop his own curriculum. Yet, he stated that the 






learning objectives: “I’m able to address these in my critiques and in my projects with my 
students…. I’m able to kind of really bring my experience to my students.” In addition, 
Mateo thought that feedback and guidance were other valuable aspects from his 
experience in the program: “I had some great feedback, you know, that really helped 
me.”   
Similar to Jackson and Mateo, Diana spoke about the pedagogy course as an 
important aspect in college teaching preparation:  
     It [the pedagogy course] helped me think about “how to bring outside 
resources into an art studio,” so that [my] students who are not art majors, they 
can think about how to use it outside of their life, and [similarly] people who are 
art majors, you [they] don’t have to work in a bubble, you [they] can bring 
inspiration for other things [from outside]. So, that was kind of the core to my 
teaching philosophy which I developed in the pedagogy class.  
 
Yet, Diana emphasized the teaching opportunity with faculty’s guidance as a more 
practical preparation: 
     The most important aspects that the university offers…I think one of the most 
important things is [teaching] that foundation course that everyone has to take, 
[that] prepares you for teaching in the future that is very important. And then, 
having sort of…having guidance within teaching, like when you finally get a 
teaching assignment, having as much as guidance as you need, I think [that] is 
very important.  
 
Interestingly, Diana mentioned teaching, particularly “the foundation-level courses,” 
rather than teaching other art courses, such as medium-specific or advanced-level art. 
When I asked why she thinks so, she responded that “the majority of teaching 
opportunities that are out there for the first-time teachers will be the foundation courses,” 
so having teaching experience in foundation courses would be more important for 







Faculty and Administrator 
After pausing to think about my interview question “What would be the most 
valuable aspects of college teaching preparation in the program?” Drew said that he was 
not sure if one aspect is emphasized over other aspects. He thought that both his 
pedagogy course and teaching opportunity were important:  
     I think giving them a combination of a practicum meaning on experience 
teaching in concert with radical foundation, and it’s a kind of hybridizing of 
theory and practice…. I think if the student is just thrust into a teaching 
opportunity, without any sort of theoretical pedagogical background, it can be 
overwhelming…. What I think about how are these practices or curriculum 
learning experiences useful or valuable [is that] they are able to arrive ultimately 
at I think a very strong position of their own design that they can back up from a 
theoretical perspective, and make manifest in the teaching portfolio that expresses 
the ideas that they have worked hard to research and implement in their classes.  
 
Connecting to Drew’s comments on the importance of both the pedagogy class 
and teaching opportunity, Julia mentioned her pedagogical idea which is “art can be 
taught,” and she believed that “[if students] continue building formal expertise and 
exploration into work through a concept” and research, they can improve their level of 
art; thus, the pedagogy course in the program is a “hugely” useful. Julia also valued the 
teaching opportunity because she thought it allowed students “to grow their own 
pedagogy” and build their expertise to contribute to society after graduation.   
Michelle noted that because most MFA students at her institution take the 
pedagogy course, “I think [the institution] thinks that the most important aspect of 
preparing the MFA students for college teaching is that pedagogy course which Drew 
teaches.” Although she acknowledged the importance of learning about pedagogical 






and spoke about the faculty’s guidance and feedback as the most important aspects in 
college teaching preparation. Michelle said:  
     Because I know that on paper what a classroom does is not the same thing as 
what’s happening in the classroom. And personally, I’ve had TAs come to me and 
tell me that feedback, and you know, [faculty’s] observation time in their 
classroom, and what [we] can offer them as a mirror is a way more impactful and 
immediate and being able to grow and make change and understand because I do 
feel like that…. I think that instructors are not often self-critical in the regards of 
their own philosophical and aesthetic orientations, or even thinking about how 
they are, how they are expressing themselves in these situations with teaching, 
you know, that requires a lot of self-reflection…. And at a time when they’re just 
trying to find their footing as authorities in the classroom, to be holding up that 
mirror to yourself, to figure out how this coming across is not easy to do, but it’s 
impossible. I’m giving them feedback all along the way, and that feedback is 
always changing and shifting based on their experience [in their classrooms] 
usually, but I don’t know that the institution formally would value that over the 
pedagogy class.  
 
Similar to Michelle, Julia also commented on individual meetings with students and 
guidance by faculty members as an important aspect of college teaching preparation:  
     We try to have conversations individually with the students to say “Where, you 
know, what are your goals? What are your teaching goals for your development?” 
I think that’s actually huge if they actually build up a repertoire of classes.  
 
In addition, Julia spoke about the importance of learning good personal skills to be able 
to talk to people and having critique skills “as a modality for learning and delivering 
teaching.”  
In the case of Rio Grande, all participants commonly mentioned the pedagogy 
course as a valuable aspect regarding college teaching preparation, although not all 
participants identified it as the most important factor. Then, teaching and 
guidance/feedback were the next common responses to the valuable aspects by the 









The Important (Valuable) Aspects for College Art Teaching Preparation Perceived by 
Rio Grande’s Participants  
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Assessing the Quality of College Teaching Preparation 
In addition, the participants at Rio Grande were asked to describe the quality of 
college teaching preparation for MFA students, and to address the effectiveness and the 
weaknesses of the program regarding college teaching preparation. It seemed that all 
students, faculty, and the administrator similarly thought their MFA program has 
provided a good quality of college teaching preparation, yet the perceptions of the 
effective features (what is working well) and the weaknesses (what is not working well) 
varied between participants.  
Quality Perceived by Students 
Diana, Mateo, and Jackson shared positive comments on their program:   
     I think it’s pretty good. Like, there’s room for improvement. But, you know, 
it’s good. I feel prepared, and [if] I [compare] to other programs…. I mean, I have 
one friend who was in another graduate program and I don’t think they offered 
any pedagogy classes that they had to take. But it was more traditional, like when 
you started, you were a true TA and you just assisted a professor, and then 






teach. So that is a different method at another institution, but that’s kind of the 
only frame of reference I have. [Considering my] friend’s program was 
structured, I would say that I was more prepared to start teaching than she 
was…you know, our program prepares the MFA students pretty well. (Diana) 
 
     Yeah, absolutely. Absolutely. It [college teaching preparation] was one of the 
biggest reasons why I came to this university and even now. Yeah, I think it’s 
been amazing. (Mateo) 
 
     You have the opportunity to teach different classes here, if you want to 
teach...there are some grad students who taught different courses. They’ve done 
color and they’ve done photography. So I don’t know what to improve. (Jackson) 
 
The three students were satisfied with the quality of the college teaching preparation they 
received and felt confident about becoming art professors.  
Quality Perceived by Faculty and Administrator 
Similar to the students’ comments, Julia, Michelle, and Drew felt that students 
were receiving enough support for their college teaching preparation.   
     I think we’re doing a really good job of training teaching artists. It’s excellent. 
I’ve done several reviews of other programs. I have not seen [like our program]. 
And [if] I actually say like, about things that we could improve…that’s not 
right...there’s not a lot of room there [for improvement]. (Julia)  
 
     I think that it’s a high quality. I do think that just like anything, if the students 
are investing and [they find] what the resources are there in that space and their 
desire grows. Then it of course is invaluable. I think that we offer ample 
opportunity and space for that preparation. (Michelle)  
 
     They [students] can go into the classroom [to teach] even before they’ve had 
this class, you know, the pedagogy class. (Drew) 
 
As described by the two faculty and the administrator above, these participants believed 








Effective Features Perceived by Students 
As described earlier, I asked each participant about the most valuable aspects of 
the program from their subjective view. When I asked them later what they thought were 
its effective features—what was working well among the provisions regarding college 
teaching preparation within the program, some participants thought of two concepts: the 
most valuable aspect and the effective feature. Yet upon reflection, some participants 
distinguished between these two. For example, Jackson’s perception of effective features 
overlapped with his thinking about the most valuable aspects of college teaching 
preparation. Then, Jackson emphasized again Drew’s pedagogy course and expressed that 
he learned much about studio art pedagogy from it:  
     It’s giving me the opportunity to really think about “how do you teach outside 
the box”…you know, it’s really self-charged. I mean, there’s information about 
different [teaching] methodologies…. When you’re in a course, especially if 
you’re doing a special topics course, right? It really brings up something to think 
about and what you really want to teach. [In the pedagogy class, you’re thinking 
about] what you kind of want to do in a classroom environment based on your 
practice, and how are those things kind of connected, and also thinking about your 
teaching philosophy and working on your teaching portfolio, which I think it was 
really amazing.  
 
Using the Zoom sharing screen mode, Jackson showed me his teaching portfolio which 
he developed in the pedagogy class. It seemed that the portfolio was at least 30 pages, 
including his curriculum vitae (CV), teaching philosophy, course syllabi, course 
assignments he taught, and screenshots of coursework from the LMS; he continued:  
…having this kind of portfolio put together. I mean, it was just something that 
was already in place, and I submitted [it] as part of the documentation for getting 
hired, which I thought was just amazing.   
 
Yet, Jackson did not think that Drew’s pedagogy course was the only effective feature 






about the most valuable aspects, Jackson spoke about other provisions: teaching 
opportunities, faculty feedback, professional workshops, art education courses, and 
pedagogical conferences. He considered all of them important and useful. Then, he 
indicated what he has learned and thought on the job by teaching his own course.  
     I think that I’m learning these things, the different kind of online formats [by 
teaching my own course], and think [about] “how do I get people to be engaged,” 
“how do I apply this to work with students,” and think about a lot of the 
conversations that [can] happen in those teaching spaces, and whether or not it’s 
thinking about the cultural language and all of these other components that 
relational components….  
 
Similar to Jackson, Mateo talked about the pedagogy course, and his statement also 
overlapped with his earlier comment on the valuable aspect. Mateo said:  
     I think that for me [the pedagogy course] has been the biggest impact…we 
have a teaching portfolio. So part of the requirement of this class is to put together 
a teaching portfolio, where we actually compile photos of our students’ work,  
and we come up with a teaching philosophy, [and] we incorporate our artists 
statements. [And] it has a lot of discussion…it’s really nice to be able to engage 
with people or other students that have experience like myself.  
 
Although Mateo stressed the pedagogy course, he thought that both the pedagogy course 
and teaching could be very effective. He noted that faculty feedback was also working 
well within the program in helping students improve their teaching or teaching 
preparation.  
     We actually sit down with them [the foundation course faculty supervisors] 
and [discuss] how did you do and room for improvement. I think that really 
helped because I had some great feedback, you know, that really helped me.  
 
Diana’s perception of the effective features was different from the most valuable aspects 
she addressed earlier, yet she echoed Jackson’s and Mateo’s comments on the pedagogy 







     The pedagogy class everyone takes. I mentioned it was very discussion-based. 
I think that was very effective to have a seminar based course…where I could 
discuss freely because there were some who were actively teaching and to hear 
their experiences and have a dialogue about it…it was very helpful than just 
listening to lectures about the pedagogical theory, because everyone’s going to 
have a different experience in their classroom…. I thought that having an open 
line of dialogue was a very effective part of the curriculum.  
 
 
Effective Features Perceived by Faculty and Administrator 
Drew’s, Michelle’s, and Julia’s perceptions of effective features were similar to 
their thinking about the most valuable aspects of the college teaching preparation. As all 
students spoke about the pedagogy course, Drew also commented on his pedagogy course 
and emphasized making teaching portfolios while students are in the MFA program.   
     Well, I would go back and point to the teaching portfolio and that’s kind of 
been reported back to me by former students that was the real thing that allowed 
them to be most competitive, you know, they really work, and that represents a lot 
of coursework because they have the teaching philosophy and examples of their 
students’ work and they usually have a research project in there. So it’s sort of the 
full package, and I think that’s the most effective. If I could recommend that other 
programs, you know, did anything, it would be to require that students develop a 
professional teaching portfolio.   
 
Yet, Michelle’s response differed from Drew’s. Michelle considered “the faculty’s 
feedback” as the effective feature and added “collaborative peer experience” in the 
program:   
     I think one of the strengths that is built into the program is the collaborative 
peer experience and the resources that they learn to share with one another, that 
that is something that I think is really important, thinking about the landscape  
of university academia nowadays. I think that the more that you create a 
collaborative spirit around what it is that you’re doing, the more potential you 
have for success in these spaces.  
 
Julia pointed to Drew’s pedagogy course and teaching experience as beneficial and 






     We give them pedagogical training, so when our first-year students who come 
in, they take a course on how to teach…[and] really think about what it means to 
be a maker and a learner and a teacher at the same time, [which] is critical. And I 
think that [having teaching experience is also] important. If you consider that after 
three years in the MFA program, a student could have six semesters of teaching 
[through this program]. Three years of teaching. That’s huge.  
 
Along with those effective provisions, Julia also talked about the goal of the program:  
 
     The goal of the program is for students to find their own voice as teachers. I 
think it happens through the process of doing it, and also by getting feedback 
from their instructor, from their faculty…. Our goal is for them to develop their 
own teaching philosophy and style for sure, but I do want to see how it is aligned 
within best practices. I do want to see.   
 
See Table 6 for a summary of effective features as perceived by the participants at Rio 
Grande. 
Table 6 
Effective Features Perceived by Rio Grande’s Participants  
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Weaknesses Perceived by Students 
Although all students perceived that their program helped them prepare for their 






Jackson pointed out that college teaching preparation was not the concern of many 
different faculty members: 
     Drew is the only one person who is teaching this course…. So if there were 
like four of him, then it would be nice…. If there was an additional variation of 
that [course], then it would be great, you know? So [we learn] different kinds of 
modes and approaches. So [something] like if there was a course, a special topic 
course designed towards like an indigenous kind of pedagogy… it would be nice 
to see there some sort of expansion on that.   
 
Diana also thought that certain parts of the program needed a little improvement and 
made some suggestions. She first thought it is necessary for TAs to acquire more 
practical applications of teaching beyond their learning of pedagogical theories.  
     They [the current preparations] weren’t bad, but just practical applications of 
theory. I mean things that seem obvious if you’ve been teaching for a while, but  
if you’ve never taught before, you might not know how to put together a 
curriculum, or what’s an effective grading rubric, you know, like very small 
things that kind of seem obvious, but if you’ve never taught before, then you 
aren’t able to put a lot of thought into. So I think being able to have [that is 
important and] that’s like one weakness, the connection between theory and 
practical applications. So “How do you apply this pedagogical theory to your own 
grading rubric?” and “How do you evaluate your students, and then [how to] 
develop that into your curriculum?”  
 
Diana also felt that providing a teaching guide with a variety of resources to students 
would be needed.   
     [And I hope to] have a little more resources for, “Oh, you’ve never taught 
before. Here is a tutorial.” “Perhaps you could watch on how to, but if you’re still 
looking this…” or “Oh, you’ve never had to do a curriculum before, [if you’re in 
your] first year, then here is a really good curriculum guide for you. You can 
watch what will help you.” So it’s like that perhaps, if you’ve been teaching, 
aren’t anything new [then you will be fine], but if you’ve never taught before, 
[and if] you’re coming brand new, fresh, [then] it would be helpful.  
 
While mentioning various points to improve college teaching preparation in the 
program, Diana still understood it would be challenging “for many MFA programs [to 






focus of the program is our art research and producing work and a body [which is] to 
come in a thesis show.” Unlike Jackson and Diana, Mateo was fully satisfied with the 
program and did not mention any weaknesses.  
Weaknesses Perceived by Faculty and Administrator 
The director of the program, Julia, did not point out any weaknesses related to 
college teaching preparation in the program, but two faculty members talked about 
something that could be improved. Drew hoped his students would have the experience 
of  
…observing other faculty at work with this so-called shadowing. I think there 
would be a lot of benefit in co-teaching opportunities, you know, where senior 
faculty with graduate students to co-teach a class would be terrific. We generally 
don’t do that just again because of lack of money.  
 
Similar to Drew, Michelle hoped to provide more systematic preparation before students 
have a teaching opportunity, but she addressed the financial issue in the program. She 
explained that the MFA program “has moved to a fully funded model…to allow students 
to have zero debt coming out of grad school,” which is very important. As a result, 
however,   
[the program] accept[s] a smaller cohort of students each year…[and] that [lack of 
money in the program] has shifted us back into a position where they [students] 
have the opportunity to teach more upfront [as they start the program]. I prefer to 
hold back at least one semester for lots of reasons. Most students are coming in 
from out of state and they’re in a new place. They’re not oriented themselves to 
their own studies and academics that they’re pursuing and what type of effort you 
need to invest in teaching will take away from that if it’s in the first semester. 
That is my opinion. I’m sure that other people may or may not think that way. But 
the weakness would be not being able to have more money to offer them without 
teaching positions. 
 
It seemed that the program has been allowing students to teach in the first 






without having proper preparation beforehand. Interestingly, despite Michelle’s concern 
about the weakness she pointed out, the students who participated in this study took the 
pedagogy course in their first semester and started teaching at least one semester after 
they entered the program.    
Challenges/Barriers 
In addition to effective features and weaknesses, the participants were asked about 
challenges and barriers they thought limited students in opportunities to prepare for 
college teaching in an MFA program. It seemed that the lack of time (or balancing time 
between studio practice and teaching preparation) was the most significant barrier, and 
budget/financial issues and individual mindset were also perceived by some of the 
participants as challenges or barriers. Some comments were:  
     It’s [hard to] balance between being an MFA student and making art as an 
artist, and then having time to really focus on your class that you’re teaching and 
learning [for students at] the college level as well. (Diana) 
 
     There’s a lot of specific challenges that your students have. I think part of it is 
to just try to get everything done in the context of even a three-year program, as 
you know, we’re a three-year program. So that gives more room for reflection and 
exploration than many other programs. But even so, that limits the amount of time 
that students can be teaching and also pursuing their studio work. (Drew) 
 
     I can think of the preventative for them is that it is too much impacting their 
own growth and their own art practice and it [studio practice] prevents them from 
being able to dedicate the time needed for teaching. (Michelle) 
  
     I automatically jump to a financial space, real quick. I think this is a college 
that has the means to kind of bring in people [MFA students] exclusively but 
teaching assistant positions are limited. (Jackson) 
 
     To be honest. I think mindset. I think...it’s an individual mindset. I think that’s 
the biggest barrier. I don’t think it’s a curricular problem. I think it’s being a 
flexible learner approaching us with a malleability that you’re here to learn and to 






Perception of a Need for Teaching Preparation 
Although there are challenges and barriers that limit college teaching preparation 
opportunities at graduate art schools, all participants at Rio Grande stated that there is a 
need for graduate students to experience pedagogical or practical preparation to teach in 
higher education during the MFA program prior to their graduation. Michelle emphasized 
the importance of pedagogical preparation during graduate school: “…this is just my core 
beliefs. I think it is a real mess for the generation of art students we’re now educating to 
not be better preparing our MFA students for what that looks like.” Drew also said, “I’m 
pretty invested in that, and I strongly think that you need to have that experience.” Then, 
Drew was concerned that “there’s [only] a few [MFA] programs out there that have 
seminars and pedagogy for their students’ professional preparation that reflects some 
kind of grounding pedagogy. This is kind of missing a lot in studio programs.” As the 
director of the program, Julia insisted that one of the assets of her MFA program was the 
way they prepare students to track into and be successful in the classroom: “Absolutely, 
yes, they absolutely have to have preparation.”  
Echoing the comments of Drew, Michelle, and Julia, Jackson mentioned that “if 
they [students] want to go into teaching, sure [they need it]. I’m sure there’s a few grad 
students who have not [had teaching preparation] so…I think that might hinder them 
when they go to apply for positions if that’s something you want to do.” Diana talked 
about her undergraduate learning experience:  
     I had a couple of professors who were right out of graduate school and really 
hadn’t any teaching experience. As a student, I could tell that they just weren’t 
giving back or teaching information, like some of the other more experienced 






think it’s important for graduate students to have at least some sort of teaching 
preparation before they graduate. 
 
Mateo also noted that “there’s no, no, no question. I think it’s very necessary.”  
Summary 
In this chapter, I introduced Rio Grande State University and the participants for 
that site. Then, I described how different participants viewed good teaching and provided 
the data of the institution’s practices and offerings with regard to college teaching 
preparation, its valuable aspects, qualities of provisions, and the need for teaching 
preparation based on students’, faculty’s, and administrator’s perspectives. The findings 
revealed there were many similarities among participants based on a summary of themes, 
yet there were also important differences. In the next chapter, I present characteristics of 
Oak Park University and its pedagogical learning environment from the perspectives of 
their students, faculty, and administrator, following the consistent themes that were 












FINDINGS: OAK PARK UNIVERSITY   
 
In this chapter, I provide a general overview of Oak Park University and its  
MFA Visual Arts program, introduce each of the six participants, and present detailed 
descriptions of the MFA program’s practices and offerings with regard to the preparation 
of college teaching of art. I then investigate the themes that emerged from the 
experiences and reflections of the participants, corresponding to the main interview 
questions. All of the data reported in this chapter come from interviews or personal 
communications if there were follow-up emails or additional Zoom meetings as well as 
primary documents, including the program’s archive and website.   
School and Program Overview 
Oak Park University is a private research university that was established in the 
early 20th century. Located on the northeastern coast of the United States, it is comprised 
of five schools and colleges in an urban setting and offers 134 degree and diploma 
programs, including Environmental Studies, Interdisciplinary Science, Media Studies, 
Urban Studies, Anthropology, Fine Arts, and Design. The university is well-known for its 
Art and Design programs. It has approximately 6,800 undergraduates and 3,300 






international. It also has an international campus in France and offers study-abroad 
exchange programs in various countries. In 2020, Oak Park University was ranked among 
the top six for the most diverse colleges in America, based on statistical data and student 
reviews from the U.S. Department of Education. The university uses a semester-based 
academic calendar. Tuition and fees for the 2020-2021 school year are $50,460.  
MFA Program  
Oak Park’s Art and Design college offers 10 MFA degree programs in 
Architecture and Lighting Design, Design & Technology, Fashion Design & Society, 
Fine Arts, Industrial Design, Interior Design, Lighting Design, Photography, Textiles, 
and Transdisciplinary Design. Among the 10 MFA programs, its MFA Fine Arts is a  
two-year interdisciplinary visual arts program and is ranked among the top 15 art schools 
in the nation. Oak Park’s MFA Fine Arts (Visual Arts) program enables students to 
practice in diverse art media and explore a variety of modes of study in their research, 
connecting their art practices to other fields such as social science, philosophy, and 
creative writing.   
The program encourages students to create conceptually strong art and have 
critical thinking skills. An MFA Fine Arts candidate, Jasmine Park, noted that the 
program is “incredibly critical conceptual theory heavy, and is structured so that it is 
constantly challenging students to present, discuss, interpret, and defend one’s work 
critically.” Jasmine Park added that many faculty in the program came from the 
Independent Study Program at the Whitney Museum and have influenced the way the 







The MFA Fine Arts program director, Aria Aymond, pointed out that Oak Park’s 
faculty consists of professional working artists in the field from various disciplines,  
who practice across media such as photography, video, performance, painting, and 
installation. Many students also work interdisciplinarily and often use non-traditional art 
materials. Professor Aymond described the program, distinguishing it from other MFA 
programs:  
     We’re not a traditional fine arts program. We’re radically interdisciplinary  
and experimental, and also one that values issues around social justice and the 
humanities and having a kind of political awareness about the work that students 
produce and its responsibility on the world. So we take a very strong ethical 
approach to the production of art and its dissemination. And our MFA program is 
a part of the University, which has a long tradition of teaching within the values 
or through the lens of social justice and the commodities.  
 
Professor Aymond added that Oak Park’s MFA students have a very pronounced 
consciousness around the responsibility that comes with being professional artists in the 
world through the training in the program, and students channel that work into a number 
of different professional outcomes, including arts administration, curation, museum and 
gallery management, art criticism, and teaching.   
Curriculum 
The MFA Fine Arts (Visual Arts) students are required to complete 60 credits and 
maintain a 3.0 cumulative grade point average. Students usually take 15 credits per 
semester. The core courses include four semesters of Graduate Core: Studio Visits, Group 
Critique, and two semesters of Professional Practice, Critical Thinking, and Thesis 
Research & Writing. Students need to take 15 credits of additional electives. They have 







their interests. Students can also use elective courses toward the completion of their 
minor degrees. Students can transfer a maximum of six credits from another institution. 
The program offers a variety of studio courses, including drawing, painting, printmaking, 
sculpture, animation, digital art, illustration, performance, photography, and social 
practice.  
As part of the core studio visits, all MFA students meet with two faculty 
individually every week in their studios throughout the semester. Students engage with 
contemporary artwork and build a language to speak about their own practice and other 
people’s practices during the critique seminars. Every week, they also attend visiting 
artist lecture series, which are followed by students’ group discussions. In addition, they 
take critical thinking seminars, which introduce students to theorists, art critics, and 
related ideas. A full-time professor, Randy Pandey, mentioned that the critical thinking 
course was designed to help students think about cultural production and their own place 
in the world, questioning “how to think critically about replacing the world with the hope 
that those ideas can then be brought into their art practices.” During the second year, 
students take thesis research and writing seminars, where they apply the ideas they have 
encountered through critical thinking during their first year. Students are required to write 
about 7,000 words for their thesis paper and complete their final exhibition at the end of 
the second year. See Table 7 for the Visual Arts curriculum of Oak Park University for 
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In this section, I introduce the six research participants from Oak Park University. 
Each student profile includes the participant’s educational background and their personal 
and professional goals responding to the introductory interview questions: “Why did you 
choose the program?” and “What do you want to achieve through your MFA degree?” 
Then, each faculty member’s and administrator’s profile reflects their educational 
backgrounds, art practice or research, and personal teaching preparation in the MFA or 






Jasmine, Student #1 
Jasmine was an international student from Canada who had just completed four 
semesters of her MFA program at the time of this study. Jasmine and her family 
immigrated to Canada from Korea when she was young. In Canada, Jasmine received 
two undergraduate degrees in Science and Fine Arts. After finishing her first bachelor’s 
degree in Science, she went to Korea and taught English as a second language for about 
three years. Jasmine said she enjoyed her teaching and life in her home country, yet she 
was also interested in becoming a visual artist and decided to study art, going back to 
Canada for her second bachelor’s degree. Upon receiving her undergraduate Fine Arts 
degree, Jasmine moved to the United States and began her MFA at Oak Park in fall 2018. 
As an interdisciplinary artist, she had used various media in her MFA program, including 
ceramics, wood, fiber, and metal, and created installations with the theme of the 
psychological impact of cultural assimilation and naturalization through migration based 
on her lifetime movement throughout Korea, Canada, and the United States.  
Jasmine said her primary goal for attending her MFA program was to improve her 
art practice and understand what it means to become an artist: “…continuing my studies 
in Visual Arts was a way for me to try to understand the answers to that question.” Yet, 
she also pursued college teaching upon graduation with her visual artist career “because 
it’s one of the main ways in which, as an artist, you have a stable type of income.” She 
indicated that she had experienced various teaching assistantships in her MFA program 
and had a positive view of having a teaching career along with her art practice “through 







     I sort of tried to feel out whether it was the right course for me, which I was 
really engaged, and it propelled my own work, and I felt like it was a lot of job 
satisfaction related to teaching...[but] I think that it was never, it wasn’t like a 
direct goal that I had specifically for the program. But I assume that it would 
always be part and parcel to what I was doing. 
 
Along with her interdisciplinary art practice and TA experiences, Jasmine had 
applied for many college teaching positions, but it seemed to be very competitive and 
challenging, especially during the year of the pandemic when she started applying.  
     At the moment, just everything is pending because right now there is a hiring 
freeze...maybe it isn’t a great time for graduate students pursuing an educational 
or teaching career because everything is closed right now, but yes, I am pursuing 
[college teaching].  
 
 
Lucy, Student #2 
Lucy began her MFA program in the fall semester of 2018 and had studied for 
two years in the program. Lucy reported that she chose her MFA program in particular 
because the program was known for “really nurturing emerging artists and being on the 
forefront of the art world.” She said she wanted to work with the professors who 
researched what she was interested in: “I wanted to achieve the knowledge and 
connections that would prepare me to be a successful emerging artist.” As an 
interdisciplinary artist in her MFA program, she had practiced painting, video, 
performance, and installation, illustrating her personal history as a Black American and 
the history of the African Diaspora, and questioning the current and historical 
representation of Black women in society. When I met Lucy for the second time, she was 
exhibiting her painting installation at a local gallery close to her school.  
Although Lucy emphasized art practice more during her MFA program, she was 






ongoing career along with her art practice, based on both her educational background and 
teaching experience. Lucy did her undergraduate studies in art education and dance at a 
public university and a private art school in the 2000s. Soon after she finished her 
undergraduate degree, she taught art and dance to K-12 students at a private academy in 
Illinois. About two years later, she moved to Colorado and taught kids dance at a private 
dance school. Then, she was hired as a teaching artist at a public high school in New 
York and taught high school students for about seven years prior to her MFA program. 
Having various teaching experiences over 10 years, it seemed for Lucy that teaching had 
become an important part of bringing inspiration to her work.  
     I believe that [through teaching] you’re always sharing what you’re doing, no 
matter what. That’s just a part of my creative process, you know. I’m not creating 
something just for myself. [But] to be able to share the work that I’m doing, you 
know, [to] engage with others.   
 
With her MFA degree, Lucy hoped to teach in a college setting because 
I found that on the college level, you know, you’re engaging with artists that also 
want to be professional artists, so they’re engaging on a deeper level with current 
issues, urgent issues, social justice, global concerns. And they have active art 
practice, so to work with other emerging artists and to be able to share with them 
what I’ve learned, I think that is important. And I’ve just always admired the 
professors that I’ve had. So I think it’s something that I’ve always wanted to do.  
 
 
Yasuo, Student #3 
Yasuo was a graduate art student from Singapore. At the time of this study, he 
had just completed four semesters of the MFA program. In his MFA program, he had 
focused on painting and video, presenting ordinary life scenes reflected on his experience 
of living in two different places—Singapore and the United States—and interweaving the 
idea of dream and memory. Upon entering his MFA program, he actively exhibited in 






him for this study, however, Yasuo was taking a break from exhibiting his work due to 
the pandemic, but he was developing ideas for his next project.  
As a conceptual visual artist, Yasuo stated that he wanted to study in an MFA 
program which has “the interdisciplinary nature, emphasizing a lot of critical thinking,” 
and he decided to attend the MFA program at Oak Park. Yasuo was also interested in 
teaching while practicing his work: “I always wanted to be an artist, a good painter, and 
do some college teaching,” and he imagined himself “as like a part-time instructor at 
several different colleges and also as a practicing artist, and doing both of them together.” 
Outside of his MFA program, he taught painting and photography as an adjunct instructor 
at a private portfolio preparation academy and worked with many international students 
who received undergraduate degrees from their home countries, such as Japan, Korea, 
and China, and came to the United States to attend art school. While he was teaching, 
Yasuo said that he enjoyed dialogue with students and seeing them improve and reach 
different levels of art practices: “it was exciting for me to see students enjoying what they 
are making.” Yasuo said that teaching is “a very rewarding and motivating task” for an 
artist:  
     Teaching is a good way to sort of like sharing your practice with your students 
and also kind of sharing your knowledge and skills and helping them become 
better artists.  
 
Upon his MFA graduation, Yasuo hoped that through teaching, he would continue to 
learn and grow as a better educator alongside fellow artists with whom he may work.  
     I like being in an environment with other creative and artists…. I think it’s 
great if it could foster and [build] camaraderie among your peers who become 
your friends and then you guys are talking about work together and then, you 
know, it becomes like an environment for mutual support.  
 







Oak Park University Student Details 




Years of Studies 
in Their MFA 
Program 
Jasmine Park Performance, Video, Sculpture, Installation 
Studio Art, Agriculture 
& Animal Science 2 years 





Studio Art, Painting  2 years 
 
Rylan, Faculty #1 
As an undergraduate student in the early 2000s, Rylan studied at a prominent 
Midwest art school. During his art studies, Rylan shared that he taught art classes in a 
museum for children and parents, and recent high school graduates for portfolio 
preparation classes at an art academy. Soon after receiving his BFA, he was accepted to 
an MFA studio art program on the East Coast. His MFA program was a low residency 
program which was “structured mostly around one-on-one meetings between faculty and 
students”; he recalled, “There are group meetings between faculty and students, but 
faculty aren’t teaching students. It creates a slightly different power dynamic where 
faculty are really seen as critics and mentors and often kind of like equals.” Because of 
the structure of the program, he did not have teaching assistantships in his MFA program. 
Yet, coming from a family of teachers and having early teaching experiences during his 
undergraduate years, he said he had been thinking about teaching a lot along with his art 






classes in the South Asian youth community which was the youth support organization 
and learned about teaching through that process.”   
Rylan decided to teach in higher education after having numerous art practice 
experiences upon finishing his MFA; he was hired by Oak Park as a part-time faculty 
member in the early 2010s. He said, “I enjoyed [my first college] teaching and inventing 
things along the way for myself,” but as a novice college teacher, he thought that “it 
probably would have been helpful to know some basic things [before I started teaching at 
the college level].” It has now been about 10 years that Rylan has taught at Oak Park a 
variety of courses, both in the BFA and the MFA program:  
     I’ve been working with students. [I] do one-on-one meetings, mentoring 
students in their individual art practices. I taught various electives for graduate 
students. I taught a course called Utopias…. I was also involved in developing the 
Critical Thinking course in the MFA program. 
 
Rylan became a full-time professor seven years ago and has also been serving as 
the director of the BFA program. As a multidisciplinary artist, he has been working 
actively while also teaching, and has exhibited in galleries and museums nationally and 
internationally.  
Bruce, Faculty #2 
Bruce has worked as a part-time lecturer at Oak Park since 2016. He studied at a 
private undergraduate university and received his MFA at a prestigious Midwestern art 
school. While in his MFA program, Bruce started working as a teaching assistant, yet he 
recalled that his MFA program did not prepare students for college teaching: “…that 
wasn’t trained solely through my MFA program. I actually had a lot of teaching 






on-one mentoring programs after finishing his MFA program, but he did not get a college 
teaching job immediately upon graduating with his MFA. He said that unlike other 
terminal degrees: 
a lot of it has to do with getting your first [teaching] job [in studio art], it has a lot 
to do with the community that you find yourself in and connect with through your 
own studio practice and your own professional practice in the world as an artist.  
 
He added, “I don’t think there is a straight line between an MFA and then a college 
teaching job.... I think it’s kind of like a winding road.” Knowing the circumstances, 
Bruce has focused on his art practice after finishing his MFA program. He has actively 
practiced with video, sculpture, and installation with the theme of ongoing economic, 
environmental, and technological change. Bruce also attended the Whitney Museum 
Independent Studio Program and other art residency programs in various locations, and 
he has exhibited in galleries and museums in the United States and Europe. With his 
national and international reputation and his studio art practices, Bruce was soon hired by 
Oak Park to teach a variety of the BFA- and MFA-level courses, including the one-on-
one studio visits course in the MFA program. As an artist and faculty member, Bruce 
shared his personal perspective of the hiring process for studio art faculty:  
     It would be nice for everyone if it was more clear. But one of the challenges is 
that most [studio art] programs want to have the most like well-known artists in 
their given region. The way in which people get teaching jobs is because they 
have like a fantastic show at a big museum. And then someone invites them to 
come and give a lecture, and they apply for a teaching job and then they get it, 
right? It’s complicated. It’s complicated by that factor.  
 
Bruce clarified that the hiring process is complicated because it involves dynamic 
informal aspects, and he hoped that success in the studio art field could be achieved with 








Aria is the director of the MFA program and the associate dean of faculty. She is 
also a nationally and internationally recognized artist who has worked in multiple media, 
including sculpture, digital photography, video, and textiles, and has exhibited her work 
in museums and world festivals, including Venice Biennale. Aria has taught for 30 years 
in various art programs across the country and has taught at Oak Park since 2001. She 
studied studio art for her undergraduate degree at a private university on the East Coast in 
the 1980s. Soon after she finished her undergraduate degree, she taught art classes in an 
adult education program at a private art school in Boston. While she was teaching, she 
also focused on her art practice and actively participated in exhibitions in galleries and 
museums.  
About six years after she finished her BA, she attended an interdisciplinary MFA 
program in Northern California. She recalled that during the MFA years, she did not have 
any teaching assistantships or teaching opportunities. Yet, right after finishing her MFA, 
she was hired to teach adult education courses in the continuing education program at the 
University of California, Berkeley. Although the adult education program was not a 
degree program, Aria thought that teaching in adult education could help recent MFA 
graduates prepare for teaching because “there are courses that are offered in a very 
similar way to college studio art.”  
Two years later, upon completing her MFA, she was invited to teach full-time by 
California State University. Then, she was also offered to teach at the University of 






teach a lot through that.” Yet, she said she also experienced some challenges during the 
beginning stage of her teaching at a college level.   
     I expected too much from the students and I received bad reviews from the 
students because I didn’t expect that kind of backlash from the students. I was 
trying to do everything I ever knew in one class, which was a mistake. So I had to 
learn on the job to measure how much information I could affect them to process 
to learn from it.  
 
Nonetheless, Aria added, “I also [have] really good memories of my first teaching, seeing 
results from the students and feeling proud of their accomplishments based on what I was 
able to find them [their improvement].” When she became a more established artist, she 
was invited to teach in many other institutions and taught at the Maryland Institute 
College of Art and the California College of the Arts as a full-time professor before she 
joined Oak Park. See Table 9 for details on the Oak Park faculty and administrator. 
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Necessary Skills to Be a Good College Art Teacher 
When I asked each participant what it means to be a good college art professor, all 
participants reflected on their own learning and teaching experiences and identified 
essential skills to be a good college art professor. Students suggested various elements 
including: being flexible and open, having sufficient knowledge and technical skills, 
facilitating diverse discussion, caring for and motivating students, being passionate about 
teaching, facilitating creativity, and being active in their art practice. The faculty’s and 
administrator’s suggestions included: understanding and being empathetic toward 
students, knowing students’ interests, being patient, being flexible and open, facilitating 
diverse discussion to encouraging students to participate, and demonstrating sufficient 
knowledge. Although the participants addressed a variety of elements, this result revealed 
great similarities among the comments of Oak Park participants.  
Student Views of a Good College Art Teacher 
Three students at Oak Park provided their views about good college art teachers. 
Jasmine talked about an MFA professor of hers as someone who exemplified a good art 
educator. She thought the professor was the best because he had extensive knowledge of 
art and had a capacity to use his experience to connect with students in the classroom, 
whether in a one-on-one or group format. Jasmine continued that “the professor 
facilitated discussion about diverse topics while he was questioning [and answering] in a 
way that provided insights and connections to the students.” Regarding essential skills, 







…to be a good professor is having an open mind, and it must tangentially tie with 
[one’s] knowledge and experience and being able to sort of like connect those 
threads and at the same time make space within those threads for [students’] 
voices.   
 
Lucy echoed Jasmine’s comment about being knowledgeable and added that good 
professors are well rounded from “[having] a background in a variety of different 
disciplines in the studio practices.” Lucy also considered “being active in their art 
practice” while continuously participating in the professional art world as important to 
engaging with diverse students in the classroom. She noted that facilitating students’ 
creativity and encouraging students to make and evaluate work from various perspectives 
are also important skills for the best college art educators:  
     I think one has to have the ability to push the student to be uniquely 
themselves and be the best version of themselves through their work to really 
engage in a rigorous practice, and to know how to push the student to do that, to 
the art.... I think that the professor needs to push the artists to do research and to 
think critically through their work and look at their work in different ways.  
 
Yasuo talked about caring for and motivating students and being passionate about 
teaching:  
     I think the most important skill is that the college art professor really cares for 
their students, and the professor, if he or she is not passionate enough to want to 
protect the time for students to learn and develop and really care about a student’s 
development, [then he may not be a good educator]. I think that’s a skill…. You 
[need to] provide more care and more support for students. You are in a position 
to motivate them, and the best teachers always kind of like to leave a positive 
impression on the students [with that].  
 
The comments of these students at Oak Park University suggested that they 
valued professors who are open and flexible and who mentor them to increase their 
creativity by providing much feedback with sufficient knowledge, all while considering 







Faculty and Administrator Views of a Good College Art Teacher 
Similar to Yasuo’s comment on being passionate about teaching, Bruce said that 
“great teachers love teaching and have enthusiasm…they see [teaching] as part of their 
[art] practice.” Connecting to Jasmine’s comment on facilitating effective discussion, 
Bruce noted that “[good college educators] run a great discussion that [make] people 
think and talk out loud together.”   
Rylan valued several elements as essential skills: knowing students’ interests, 
understanding and being empathetic, being attentive and patient, having sufficient 
knowledge, and facilitating classroom discussion for students to engage with. Rylan said:   
     The role of a professor in an art college is to be sensitive to the sort of 
priorities of the students in their practice, and to provide the appropriate kind of 
critical resistance to that student’s practice. In order to do that, you have to first be 
good at listening to what a student is saying and doing, to be able to pull out, kind 
of, the most promising aspects of it, even if a student seems to have very weak 
work or very little work or whatever. You have to be able to see what’s inside it 
and pull something out to be enthusiastic in that. So, they need to be able to be 
sensitive to that student’s interests and know of the artists’ practices and ideas and 
readings that are going to help that student to reflect on their practices. So that’s 
kind of what I think is important as a broad sense of faculty in an art school.  
 
Aria echoed Rylan’s comments about knowing students’ interests and 
encouraging them to participate in the classroom: “You have gotten students to engage 
with the subject who are excited about that subject.” Aria also talked about “[being] 
patient, nimble, and responsive to the vast array of different types of students.” This point 
was related to Lucy’s comment about being knowledgeable and able to engage with a 
variety of students from diverse backgrounds. Connecting to Jasmine’s comment about 
having an open mind, Aria also thought that “…being open-minded about who is part of 
the class and [think about] how to get the class to work together” are essential skills for 






along with those skills, she wants to see “…[the faculty] who have built a trust with the 
students based on your expertise and your commitment to the field and to their ability to 
learn and to support different kinds of learning.”  
Provisions: Informal and Formal College Teaching Preparation 
Students, faculty, and the administrator of Oak Park were asked whether their 
programs assisted graduate art students to prepare for teaching, and if so, what formal and 
informal experiences and curricula were provided to students in their professional 
development to become college-level art teachers.  
The director, Aria, reported that about 50% of students in the MFA program are 
pursuing teaching, yet the majority of the provisions for college teaching preparation at 
Oak Park are informal: she believed that students learn about teaching mostly through 
“teaching assistantships which give them a taste of what it’s like, and also they get to 
know us as faculty and they see that as a model for how they could live their lives in the 
future.” Unlike Rio Grande, Oak Park does not offer sole teaching opportunities nor does 
it offer a specific pedagogy course within the program. However, participants reported a 
variety of other provisions, including leading discussions, mentorship and feedback, 
group critique, workshops, observations, and an elective course outside of the program.  
Teaching Assistantships 
When I asked about teaching provisions, all participants first mentioned the 
teaching assistantship in their MFA program. Aria commented that the teaching 
assistantship that happens in the second year of the program is the only “real formal” part 






only place where students learn about teaching.” Rylan said that students usually serve as 
TAs for core 2D, 3D, and 4D classes, which are “fundamental skills-based sophomore-
level undergraduate courses.” Aria mentioned that the program also offers students TA 
opportunities in a variety of courses across the programs:  
     They’re eligible to apply for being a TA across the entire university, so they 
could work in a philosophy class or an anthropology class or in a photography 
class or a fine arts class. All of them are bachelor’s or undergraduate-level 
courses, so that they are assisting a faculty member to teach an undergraduate 
level courses in any field, and they’re eligible to apply for any course that offers 
an opening. And that’s a very centralized process.  
 
Unlike Rio Grande, however, it seems that the MFA students at Oak Park are awarded 
their teaching assistantships only after one year of their study in the program. Yasuo said, 
“Not everyone gets it and you can only be a second year MFA to do a TA. So if you’re 
first year, you don’t qualify.” Yasuo, Rylan, and Lucy talked about the TA application 
process: “You have to apply at the end of the first year to become teaching assistants. 
There is a formal application for it, and you have to write a letter of intent” (Yasuo); then 
“we [faculty] select them based on having the appropriate skills” (Rylan). Once students 
apply, and if they get accepted, “you would have a mentor teacher or mentor professor, 
and you would shadow them and work with them. They [faculty] might have you take 
part of the lesson and teach it” (Lucy). The faculty and administrator indicated that TA 
roles vary from one course to another, yet Aria said that students usually are given a 
chance to be involved in “…running the critiques, and [providing] demonstrations of the 
technical class, to run a full conversation, so that they get an experience of what it’s like 







TA: Leading discussions. All student participants (Jasmine, Lucy, and Yasuo) 
reported that they had teaching assistantships for both semesters of their second year. 
Jasmine was a TA for these courses: Artist & Studio, Core Studio, and Social Practice. 
Lucy was a TA for Artist & Studio, Professional Practice, and an undergraduate 3D class. 
Yasuo was a TA for the Artist & Studio course. In turn, all three students served as TAs 
for the same Artist & Studio course, and they conducted similar TA roles for the course, 
such as leading discussions for 10 to 12 undergraduate students. Jasmine said that the 
Artist & Studio course includes artist talk lectures aligned with a seminar that “all 
undergraduate senior students and master’s students are required to attend every 
Wednesday night.” Jasmine explained the course in more detail:  
     The program invites professional artists who give a talk, then [after the talk] 
the class breaks up the senior undergraduate students into groups and [we] run a 
discussion with them, discussing what they experienced in this talk for artists, 
what their thoughts are on the subject matter that the artist is considered or 
presuming, and any other controversies or any other things that they want to 
discuss.   
 
Yasuo and Lucy similarly shared their experience. Yasuo said, “We sit in the visiting 
artist lectures with them [undergrad students] and try to get them to engage in dialogue 
after the lecture.” Lucy added:   
     I shadowed the professor, but at the end of the class, then I led my own 
discussion group for about an hour or an hour and a half. I was posting my own 
questions and had my own agenda for that time period.  
 
TA: Individual meetings. Along with leading discussions, Jasmine, Lucy, and 
Yasuo mentioned that as part of the Artist & Studio seminar course, they as TAs had to 
meet senior undergraduate students individually in their studios with their mentor 






     I was able to work with students individually and sort of probe them on the 
research they were doing and talked about all the things that I was doing in my 
own work. I sort of transfer those [my art practice knowledge] into the teaching 
part of it as well. 
 
Similarly, Jasmine noted her roles for the Artist & Studio course:  
     I made studio visits individually with students, so it is more of a, I guess, 
mentorship role, or facilitator role, and I really enjoyed that because you get one-
on-one time with undergrads, and they’re fantastically passionate and engaged in 
what they do, so that was really great.   
 
Jasmine added, “[While] I was doing studio visits, I [also] was helping undergraduates 
with their final graduation exhibition and facilitated [discussion] questions and [talked 
about] anything under the sun that they wanted [my] help with.” Yasuo also talked about 
an experience similar to that of Jasmine and Lucy: “We do studio visits with the students, 
and we facilitate good critique among the students as we’re attached to the faculty 
member.”   
TA: Other roles. As students are allowed to be a TA in another program, Jasmine 
and Bruce noted that some students who TA outside of the department have different TA 
assignments, such as supervising art studios, helping professors to prepare course 
materials, scheduling, grading quizzes, or giving one-course session lectures. Bruce also 
mentioned that he has provided one-course session lecture opportunities to his TAs.  
     I often make sure that my TA gets to actually teach some of one class, you 
know. I don’t ask them to teach an entire class, but I make sure that they have 
opportunities to lead the class and then a portion of it. And then, of course, they’re 








Group Critique  
In addition to the teaching assistantship, the program offers four semesters of 
Group Critique as the first- and second-year MFA core curriculum. The course catalogue 
indicates that Group Critique is the “rigorous critical thinking program,” where students 
discuss and critique a variety of art practices “exploring complex methodology in the art 
world” and learn about contemporary dialogue from multiple perspectives. Rylan and 
Bruce similarly noted that in Group Critique, students work together in pairs, and one 
student presents another student’s work and responds to the critique from other students 
in the class. The student who is presenting leads the group in a discussion and facilitates 
the critique of the other student’s work. The artist student whose work is being reviewed 
remains quiet throughout the whole critique process, yet he or she provides readings for 
the class to review before the critique. Rylan viewed the course as a positive learning 
system, distinguishing it from other critique classes.    
     The studio critique is such a significant part of most fine art programs, but 
often it is structured in a way where students speak about their work and defend 
their work. That’s very focused around the students’ own reading of their work. 
This Group Critique class decenters the student and debate, and I find that’s 
pedagogically very successful and interesting.   
 
All three student participants took the course over two years. It seemed that 
through the course, students learned how to critique and how to facilitate a critique in the 
art classroom as a teaching method. Bruce noted that a lot of responsibility is required 
when presenting a peer’s work, and the course provides “a good chance to practice 
[teaching] in a productive critical setting.” He added that it is “really like a skill set that I 
think [students] can strengthen and practice and nurture” to prepare for teaching studio 






Workshop: Professional Practices 
The program includes a series of two workshops called Professional Practices. 
Students are required to take them in the first and second year. The second part of the 
workshop offered in the second year is designed “to familiarize students with managerial, 
legal, and promotional challenges that working artists face…to provide students with a 
chance to meet with representatives” from professional artists, curators, and cultural 
agencies. Rylan noted that the workshop deals with  
…the nuts and bolts of how do you apply for a grant, how do you figure out 
applying for an O1-Visa, if that’s something you need, and how do you apply for 
different kinds of jobs [or] different kinds of opportunities.   
 
Rylan commented that the professors of the workshop often present “their own life 
journeys and how they came to teach,” and sometimes they invite other faculty to talk 
about how they entered teaching. Rylan thought that “it is like a different way for these 
young artists to be introduced to the kind of professional context of being in the art 
world.” Bruce also talked about the workshop. As a part of the coursework, students can 
prepare for job applications, including teaching, with such documents as “artist 
statements, CVs, websites, [and thinking about] how to position [themselves] in the field 
professionally.” Although it is not mainly designed to prepare students for teaching, 
Rylan added:  
     There would be like one day or two, maybe where teaching and college 
teaching are the focus, but not so much the sorts of questions around art 
education, but more the logistics of teaching as a profession and the job and how 








Mentorship and Feedback  
Rylan commented that teaching and pedagogy are not a structured part of his 
MFA program. However, he thought that mentorship could be a way of learning about 
teaching informally. As the BFA program director who also teaches in the MFA program, 
Rylan serves as a mentor for TAs by supporting them with challenging aspects of 
teaching. He described one way of offering mentorship; when teaching assistants lead a 
discussion after the artist talks,  
sometimes there may be a challenge. For example, the visiting artist may say 
something during a lecture, that’s controversial that gets students angry, let’s 
say…I think, you know, a very specific incident. If you’ve done it for a long time, 
you have ways of having a productive discussion with a class around a topic that’s 
difficult. But for TAs, sometimes, it’s a big challenge being thrown into a 
situation like that. So we often use those moments to sit down with a TA and 
break it down, and think about strategies for how to lead a discussion in a 
challenging situation.   
 
Rylan also noted that some MFA students or alumni sometimes ask him for advice about 
applying for college teaching positions, and he “find[s] [himself] mentoring them.” He 
added that he has helped them prepare the materials with which they need to apply: 
     The place and the way that I’ve found myself mentoring them is through the 
idea of teaching statements…and I might help them write a cover letter and tell 
them what teaching philosophy is, and how you would go about writing 
something like that…. 
 
While advising students, Rylan said that he always tells students:  
     You, of course, want to present all of the things you’re able to do to the 
program director whoever’s going to hire you. You also want to present a kind of 
class that would be ideal for you that connects your practice as an artist, and your 
philosophy as an artist, and do a set of skills and ideas within a classroom.   
 
Rylan added that it is very important that students address “being clear about who [they] 






Observation and Faculty as Role Models  
Aria thought that unlike other disciplines in academia, observing faculty members 
and mirroring their instruction in the studio art field are a large part of learning about 
teaching:   
     Every day, students are encountering faculty teaching, so they learn by 
observing, how their faculty performed, how their faculty excel, how their faculty 
are affected, or how other faculty are indifferent. All of those are examples of 
informal pedagogy when it comes to how to teach as we’ve learned from others.   
 
Aria noted that students can “mirror the structure of [art classes in the program] and some 
of the contents that they are learning from professors. Students then can use it in their 
own teaching practices.” Similarly, Rylan and Bruce also thought that their students learn 
from observation:  
     What we do is present students both with faculty and visiting artists as role 
models, or ways they can imagine their lives as artists [and art professors] to be 
and also bring in professionals who are the kind of gatekeepers of the art world, 
which is to say curators, grant givers, people like that to demonstrate [how to] 
teach critique [to] students, so that they understand what those people look for. 
(Rylan) 
 
     [Our] students learn from watching others teach or being in very solid mentor 
relationships with faculty either in one-on-one or group situations or in larger 
journals. So every day is an opportunity for students to learn how teaching can be 
done. (Bruce)  
 
 
Pedagogy Seminar Course: Elective 
Oak Park offers a noncredit pedagogy seminar course called Topics in Pedagogy, 
which is for “students who are currently teaching assistants or teaching fellows, or plan to 
apply for one of these positions.” The seminar is designed for “first-time instructors [of 
any major] or those who have no formal pedagogical training” to discuss pedagogical 






ask questions about teaching and share about their teaching experience. Students Jasmine 
and Lucy commented on the pedagogy seminar course as an elective which the MFA 
students can take outside of their MFA program.  
     It’s essentially a course [that] teaches you how to teach. So there are more 
formal workshops and classes that are available to students and teaching assistants 
if they want to have more of a baseline layer of, “this is how I can teach.” So this 
is not a mandatory course [in the program], but if students are interested in that, 
then they can sign up for this [as an elective], and it’s free. (Jasmine)  
 
     I’m sure that one could take a pedagogy class if they wanted to, through the 
teaching program, and through the teaching department, although it’s not a 
requirement within [the MFA program]…. (Lucy) 
 
Jasmine and Lucy said, however, that they did not take the pedagogy seminar course 
because they had other electives they wanted to take. Yasuo did not take the course 
either, but it seemed that he did not know about the course: “No formal courses or 
workshops related to preparing students to teach or professional development [are] at the 
school.”  
Other Informal Provisions 
The program allows students to do internships outside of the program and receive 
elective credits through internships upon approval by the program. Through the 
internships, it seemed that students can engage in a variety of art or educational activities 
according to their interests. Lucy did an internship at a museum in the city for her 
elective. During her internship, she said that she learned about how to teach in a museum 
setting and adopted visual thinking strategies that “help you to pose open questions to 
students looking at a work of art.”   
In addition, the program offers research assistantship opportunities. Lucy did one 






freshman orientation class in the summer. Jasmine also did the research assistantship, but 
her RA role was “helping an instructor who creates a clay sculpture in the studio”; she 
recalled that it was not directly related to teaching. However, Jasmine said that she had 
been an English tutor at the academic writing center within the University and considered 
this experience as part of her teaching preparation.   
Valuable Aspects (Including the Most Valuable/Important Provision) 
All participants at Oak Park were asked the same question I asked of participants 
at Rio Grande: “What do you think are the most important (valuable) aspects of preparing 
MFA students for the college teaching of art that your institution offers?” While half of 
the participants at Rio Grande did not have one most valuable provision that they could 
name and responded to this question with multiple important aspects, all participants at 
Oak Park identified the most important aspect, and four of the six participants responded 
to my question similarly.  
Students 
Jasmine and Yasuo both thought that the teaching assistantship is the most 
important aspect of college teaching preparation:   
     I would say that just having experience in TAship is very, very, very valuable. 
Doing it, trying it, and seeing it, then [you will know] if it’s for you. So, what they 
offer TAship is incredibly valuable because you don’t know how to teach until 
you teach. There’s no substitute for it, right? You gotta, you have to bake to learn 
how to bake…. (Jasmine) 
 
     I really think it was the experience of the teaching assistantship…because I 
really get to meet the undergraduate students. Because otherwise outside of a 
formal setting like this, I don’t really meet the undergrad students, but through 
this, I really meet them. I really get to understand them as a person. I think that is 







Lucy echoed the comments of Jasmine and Yasuo and talked about the 
importance of being a teaching assistant:  
     It’s valuable. I learned how to speak to the students, how to organize a 
discussion, how to organize my time, and how to organize group work. I learned 
how to discuss a work of art with the students through materiality and about 
concept.  
 
Lucy also talked about her MFA learning environment which emphasizes “the critical 
thinking, the rigor of the practice, probing the work, and having to do concept”; she said, 
“[This program] really push[es] you how to look at a work of art and how to speak 
[about] somebody’s work.” From studying in those pedagogical learning environments, 
Lucy thought that learning about how to critique and how to facilitate a group discussion 
were the most valuable aspects of college teaching preparation that she has experienced 
in her MFA program:  
     Working in critique, critique is a big, I think beneficial thing, you know, if 
you’re becoming a teacher…. You have to know how to talk to somebody else 
about their work, how to look at the work, how to present somebody else’s work 
as the curator, and how to ask questions of the artists to decipher someone’s 
intention.... All of that’s covered in sort of those critique classes and the visiting 
artists lecture classes. And so, all of those things really are preparing you if you 
want to share and teach someone else.  
 
Lucy continued to share her thoughts reflecting her own learning in the Group Critique 
classroom with contemporary art:  
     I think each medium or area of study is different. You know, we discuss in the 
[Group Critique] class, how the history of, what querying is, and how does 
that...it’s not just about the object, but it’s also about the politics behind the work 
of art, and how does that relate to how you are constructing the work of art. And 
so, that [critique] has been the most valuable to me in terms of how to speak about 








Faculty and Administrator 
Similar to the responses of Jasmine and Yasuo, the two faculty members, Rylan 
and Bruce, talked about teaching assistantships as the most valuable aspect of students’ 
teaching preparation. Rylan said: 
     I actually think the teaching assistantships are probably the most valuable 
experience. I think it changes the way they engage as a student [in a classroom] 
when they become TAs, because it immediately places them in this other role, and 
they suddenly realize the difficulty of that role.   
 
Bruce similarly said that TA positions can provide students with invaluable experience 
because “for some students, it may be the first encounter they’ve had with being a 
teacher, and [they can experience] sort of the dynamics of that.” Moreover, Bruce 
suggested that it would be important to have the MFA students “in front of other 
undergraduate students” before they obtain a teaching job. Aria echoed the comments of 
Rylan and Bruce by saying:  
     We do offer teaching assistantships. So there are really meaningful student 
engagements that happen where they can try to feel what it’s like, or to prepare 
for what it’s like to actually run the course themselves.  
 
However, even though Bruce thought that teaching assistantships are the most important 
teaching preparation for graduate art students, he, as an artist and faculty member, also 
talked about the ongoing art faculty hiring process: “the way in which artists begin to 
teach college art is often through their art practice and succeeding in the myriad ways in 
which one can succeed as an artist.” Assuming there is no clear relationship between 
pedagogical preparation and college teaching opportunities for artists, Bruce mentioned:  
     Maybe you don’t necessarily need to be trained to be a teacher. But if you’re 
trained to be an artist, [and] if you advance to a certain level as an artist, then 







Aria also noted that actively working as an artist and having exhibitions are very 
important to teaching at the college level. Yet, Aria perceived observation and engaging 
with faculty members as the most important aspects of college teaching preparation. 
Through daily observation of their instructors in the classes they take, Aria thought that 
students realize “there are certain weaknesses or effectiveness in that particular approach 
to teaching [that] they encounter with artists who teach.” It seemed that her statement 
implied that the way students develop their teaching methods is largely affected by the 
teachers they have in art school. As the director of the program, Aria therefore thought 
that “the most important thing is for me to hire the most effective faculty who are 
engaging with our students on a daily basis.” Emphasizing the importance of hiring good 
faculty to provide a better learning environment with observations for students, she 
continued:  
     Faculty who have active studio practices and are engaged with the world are 
empathetic to our students’ needs, and to support them and to challenge them and 
to nurture them, and doing all of that work both external to the university and 
within the scope of each class. [So that] students are learning the values of what it 
means to be both a practicing artist and a teacher at the same time.  
 
Based on the participants I spoke with at Oak Park, all six of them talked about 
teaching assistantships as a valuable aspect of college teaching preparation. Among them, 
two students and two faculty members went so far as to say teaching assistantships were 
actually the most important training that college art teaching students receive. Two other 
participants pointed out that learning how to critique and how to facilitate a group 
discussion and observation while engaging with faculty members were also vital for 
learning. See Table 10 for the most valuable aspects of college teaching preparation at 








The Important (Valuable) Aspects for College Art Teaching Preparation Perceived by 
Oak Park’s Participants 
 




















   








*indicates “the most” valuable provision identified by the participants 
 
Assessing the Quality of College Teaching Preparation 
The participants at Oak Park were asked to describe the quality of college 
teaching preparation for MFA students at the institution, and to address the effectiveness 
and weaknesses of the program regarding college teaching preparation. Interestingly, 
students’ responses about the quality of college teaching preparation were more positive 
on average than responses from the faculty and administrator I interviewed. Yet the 
perceptions of effective features (what is working well) and weaknesses (what is not 
working well) varied among participants, whether they were faculty, administrator, or 







Quality Perceived by Students 
Jasmine and Lucy perceived that their program provides a good quality of college 
teaching preparation:   
     I think the quality of teaching preparation is high because of being offered 
TAships with very experienced instructors who have been instructors for ten-plus 
years. They don’t put you in with a new instructor [which] is really great. They’re 
offered different TAships to help them move up slowly. They’re not thrown into 
the deep end, and then they also have a course and workshops [in school] to teach 
you how to teach, so I would say yes. (Jasmine) 
 
     If you are pursuing teaching, then you have an opportunity to apply for it in 
your second semester [of the first year], and then [when] you’re a second year, 
you’re allowed to become a teaching assistant. So it’s very good and we shadow 
professors and we get to hold our own discussions and all those things. We 
receive a lot of mentor teacher support [for] a chance to practice our skills. (Lucy) 
 
Unlike Jasmine’s and Lucy’s positive comments on the program, however, Yasuo 
perceived that he did not receive enough support to prepare for college teaching, as he 
said:  
     There are no formal classes provided [related to teaching]…. We weren’t 
really asked to develop teaching philosophy. So usually I kinda just write my own 
from scratch. Yeah, we haven’t been taught how to do that.  
     I think the challenge is that they aren’t really preparing us for an academic 
career. We are not being prepared to be professors, we’re being prepared to be 
practicing artists. We’re working with practicing artists and they’re talented 
artists, [but] they don’t [provide]…There isn’t a professional practice to teach you 
how to write a cover letter to apply for a professorship position, so on so forth.  
 
Jasmine noted that the quality of the provisions, especially the mentorship, could 
vary depending on which mentor professor they work with. She said, “There’s usually 
good feedback, but some instructors just don’t want to give you feedback, but some 
instructors say, like, ‘Let’s sit down and talk about…’ so I don’t know, it depends on the 
instructor….” Compared to Yasuo, who served as a TA for only one course, Jasmine and 






Lucy were more satisfied with the program than Yasuo because they had more chances to 
work with various teachers while they were TAs.  
Quality Perceived by Faculty and Administrator 
Rylan, Bruce, and Aria had an assumption that the MFA program was different 
from an art education program which studies pedagogy and teaching skills; because their 
MFA program emphasizes art making and thinking about ideas related to artwork, it 
seemed that answering the question about the quality of college teaching preparation was 
a complicated matter. Rylan said: 
     The way in which art education has always been conceived within the [studio 
art] higher education model…a sort of idea that the practice of teaching [K-12 art 
education] isn’t itself attached to [the idea] that artists are teaching young artists, 
or how to be artists. 
 
If there exists a teaching method for art, he thought, “…it’s like being a mechanic. But 
we don’t teach the philosophy of being a mechanic.”   
Nevertheless, Rylan indicated that many art faculty are now thinking a lot about 
art education together with studio art because art teaching today is increasingly 
competitive: “There’s become more and more a kind of desire for artists who are able to 
do more than just the trade of…, you know, how to make a painting.” Rylan, then, 
perceived that his MFA program has assisted students to prepare to become art 
professors, yet he did not clearly identify the quality of the college teaching preparation 
in his MFA program. Rylan thought that his answer could be different depending on what 
the kind of teaching skills would mean:  
     If the question is like, if we are [thinking] of the mindset that art education is a 
kind of trade education, then you just bring in artists who know how to make art 
and they can teach art, then the answer would be yes, our MFA program prepares 






education should come out of a kind of reflectiveness about what teaching means, 
then “no,” we don’t prepare students very much in that respect.   
 
It seemed that Aria perceived their college teaching preparation was not adequate, yet 
Aria could not simply gauge the quality of the college teaching preparation either because 
she thought that the program’s curriculum was designed to educate students to become 
better artists, and the length of study was not long enough to include a teaching 
preparation program. Aria said, “There’s always room for more [to improve], but because 
of the two-year window, if we add more requirements on top of what they currently have, 
then that will simply be untenable.” Echoing the responses of Rylan and Aria, Bruce said:  
     I think the main goal [of the program] is teaching people to become artists and 
creating an environment for people to practice art…. I don’t think you are really 
supported in preparing to teach [in our program]. I think it really takes a kind of 
individual who has a kind of desire to move their career in that direction that gets 
someone into a job in higher ed…. [But] it’s a complicated question. I think 
because for the most part, they do not receive college teaching preparation in our 
MFA program, nor do they receive college teaching preparation at most every 
MFA art program out there in a kind of serious, rigorous way….  
 
 
Effective Features Perceived by Students 
Similar to Rio Grande, I first asked participants at Oak Park in an open manner 
about the most important aspects in college teaching preparation from their personal 
views. I subsequently asked: among the provisions with regard to college teaching 
preparation in the program, which provision(s) did they consider effective features? 
There was some overlap between their responses for these two questions, but there were 
also different responses. Jasmine pointed out teaching assistantship as an effective 
feature. This was similar to her perception of the most valuable aspects of college 
teaching preparation in the program. Yet, Jasmine also mentioned several other 






the teaching assistantship as the best features. In her words: “TAships and sometimes 
RAships can give [students] mentorship on how an instructor functions, and then just the 
fact that our school offers a course in teaching. I think those are the best features.” 
Jasmine, further expressed that she also learned much about teaching through the Group 
Critique:  
    [Group Critique] is more like we’re in a discussion, and what it does, everyone 
has to say and we question about which the weakest [points] are, posing with each 
other to discover this. And so I think that prepared me a lot [for teaching], just 
seeing that model [of the classroom] and then being able to reflect it.   
 
Yasuo mentioned there are not many options for college teaching preparation in his 
program, yet he addressed an effective feature which was similar to his earlier thinking 
about the most valuable aspects of college teaching preparation in his MFA program. 
Yasuo emphasized the teaching assistantship because  
it is always good for us to learn how to facilitate dialogue, especially in a very 
diverse group setting. It is always about controlling expectations or managing 
expectations…. We’re moderating the conversation in a group critique or the end 
of the lecture, and it is like moderating accommodation, creating a constructive 
environment, you know, I think it could be a practice to become an effective 
teacher.  
 
Echoing the comments of Yasuo and Jasmine on the teaching assistantship, Lucy noted 
that the best feature is 
I would say the shadowing of professors, and talks and exchanging feedback with 
the professors, accessibility to the mentor professors, and I think those have been 
the most beneficial for me. [And] the more you engage with the students in the 
discussions and around specific discourses, you are more prepared or more 
knowledgeable...[then] the more you have to share, and it just adds to your 








Effective Features Perceived by Faculty and Administrator 
Rylan and Bruce both talked about several provisions responding to my question 
on the effective features for college teaching preparation in the program. Interestingly, 
their responses included some additional provisions beyond what they addressed as the 
most valuable aspects of college teaching preparation in their MFA program. Rylan 
mentioned observation of the classroom, mentorship, and teaching assistantship:  
     I think the most effective ways that [MFA] students learn about pedagogy [in 
the program] are by observing what’s happening in a classroom, you know…and 
it’s a kind of mentorship process again, and watching teachers, and kind of 
forming their own pedagogical philosophy through that experience or working 
under teachers as a teaching assistant.  
 
Similar to Rylan’s comments, Bruce spoke about observation, mentorship, and teaching 
assistantship; he thought that all of these provisions, along with everyday activities in the 
program, can be effective as they work together reciprocally and provide rich experience 
for students. Bruce elaborated with the following:  
     [Students] do the TAship. And they have advisors that meet with them weekly. 
They have a “professional practice” course. They have a faculty member who 
does a group critique course. They lead the group in a discussion and critique of 
that student’s work. They have a student gallery that they run together. They have 
advanced electives. They have…I might be forgetting a thesis course, and then 
they have “visiting artists” [who] are constantly kind of flowing through the 
program and stopping by for studio visits….  
 
Through those experiences within the program, Bruce thought that students have 
encountered many different people in the field of art and learn much from all those 
interactions. He continued: “That comes to affect your teaching, you know, like seeing 
other teachers teach, [that] really teaches you how to teach.” Yet, both Rylan and Bruce 






practices”; it seemed it would be challenging for them to gauge the effectiveness of the 
college teaching preparation among the program’s provisions. 
Similarly, Aria thought that the nature of the MFA program is focusing on art 
practice: “We don’t really have any formal workshops. We don’t have graduate students 
teaching classes.” Thus, she could not simply identify the effective features among the 
provisions in his MFA program either. Yet, similar to the comments of Rylan and Bruce, 
Aria also addressed that her graduate art students have learned about teaching by 
“engaging with faculty members, observation, and mirroring their pedagogy, that kind of 
valuable things for them,” and those aspects can be linked to effective features. See Table 
11 for a summary of effective features at Oak Park. 
Table 11 
Effective Features Perceived by Oak Park’s Participants  
Jasmine Yasuo Lucy Rylan Bruce Aria Total 
TAship TAship TAship TAship TAship  5 
   Observation Observation Observation 3 
   Mentorship Mentorship  Mentorship 3 
Group 
Critique 




RAship      1 











Weaknesses Perceived by Students  
Although Jasmine perceived that her MFA program has provided good quality 
college teaching preparation from her experience, she also addressed the weaknesses and 
aspects that could be improved in the program. Jasmine noted that students do not have 
teaching assistantship opportunities in the first year, and she thought it would be better if 
students started their TA ships during the first year because  
when you are in your second year…usually that’s when you’re doing your 
graduation exhibition, [and] you are already busy with all other business. So I 
think the first year is actually better [to begin] the TA ship because you have time, 
you are more experimental, you are open to all these different workshops and 
things because you have a little more freedom, I think.   
 
Moreover, Jasmine expected that if students would have more TA opportunities for the 
entire two years, they would be more professionally prepared for their teaching career. In 
Jasmine’s own words: “You’re already a pro, and that [will be] amazing when it comes to 
your resume.” In addition, Jasmine addressed that the program does not have a formal art 
pedagogy course; she said, “Maybe if we learn about [art] pedagogy through a course 
during the summer between the first and second year, then that will be fantastic.” 
Similarly, Lucy noted it would be helpful if her MFA program included  
…specific teaching pedagogy and philosophy [which is] going into a teaching 
preparation class specifically, not just [about] art [practice] but [also] teaching, 
that could be something in addition to what’s already given.   
 
Although Lucy suggested pedagogical learning in the program, she did not consider a 
lack of pedagogical learning as a weakness because she thought that her MFA program 
was mainly about “studio practice and becoming emerging artists in the professional 






would be an extension of the goal of the MFA program because “not everybody wants to 
do [become a professor].”   
Yasuo also addressed that it would be hard to identify weaknesses in terms of 
college teaching preparation considering the nature of the program, but similar to 
Jasmine’s response, he offered: 
     I was hoping that we could do more teaching assistantships…[because] not 
everyone gets awarded a TAship, and only when I was in my second year I [did] 
the TAship. I wished I could have done this more during the other semester, too. 
But that’s not the school policy.    
 
Yasuo also talked about a lack of teaching opportunity and observation of the classroom:  
     I wish I would have gotten the opportunity to teach myself like a painting 
class…and more opportunities to observe other classes and see how faculty 
members are teaching [in the classroom].    
 
Interestingly, in contrast to Yasuo, two faculty and the administrator perceived that 
observation of the faculty members and the classroom has been ongoing and is a valuable 
aspect of the program.  
Weaknesses Perceived by Faculty and Administrator 
As Jasmine and Lucy acknowledged, Rylan similarly pointed out that there is a 
lack of formal pedagogical preparation in his MFA program:    
…having a theoretical course about education may be itself so helpful…having a 
kind of reflective seminar that accompanies being a teaching assistant, that 
accompanies the practicum that’s much more formal, and not simply left to each 
faculty to find times and talk to their TAs. I think that could be really helpful.  
 
Bruce echoed Rylan’s comment, noting that “there’s not enough opportunities for the 
students to necessarily get practicum, so it’s kind of better to train them as artists and 






a lack of teaching preparation as a weakness of the program because it is different from 
the main goal of the program; he simply said: “It’s not a weakness, actually.”  
The director of the program, Aria, also thought that considering the workloads 
graduate art students have to do for two years, the teaching preparation could be option; 
similar to Yasuo, she addressed the challenge of pointing out weaknesses related to the 
college teaching preparation in his MFA program:   
     I’m not sure how I can answer the question with the weaknesses. There’s just 
not enough physical time in the space of the day or week or year. We cannot 
overload students. We don’t want to overwhelm them. We could think about a 
track within a studio program that could be an option for students to choose to 




The participants at Oak Park were also asked about challenges and barriers that 
limit students in opportunities to prepare for college teaching in the MFA program. 
Similar to the responses of the participants at Rio Grande, lack of time (or balancing time 
between studio practice and teaching preparation) was the most common concern among 
students, faculty, and administrator. The budget/financial issue was the next common 
response. Yet, unlike Rio Grande, a lack of clear pedagogical traditions was also 
suggested. Some comments by the participants at Oak Park were:  
     This is a two-year program and there’s a lot of things to learn in two years.  
It’s not enough time. (Yasuo) 
 
     The time spent in the studio and the time spent on the work and 
coursework…what is already required is a full load. (Lucy)  
 
     They’re very busy students, so they don’t have much time. They have to do a 
lot in a very short period of time. So I think they don’t really have time to focus 







     There’s always a problem in terms of budgets. (Rylan)  
 
     It’s a lot of money to support students who want to teach…. And if I were 
teaching at state universities, I could engage these questions differently because it 
doesn’t cost so much money for students, and I would be working with students 
who might come from different financial circumstances…. (Aria)  
 
     We are not encouraged to become college faculty…. We do not offer a 
pedagogy or methodology instruction for the MFA graduate students. (Jasmine)  
 
 
Perception of a Need for Teaching Preparation  
Although some participants at Oak Park mentioned that the main goal of their 
MFA program is working as fine artists, and teaching preparation can be a secondary task 
for the MFA students, all participants at Oak Park perceived a need for graduate students 
to experience pedagogical or practical preparation to teach in higher education during the 
MFA program prior to their graduation. Rylan smiled when he said:  
     Yes, that’s the word. I think it would be very helpful for teaching artists to 
have an opportunity to study models of teaching, to think about what teaching is 
driven reflects on all of these ways in which art school teaching happens before 
they teach, or while they’re teaching, or any time really. So, yes, I think that 
would be great for MFA programs.  
 
Bruce similarly noted, “I think that it is a helpful experience to have had some [teaching 
preparation] experience [during the MFA program]. Yeah, it’s like everything builds on 
everything else.” Aria also said, “Yes, I do think there’s a need for those students who 
choose to take that path. We could develop perhaps the whole track in a program,” yet 
she still considered that adding a formal teaching preparation program can be “a little bit 
luxury in fine arts, which is really a degree in a studio practice that’s not a degree of 
teaching.” She wanted to think about a dual degree program as a way to help their 






Similar to the faculty members’ comments, Lucy, Jasmine, and Yasuo spoke 
about the importance of college teaching preparation in the MFA program:  
     Yes, I think that will be very helpful…. All of these [preparations] go into 
creating your own teaching philosophy, your own [teaching] methodology in the 
way, and it [also] helps you to engage with [your students]. (Lucy) 
 
     Yes, because we need better teachers. That is the main reason why we should 
know how to teach and understand what is teaching…. (Jasmine)  
  
     I would address it’s necessary because of the MFA terminal degree in part. So 
I think that it should include [the teaching preparation]. This also means that when 
we graduate, we should be at the level to have some skills that we’re able to teach 
to aspiring practitioners. Oh yes, I think that it is important for a program to 
develop the skills. (Yasuo) 
 
Summary 
In this chapter, I introduced Oak Park University and the participants. Then, I 
provided the data that described the institution’s practices and offerings regarding college 
teaching preparation, its valuable aspects, the quality of the provisions, and necessary 
skills to be a good college educator, as perceived by students, faculty, and administrator. 
In my analysis, I presented the similarities and differences among students, faculty, and 
administrator. In this way, I hoped to understand the pedagogical learning and teaching 
environment at Oak Park University. In the next chapter, I present the data for 
Summerville State University and illuminate its pedagogical learning environment from 
their student, faculty, and administrator perspectives with similar consistent themes, as 











FINDINGS: SUMMERVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY  
 
In this chapter, I provide a general overview of Summerville State University and 
its MFA Visual Arts program; introduce each of the six participants; and present detailed 
descriptions of the MFA program’s practices and offerings regarding the preparation for 
college teaching of art. I then investigate the themes that emerged from the participants’ 
experiences and reflections as they correspond with the main interview questions. All of 
the data reported in this chapter came from interviews or personal communications via 
follow-up emails or additional Zoom meetings, as well as from primary documents 
including the program’s archive and website.  
School and Program Overview 
Summerville State University is one of the country’s oldest public universities, 
established in the northeastern United States in the early 19th century. The university 
encompasses six academic schools, including the School of Fine & Performing Arts, the 
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, the School of Education, the School of Business, the 
School of Science & Engineering, and the Graduate School. It offers about 100 
undergraduate and 50 graduate degree programs across the six schools. The university is 






academic year, Summerville had 6,807 undergraduate students and 950 graduate 
students, with 667 diverse faculty members. The student to faculty ratio is 16 to 1, and 
28.1% of its classes have fewer than 20 students. It runs a semester-based academic 
calendar; its in-state tuition and fees are $8,359 and out-of-state tuition and fees are 
$18,269 for the 2020-2021 academic year.   
MFA Program 
Summerville State University’s School of Fine & Performing Arts consists of four 
departments: Art, Theater Arts, Music, and Art History. The Art department offers 
Bachelor of Science (BS), Bachelor of Arts (BA), Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA), and 
Master of Fine Arts (MFA) degrees in the visual arts field. Its MFA degree is a full-time, 
two-year program that includes six emphases in Metals, Printmaking, Ceramics, 
Sculpture, Painting and Drawing, and Photography & Related Media. Its MFA Metal 
program is well-known and is ranked among the best in the nation. Photography & 
Related Media is the newest concentration in the MFA program as it started in 2018, and 
its first graduates received their degrees in the spring of 2020. During the MFA 
admission process, students apply to a specific concentration of the MFA program and 
get accepted by the faculty in that particular concentration. Many students choose a more 
traditional path by focusing on a specific medium, yet they are allowed to shift their 
medium or work across disciplines according to their interests. The program has over 30 
full-time art faculty members who are dedicated educators and practicing artists with 
significant national recognition, and students can cultivate diverse expertise in their 







Within the disciplinary focus and multidisciplinary nature of art learning, the 
program emphasizes students’ practical, conceptual, and professional growth as they 
balance the mastery of technical skills and critical thinking. Its curriculum is designed to 
challenge students to create and evaluate work critically, considering both traditional and 
contemporary contexts in dynamic styles of art. An MFA candidate, Jerry Stewart, 
mentioned his MFA learning environment:   
     We improve our technical skills in the program. But most importantly, now 
we’re applying [concepts] to make work we find that is significant or meaningful 
to ourselves and to a greater whole. And we continuously think about how we 
apply our learning to our own work in our directed research as we do 
continuously experimentation and creation.  
 
The program offers students financial assistance, teaching assistantships, and teaching 
opportunities, and also provides a spacious work area in 50,000 square feet of the Fine 
Art building, which includes art studios, critique rooms, communal spaces, and a gallery 
for student exhibitions and installations. Associate Professor Teo Asel noted that it is a 
mid-size liberal arts university, but the art department has a very large presence on 
campus, and the MFA students in the program have advanced their studio practices and 
the necessary critical skills to access their own work beyond the school setting.  
Curriculum 
The MFA program is composed of 60 semester hours of credits. All students are 
required to complete 30 credits of studio courses; 12 credits of theory and seminars in the 
following: “Graduate Art Seminar” (3 credits), “Critical Dialogues” (3 credits), “Art in 
Contemporary Culture” (3 credits), and “Art History” (3 credits); and 18 credits of 







program offerings in the program, such as “Internship in College Art Studio Teaching” (3 
credits). The “Internship in College Art Studio Teaching” course is designed specifically 
for students who are interested in becoming a teaching assistant (TA); students are 
recommended to take it in their first year of study.   
Since students are encouraged to work multidisciplinarily and are allowed to 
design their own curriculum, they often take studio art courses outside of their medium 
concentration. For example, ceramic students take 3D digital fabrication, metal, or 
watercolor as part of their studio coursework. Similarly, photography students take 
silkscreen, wooden sculpture, or ceramics to fulfill their studio requirement. Yet, all 
students should take 50% of their coursework within their concentration in the program. 
Students are also allowed to take courses in another department or institution and transfer 
a maximum of six credits with the approval of the academic advisor. By the end of the 
second year, each MFA student is required to complete their final work, culminating in 
an exhibition in the campus museum which is a large public event. Along with the 
exhibition, students need to submit a thesis that describes their research in a written form 
and that is filed with the library and kept on record as a component of their requirement 
for graduation. See Table 12 for a summary of the Summerville art curriculum for 2020-

















Metal I  
(3)  
Metal II  
(3) 
Metal III  
(3) 
Contemporary Ideas 
in Sculpture (3)  
Problems in Metal 
(3) 
Problems in Metal 
(3)  
Problems in Metal 
(3)  











Elective (3)   
Art History (3)  Graduate Seminar 
(3)  
Thesis in Art 
Studio (3)  
Elective (3)   
Elective (3)  Elective (3) Elective (3) Elective (3) 
 
Participants 
In this section, I introduce the six research participants from Summerville State 
University. Each student profile includes the participant’s educational background and 
their personal and professional goals responding to the introductory interview questions: 
“Why did you choose the program?” and “What do you want to achieve through your 
MFA degree?” Then, each faculty member’s and administrator’s profile reflects their 
educational backgrounds, art practice or research, and teaching preparation in their MFA 
or teaching experience at the beginning of their academic career. 
Jerry, Student #1 
Jerry was a full-time second-year student from Colorado who entered the MFA 
program in Metal in the fall semester of 2019. Jerry received a BFA in Metalsmithing and 
Jewelry, with a minor in Business Administration at a public university in Colorado. 






information science and technology during his undergraduate years. Upon receiving his 
bachelor’s degree, he had been an apprentice to some notable metal sculptors and has 
worked as a jewelry artist at a jewelry design company. Then, he was hired to teach art 
courses at a private art institute in Denver, even though he had not yet entered the MFA 
program.  
Having a variety of working and teaching experiences for about four years after 
he finished his undergraduate degree, Jerry applied to MFA programs across the country 
and got accepted into several top-tier art programs. He noted that he chose his MFA 
program because its Metal program is “highly ranked and has a lot of great resources and 
great faculty,” and the overall program was “very encompassing for what [he] would like 
to achieve.” He added, “None of [the programs except this] had the opportunity for me to 
teach; that is something I am interested in.”   
One of his goals through his MFA degree was teaching at the college level; as he 
said, “Teaching is enjoyable because I can share what I have learned from my experience 
and help others grow and find their own paths in life.” He continued:  
     Even if it is a small setting of teaching, it [can] impact [students], or at least 
help them grow as a person and as an artist or learn something new and exciting.  
I find that very fulfilling for myself…[teaching] keeps me on my toes…. I’m 
constantly having to adapt and to cater to different viewpoints and perspectives 
and also staying up to date with what is going on in the art world and I want to 
say relevant, so that I can better help other students as well.  
 
Along with his teaching goal, Jerry said he also wanted to be a better artist. For his MFA, 
he has practiced metalsmithing, exploring themes of dysfunctional relationships and 
psychological disorders, and has participated in numerous exhibitions at national and 







Delphine, Student #2 
Delphine was a full-time second-year student who began her MFA program in 
Photography and Related Media in fall 2019. Delphine was born and raised in Illinois, 
and studied both Studio Art and Spanish at a private university there. During her 
undergraduate work, she focused on self-portrait digital photographs, utilizing studio and 
natural light. When she was a senior at her college, Delphine applied to multiple MFA 
programs with her portrait photography portfolio and was accepted to several programs 
before she graduated. She said that her MFA program offered her a TA position to teach 
with a stipend; “I think that helped me make the decision [to enter this MFA program] 
because I was interested in teaching.” During the first semester of her MFA, however, 
she worked as a cashier at a grocery store for her income, hoping to find a decent job 
while practicing art through her graduate program. She noted that teaching can be “the 
safest option” for art students because “you might not be guaranteed that you can just 
start up your own studio and sell your own work and live off that way once you 
graduate.” She thought that having a teaching career also helps artists have broader 
concepts of art by exchanging dialogues with other art faculty and providing feedback to 
each other. Yet, Delphine addressed that her main goal of attending the MFA was to 
improve her artistic skills as a professional artist. She said that through the MFA: 
     I want to create a substantial meaningful body of work that I am proud of. So 
that’s my main goal…that sort of feeds off a lot of things that means [as an artist] 
you know, enjoying the classes that I’m getting a diverse course experience and 
making connections with other people, artists, and professors, whatnot….   
 
As an MFA student, Delphine believed that the meaning of being successful in the 
MFA is “creating as much as you can and not being afraid of failing…. I think we get to 






Having the definition of a successful MFA student, Delphine for her MFA has practiced 
various media and created digital collages, cyanotypes, stop-motion animation, and films 
with the theme of emotional shift and its relationship to the meaning of home, based on 
her childhood memory. Delphine’s ultimate career goal after finishing her MFA was to 
teach in higher education, which would allow her to foster an enthusiasm for photography 
and fine art.   
Olivia, Student #3 
At the time of this study, Olivia had completed one year of her MFA program in 
Ceramics as she entered the program during the fall semester of 2019. Olivia came from 
North Carolina and had earned her BA in Ceramics and Art History at a public university 
in North Carolina. After graduating from her undergraduate program, she apprenticed at a 
pottery studio in Asheville, North Carolina for a year. Although she was working as an 
artist in the pottery studio, she felt that “I did not have a direction that I was going in my 
own art,” and she wanted to learn more about ceramics professionally through graduate 
education. Thus, she looked for an MFA program that had a professional track with a 
strength in her medium and offered in-depth studies in all aspects of studio art. She said 
she decided to study at her MFA program because its faculty are distinguished 
professional artists and the program has a variety of well-equipped facilities. As a 
practicing artist, Olivia’s initial goal of attending the MFA program was “devoting 
myself to my artistic practice, having the time to do that, and doing so in a way that 
would really challenge me.” Yet, she was also interested in becoming an art professor 
because she thought she could have “job security with teaching” while practicing art. In 






nature and animal shapes, and she has occasionally participated in exhibitions at local art 
galleries.  
As an MFA candidate, Olivia thought that a successful MFA student is 
[one] who focuses on making unique work, experiments more, has more shows, 
and has more teaching experience in different settings, [so that] when they finish 
the program, they feel good about where their work has gone and what their 
resume looks like.  
 
Hoping to be a successful MFA student, Olivia has also taught a variety of ceramics 
courses, including clay building and pottery wheel throwing, at a local community art 
center. She believes that teaching at the community center would be beneficial for her to 
prepare for an academic career because she could teach a variety of contexts of ceramics 
to a broader age spectrum of students. Through her professional art experience, Olivia 
hoped to “have [my] ceramic work in a museum and teach at a college” after finishing 
her MFA program. Table 13 presents details of the Summerville students. 
Table 13 
Summerville State University Student Details  
Name MFA Art Practice or Research 
Academic Background 
(Undergraduate) 
Number of Years 
of Studies in 
Their MFA 
Program 
Jerry Stewart Metal Metalsmithing, Jewelry, Business Administration 1 year 
Delphine Coben Photography,  Related Media   
Studio Art, Photography, 
Drawing, Spanish 1 year 
Olivia Waddle Ceramics  Studio Art, Ceramics  1 year 
 
Teo, Faculty #1 
Teo has taught as a full-time professor at Summerville since 2008, with a total  






prestigious private art school in the early 1990s and attended an MFA program at a public 
university on the West Coast in the late 1990s, where he emphasized painting. As an 
MFA student, Teo was given a teaching assistantship to teach three semesters of 
undergraduate courses at his institution. He recalled that prior to his teaching, he had 
worked with a faculty member who mentored him, yet “there was [no] formalized 
pedagogical preparation” besides teaching within the MFA program. After earning his 
MFA, Teo continued to teach as an adjunct instructor at the institution where he received 
his MFA. He was offered to teach various levels of art students: “I taught the first-year 
students in foundation courses and then I taught grad students.” He recalled that while he 
was an adjunct, he applied for about 15 full-time academic positions and received only 
one offering, yet he got first tenure-track position in two years after his MFA at a major 
research institution in the Midwest. At the research institution, he was given many 
“research expectations [which] I was not prepared for…[although] I devoted a lot of time 
to teaching,” and he found a conflict between teaching and research as an artist. He 
wanted to find an institution where he could balance teaching and research; thus, he 
decided to move to his current institution. At Summerville, over 12 years, he has been 
promoted to different academic positions, including associate professor, foundation 
coordinator, and assistant dean, and has had various teaching and administrative roles. 
Teo said:  
     I’ve been working with MFA students really from the start in terms of serving 
as a graduate studio critic. I have worked with grad students who have interned  
in my classrooms, and then worked with them as they prepare for their own 
classrooms. I have worked with graduate students in art education and guide them 
to prepare for their degree in studio components as well as delivering graduate 







Teo was recently appointed to department chair starting in fall 2020. Since he would 
serve dual administrative roles as both department chair and assistant dean, he said, “This 
fall will be the first time in twenty years that I won’t be teaching in some capacity.” 
Along with his academic job, however, Teo has also actively exhibited and lectured both 
nationally and internationally with his practices in drawing, painting, video, and 
performance. Teo expected he would be very busy with many responsibilities in the 
upcoming academic year.   
Miller, Faculty #2 
Miller is an associate professor and a graduate coordinator who has been teaching 
at Summerville for 10 years. As a multidisciplinary artist, he practices research-based 
projects dealing with issues of ecosystems. He studied fine art for his undergraduate 
degree at a public university in the Southwest and attended the Whitney Museum 
Independent Study Program, then received his MFA at a public university in the Midwest 
in the 1990s. Within one year after finishing his MFA degree, he was hired as a full-time 
sabbatical replacement at a liberal arts university. He recalled that he did not have any 
prior teaching preparation in his MFA and experienced some challenges at the beginning 
of the academic career: “I was thrown into a classroom with no training, you know? And 
no supervision. I never had anyone come and review and assist me and observe my 
teaching [in my MFA].” He continued, “There were a lot of things that I didn’t 
know…[there were] a lot of day-to-day practical skills that I hadn’t acquired in my 
graduate teaching experience.” Yet, he felt lucky because he later had met a number of 
“highly invested teachers” who worked with him and provided mentorships while he was 






classes in an informal way: “Most of this happened…like over a cup of coffee.” Along 
with a flexible and supportive teaching environment, he felt that he was able to bring in 
new ideas for teaching strategies while talking with the experienced professors. He said 
that the professors “were open to experimentation and trying out new things and willing 
to let me fail, and I did fail on a number of assignments...[he smiled].” Miller also noted 
that he learned a lot on the job through experience and trial and error: 
     It was a steep learning curve to understand what was really acceptable at that 
level and to work and to figure out how to meet students’ [needs] where they are 
in terms of their maturity and their experiences, and provide them with a 
meaningful interaction…. That was part of my learning process.  
 
With teaching experience at a liberal arts university, Miller then moved to a 
public research university in Ohio and taught foundation courses, painting, and critical 
theory classes for a few years before he started teaching at Summerville. At Summerville, 
over the 10 years, he has taught both undergraduate and graduate-level courses, including 
a graduate art seminar and an art theories class called Artist Survival Skills. As a graduate 
coordinator, along with his teaching, he has also been involved in serving as the main 
administrative liaison for the MFA program for all forms of outreach advisement, 
advertisement, recruitment, promotion, and curricular development; as he said, “[I work] 
pretty much everything related to our MFA program.”   
Molly, Administrator 
Molly is the Dean of the School of Fine and Performing Arts at Summerville, 
with more than 20 years of teaching experience in higher education. She studied jewelry 
and metal for her undergraduate degree at a public university in the Midwest in the 






a local center for about two years. She then attended an MFA program at a public 
university in Illinois in the late 1990s, where she also focused on jewelry and metal. She 
received three entire years of a teaching assistantship in her MFA and taught five 
semesters of undergraduate courses for “Introduction to Metal” and “Basic Jewelry” as 
the instructor of record. Molly did not have formal pedagogical preparation other than 
teaching her own courses in her MFA. Yet, she believed that the teaching experience 
enabled her to build a strong teaching portfolio: “I had a lot of good students’ work to 
pick from…had sort of enough time to be more introspective about teaching that I had 
done to write a teaching statement.” Recalling her MFA years, she said: 
     When I was working on my thesis show, I also spent a lot of time making 
teaching packets. I was making those packets that had an application letter, 
teaching philosophy, probably a list of references, and then slides of my work, 
and then slides of my student work. And that was all hard copy…. Actual slides in 
the sleeves, and mailed them out.  
 
Right after finishing her MFA, Molly was soon hired as a full-time lecturer at a 
public university and was tenured there after one year of teaching. Then, she also became 
a chair of the department at the same institution in the early 2010s. Molly said that she 
had remained at one institution and taught all levels of metal and jewelry for 17 years: “I 
taught foundation courses, 2D design, and the design method, which is like a 3D design 
course, and intermediate and advanced…” In the mid-2010s, Molly moved to 
Summerville as she was appointed Dean of the School of Fine and Performing Arts; since 
then, she has had oversight of everything in the school, including personnel, budget, 
scheduling, tenure, promotion, and other administrative tasks. As the Dean, she does not 
teach in the MFA program, yet she visits a graduate art seminar course once a year and 






administrative roles, Molly has also exhibited her work widely across the country and 
internationally.  
See Table 14 for details of both faculty members and administrator at 
Summerville State University. 
Table 14 
Summerville State University Faculty and Administrator Details 
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Necessary Skills to Be a Good College Art Teacher 
As I did at Rio Grande and Oak Park, I asked participants at Summerville 
questions to understand their general perspectives of what it means to be a good college 
art teacher. Reflecting on their learning and teaching experience, participants identified 
the most important elements (essential skills) to be a good college art professor. Having 






common aspects considered by participants, regardless of their positions. Other 
comments suggested by students included the following: motivating students, 
incorporating diverse student interests and perspectives, and providing clarity in 
instruction. Other comments suggested by the faculty and administrator included the 
following: self-reflective, well-rounded, ethical, caring, and curious about the world.  
Student Views of a Good College Art Teacher 
Delphine valued having sufficient knowledge with technical skills and said, “A 
good art professor means someone who is well-versed in their media [and] is good at 
what [they] know in order to teach it.” She also thought that “being flexible and open” to 
students from diverse backgrounds and having the ability to incorporate diversity into 
their teaching are important aspects for becoming a good college teacher. Recalling her 
undergraduate years, Delphine said: 
     I had a painting professor who is well recognized in that area, but she didn’t 
even consider photography as art media. She didn’t believe that photography was 
an art form and didn’t ever encourage students practicing new media. It was so 
frustrating…. Honestly, I think the most important qualification for art faculty in 
higher education is diversification!   
 
Connecting to Delphine’s comment on being open and incorporating diverse interests in 
the classroom, Jerry thought that “[A good art professor] has to be very contemporary 
and has a lot of perspectives that can adapt and relate to different ideologies or different 
goals and arts [of students].” Jerry also agreed with Delphine’s comment on having 
sufficient knowledge and being skillful in their art practices; he added that “wealth of 
experience and knowledge [are] very important in becoming an educator.” Pursuing a 






     I want to gain more experience and to become a well-rounded practicing artist 
before I can go into teaching, and then teach students how to become a practicing 
artist…. [I think] the more experience you have, the more you can give to other 
students.   
  
Olivia very much valued having clarity in instruction and said that a good college 
art educator is “someone who is extremely clear in their technical demonstration, but also 
has clear conceptual ideas to inspire [students] to develop conceptually.” Olivia thought 
that having “the ability to design the right kind of projects and ask the right questions” to 
allow students to think critically are essential skills. The comments of students at 
Summerville suggested that they valued art professors who taught them with a clear point 
of view and extensive knowledge in a positive learning environment where students can 
explore diverse media and ideas following their own interests.   
Faculty and Administrator Views of a Good College Art Teacher  
Similar to Delphine’s opinion about openness and flexibility, Teo thought that 
“being open to all the possibilities of what making entails is the greatest skill.” In other 
words, the ability to mix diverse materials and techniques in art making is an important 
skill for art educators. Then, Teo talked about two additional essential skills he 
perceived—having the ethics of teaching and caring about being an artist:  
     [If] someone wants to teach, consider that the ethics of teaching are really 
essential, that [someone] cares about not only pedagogy but their role in the 
classroom. I mean you can’t be a good educator without that. You have to care 
about teaching. And secondly, especially in the environment that we exist in now, 
you have to care about art, you have to care about [that] while also being critical 
of the difficulties and the challenges of being an artist in the culture that we find 
ourselves in both here in the United States and elsewhere.  
 
Molly talked about being self-reflective as an important skill. The best teacher is, she 






worked and didn’t work, and their own teaching and taking feedback and adapting and 
doing assessment.” Molly thought that self-reflection could give faculty “tools to learn 
how to become a better teacher.” Miller echoed Molly’s comment and said, “[College 
educators] have to be always open to rethink how they teach and what they’re teaching. 
They don’t become sort of set in their ways and ossified and frozen in a particular 
approach to teaching.” In addition to being open and self-reflective, Miller thought that 
being curious about the world is another important aspect to becoming a good art 
professor today because “that curiosity allows them to constantly experiment and acquire 
more experiences and interactions” and that would influence the way their students create 
work. He emphasized, “I’d say radical curiosity is essential!”  
Provisions: Informal and Formal College Teaching Preparation 
The students, faculty, and administrator at Summerville were also asked whether 
their programs assisted graduate art students to prepare for teaching, and if so, what 
formal and informal experiences and curricula were provided to students in their 
professional development to become college-level art teachers. Participants indicated four 
main provisions—internship, teaching opportunity, seminar course, mentorship—as well 
as other informal provisions.  
Internship in College Teaching 
Summerville’s MFA program offers a formal internship in college teaching 
course for students who are interested in a career in academia. The course syllabus 
describes it as designed to provide students with “a structured pedagogical experience” to 






comparison to Rio Grande and Oak Park. Once a student signs up for the course, the 
student is paired with a senior faculty member in the teaching area, and the student works 
side by side with the professor to help teach a class. Working closely with mentor 
professors, internship students develop their pedagogical skills by preparing a syllabus, 
course assignments, and rubrics; participating in critiquing student work; and conducting 
a technical demonstration during the sessions. Students are not allowed to grade, but they 
can talk with faculty members about grading in general. Along with these roles, 
internship students are expected to read the suggested books, such as Art School 
(Propositions for the 21st Century), Why Art Cannot be Taught, and Art as Experience, 
and attend a biweekly seminar for discussion of the issues around college art teaching. 
This course is an elective and is not mandatory for all MFA students in the program, but 
students are required to take it before applying to teach their own courses.   
All three student participants (Jerry, Delphine, and Olivia) took the internship 
course during their first semester of the MFA program. Olivia noted that students are 
usually assigned an internship for the introductory non-major classes, or foundation 
classes, such as Drawing 2D and 3D. Olivia interned in “Intro to Ceramics” and 
shadowed the professor who was teaching the course. She commented:   
     We would meet [the professor] for a half hour or so and talk about [the 
coursework], planning together for the next projects…. We were given the 
opportunity to develop our own projects. I did slideshows for class and do the 
demos and stuff…. And [I] taught one section of the course.   
 
Olivia felt that she had developed many of her pedagogical concepts at the college level 
through her mentor professor in the course. Delphine did an internship for “The Basic 
Digital Photography,” and she said that she observed the class, engaged with the students, 






internship for another undergraduate course, “Foundations and Sculpture”; similar to 
Olivia and Delphine, Jerry worked with a professor whom he said guided him on “how to 
give a demonstration, how to give feedback, and how to do everything I needed to do…” 
Jerry elaborated on his internship experience:  
     [The mentor professor] often sat down [with me] and discussed what subject or 
what content needs to be in the assignment…. [Then] if we’re teaching the next 
technique of soldering and connections that are required fusing, you know, I have 
to come up with a project that requires that to be part of its construction, but also 
[explain students] how we can relate it to a topic…. [And] I would go around and 
meet with each individual student in class, and talk to them about their work and 
assist them with techniques or processes or whatever they need.   
 
Jerry noted that “there was a lot of emphasis on creating curriculum and course 
assignments that push [the interns] to think critically about [art]work as well as help them 
develop their technical skills.” Jerry expressed the course positively and said, “Once you 
take the internship, you [would] have a good grasp of [teaching]…you’re pretty much 
good to go.” Miller added that students can also take the internship course multiple times 
to get experience in a variety of different areas, working with different professors: 
“[Students] do another internship in foundations, [and it is helpful] because that’s a very 
common area for people to begin their teaching careers.”  
Teaching Opportunity 
Similar to Rio Grande, teaching is highly valued at Summerville. After taking the 
internship course, the MFA students at Summerville are allowed to teach their own art 
classes as TAs in the area of “foundations” or “general education” which are open to all 
majors. Jerry commented on the application process of the teaching assistantship:  
     You have to first express your interest in teaching. I reached out to my 
professor ahead of time, and [said], “I am interested in teaching one of the 






internship.” Then, I applied for the positions, and they say, “Okay, these are 
what’s available. Which one interests you?”…They knew my medium and my 
strength, and they were able to put me rapidly into teaching the next semester 
[after the internship]…. So it was pretty much discussed ahead of time.   
 
At the time of this study, all student participants taught at least once and 
experienced the role of an adjunct faculty through their classes. Jerry taught Foundations 
and Metal based on his specialty during the second semester of his first year and even had 
his own assistant to help his class. Delphine taught Basic Digital Photography, which was 
the same course she shadowed in the spring semester of her first year, and also taught 
Intro to Studio Art online in the fall semester of her second year. Delphine said that she 
wanted to teach the Basic Digital Photography course again based on her emphasis in her 
MFA, yet it was prioritized for new students since she had already taught it once. Like 
Jerry, Olivia taught only one semester of a foundation art course, Intro to Ceramics, that 
matched her emphasis in the MFA during the second semester of her first year. Olivia 
recalled her students in her teaching classroom environment:   
     A lot of them were art students like printmakers or photography people who 
had to take art…. But some of them were people from totally different parts of the 
college, like business majors and everything who are also sticking as electives, so 
it was a really diverse group in terms of artistic experience.   
 
Olivia felt that teaching the non-major foundation course was a very rewarding 
experience because she was able to see a lot of different students. Jerry stated that he 
wanted to teach it again during his second year but was not offered it because the 
teaching format had changed to online during the pandemic, and only a few students were 
teaching at the time. He understood the difficult situation of the moment and said, “I had 
my opportunity to teach, and now they want to open up that availability for other 






there were some challenges in the program due to COVID, Miller was proud of his MFA 
program providing a teaching opportunity.  
     All of our incoming students are invited to apply for teaching assistantships, 
and approximately ninety percent of our students receive an assistantship by the 
time they’ve graduated. So we feel that it’s really important for students that are 
interested in teaching to have an opportunity to teach as an instructor of record. 
And we’ve been really successful at placing them within those positions within 
the university.   
 
 
Seminar Course: Professional Practices 
Similar to the professional practice workshop at Oak Park, the MFA program at 
Summerville offers a seminar course called Artist Survival Skills, which focuses on the 
development of professional practices for artists. It is a required, three-credit course, and 
its topics include the area of grant writing, artwork documentation, artist website, and 
exhibition opportunities. The course syllabus indicates that it is designed for students to  
…engage in critical discussion of artwork using professional concepts of the 
discipline…improve writing skills in service of articulating ideas…develop a 
series of professional documents and presentations, including an artist statement, 
bio, résumé and career plan…explore job, exhibition, and grant opportunities….  
 
The course consists of “lectures, discussions, debates, presentation, and site visits,” and 
students are required to read practical texts each week from the suggested readings, such 
as The Artist’s Guide, How to Survive and Prosper as an Artist, and The Profitable Artist, 
and participate in class discussions. Miller has been teaching this course for several years 
within the MFA program. Although the course description seemed to address more 
professional development for art practices, Miller noted that the course also has an 
extensive component that focuses on students who are interested in teaching careers. As 






     We review the application process for college teaching. We develop the 
documents that are required for the [academic job] application, résumés, artist 
statements, cover letters. We review the entire interview process, [and] we train 
the students by doing mock interviews with our various administrators that the 
students are able to participate in. And then we also provide them feedback on 
any pedagogical statements. So if they have a teacher statement they’re 
developing, we review and provide responses to those. So, that’s another 
important component of it.  
 
When I interviewed the three students, none of them had taken this course, yet they 
imagined they would learn about how to apply for a faculty position and receive some 
advice about their careers through the course in the upcoming semester that they take it.   
Mentorship and Feedback 
Teo noted that the program has a graduate coordinator who serves as an active 
mentor for the graduate student population: “He [the coordinator] assists students with it 
while they’re on campus, and then assists them in potentially securing positions after they 
leave.” Teo also mentioned that each faculty member in the MFA program similarly 
provides students with counseling and mentoring “in terms of assisting those students 
[who] are interested in teaching beyond graduate school,” but it is not officially 
structured and recognized. Echoing Teo’s comments, Olivia noted that mentoring was 
something that happened occasionally when she was teaching:  
     I talked about course projects with my professor, and asked him if this plan is 
okay, if these readings would work, and what would be a good learning outcome. 
It was my first teaching, but I think I let my class a little loose, knowing that I 
could go to my professor for support if I needed it. And they [faculty] were 
encouraging me to feel confident.  
 
 
Other Informal Provisions 
As part of the School of Fine and Performing Arts, the community arts school at 






includes classes across the visual arts, theater, and music for K-12 and adults. The 
program features “an innovative arts laboratory”-style learning, where students are 
encouraged to experiment with various media through a learner-centered learning 
environment. Its instructors include Summerville’s faculty, arts teachers, community 
artists and performers, undergraduate art education students, and graduate students. The 
MFA students are also allowed to participate in the program and receive fieldwork credit 
while they get paid. Molly explained some of the roles for the graduate art students in the 
Saturday Arts Lab:  
     They are oftentimes the assistants for that. So they’re kind of around and 
they’re helping out with everything and they’re documenting everything and they 
do the social media for it. And sometimes teaching…. So it’s sort of attached to 
[the pedagogical experience] as well.  
 
Connecting to the community arts program, Molly noted that there is also the 
assistantship opportunity in the museum at Summerville, and MFA students can get 
involved “in some of the education programming that happens as a part of the museum 
program.” In addition, she said that some of the MFA students have acquired teaching 
experiences at various places, such as Penland School of Crafts, Haystack Mountain 
School of Crafts, and artist residencies for a short period of time. Jerry said, “I’ve been 
involved in a residency that had an emphasis on education. I’ve taught and given 
demonstrations. I’ve demonstrated a certain technique or whatnot.”  
Valuable Aspects (Including the Most Valuable/Important Provisions) 
When asked “What do you think are the most important (valuable) aspects of 
preparing MFA students for the college teaching of art that your institution offers?” two 






participants, including both faculty and the administrator, did not clearly identify the 
most important aspect among the provisions offered by the institution and talked about 
several important college teaching preparation aspects from their own perspectives 
instead.  
Students 
Jerry talked about the internship course where he shadowed an experienced 
professor while working with undergraduate students as a valuable experience.  
     I was working with one of the professors. He had me come up with one of the 
projects for the class and create a syllabus as well. So he walked me through the 
process. I built my curriculum and I applied it to my class [later]. It was very 
much hands on, and my professor wanted to see how I could manage the class, so 
[I] gathered students, then during the classroom sessions, I went around [and 
helped them]…. It [the internship] was very much a broad overview of how to 
teach on a college level.   
 
Aside from the internship, Jerry noted that “observation” of classrooms which he could 
do every day in the program, “engaging with different artists and curators” to evaluate 
work from diverse perspectives, and being able to talk about work more articulately 
through discussions or critiques were also important experiences for him in preparing for 
college teaching of art. Interestingly, Jerry’s response was similar to that of Aria, the 
director at Oak Park, on observing and engaging with faculty members.  
Two other students, Delphine and Olivia, did not point out observation and 
engaging with artist faculty as valuable aspects, yet similar to Jerry’s comment about the 
internship, Olivia stated “the internship that I took, that especially sort of helped me just 
feel more comfortable to actually teach my own class.” However, she thought that she 
learned the most about teaching by teaching her own class during the second semester of 






     I applied [students’] interests from their backgrounds and [helped them] come 
out with some really unique work, which was really exciting to see people 
develop with this hands-on medium, ceramics. So yeah, I definitely learned a lot 
in terms of how to present ceramics as something that’s universally interesting, 
and, you know, something that can relate to people from all different 
backgrounds.  
     More practically I learned a lot about balance between hands on work demo 
time and theories, or background history time. I really tried to strike a 
balance…and tried to share my knowledge to my students. Then, I learned about 
grading art [which] was a huge challenge, but doing that for my own students and 
working with classroom management, I think those were the biggest things that I 
really learned because I didn’t have as much previous experience in that area.   
 
Jerry agreed with Olivia’s comment on the teaching opportunity being a valuable aspect 
and shared what he learned by teaching his own class:  
     I learned a lot [about] time management that kind of needed to get fleshed out. 
I didn’t know until it was all on me…. Teaching and giving critical feedback to 
each student, it just takes a lot of time, especially if you really want to help out 
your students [and] give them more critical dialogue…. There [requires] like a 
good amount of [time] management of the classroom setting. And I was able to 
experience and think about that.  
 
Delphine similarly thought that “teaching your own class” is the most important aspect 
and having teaching experience alone could help students in looking for jobs in the 
teaching area after they graduate. Delphine then spoke about the graduate coordinator’s 
mentorship as another valuable aspect that she experienced. She explained that the 
coordinator has given students opportunities to think about both art practice and teaching 
creatively: 
     He’s always been such an advocate for different teaching methods, and 
different art methods as well, like really trying to think us outside of the box, 
trying to get away from standard teaching methods.  
 
As Delphine planned to take the professional practice seminar course that the graduate 






coursework along with his mentorship related to professional development, including the 
teaching career.   
Faculty and Administrator 
Before responding to my question about the most valuable aspects of college art 
teaching preparation in the program, Teo, Miller, and Molly similarly expressed that that 
is difficult to answer because 
a way of thinking about the world [through art] is different than mere 
entertainment or beauty, and [there are] the more complicated aspects of 
contemporary art that really challenge viewers to think about the world differently 
in more complicated ways. (Teo)  
 
     Teaching people how to teach those things [both technical skills and 
conceptual skills] is hard to do. (Molly)  
 
     There’s perhaps an unconscious set of assumptions about teaching that we 
often don’t examine with any rigor, and so even asking the question makes me 
think very hard about what are the [experiences or curricula]…how are they being 
trained to be teachers, and what’s the emphasis…. Each studio area has a different 
emphasis. And it’s tough to make general comments about them. (Miller)  
 
For Teo, Miller, and Molly, it seemed that it was challenging to have a single answer to 
this question because studio art teaching can be dispersed across a spectrum of different 
skills and media. Although a broad and abstract concept would be involved when 
thinking about the teaching of art in higher education, as all student participants pointed 
out, Teo first talked about this teaching opportunity as one of the valuable aspects of 
college teaching preparation that is offered by the program:   
     [Students] get to do teaching before they graduate. They get to test that out…. 
[When you teach], you’re in charge of your own classroom. It’s something very 
different because you’re the person that is responsible…you’re the person that is 
delivering the curriculum. And from my perspective, that carries great ethical 
responsibility…. And I think that there’s a real shift between simply observing 
and then actually doing. [Those] opportunities for students to really test out and 






in continuing to teach and whatever capacity, they gain confidence and the ability 
to really deliver the curriculum that has real implications for students.  
 
Teo and Miller echoed Jerry’s earlier comment on internship with observation of the 
classroom:  
     I think it’s valuable to them to observe an instructor in the classroom. So  
they can see the types of dispositional skills that are required in the day-to-day 
interaction with students. And I think that’s a really meaningful and important 
experience [in preparing for] teaching. (Miller)  
 
     [Through the internship] they’re able to observe what happens in a classroom 
setting, everything from what happens on a day-to-day basis in terms of planning 
on the logistical things that have to happen in terms of delivering curriculum from 
literally constructing a syllabus. (Teo)  
 
Similar to Delphine’s response, Teo then thought that mentorship would be another 
valuable aspect to help students prepare for college teaching:  
     I think that one of the benefits of the structure that we have, even though I had 
stated that it’s imperfect, I think this, the useful [aspect is] when I’ve worked with 
graduate students, I’ve had some very good working relationships with graduate 
students…. [So] our structure allows students to sort of witness that on work with 
a faculty member to talk about the challenges and opportunities that exist in 
classroom teaching.  
 
Molly spoke about some important things to know for college art teaching preparation in 
general. She indicated that many artists start teaching the intro-level foundation courses, 
which require teaching many technical skills; therefore, she thought that it was important 
for MFA students to acquire a strong foundation with good technical skills. Then, similar 
to Jerry’s earlier comment on the importance of being able to talk about work 
articulately, Molly also noted, “[You should have] the ability to talk about what you’ve 
made and articulate what you are doing, and learning how to get that work out into the 
world.… I think those are really important.” Miller uniquely mentioned that the studio  






environmental sustainability and personal sustainability; graduate art students are asked 
to address the concept of sustainability in their own classes with some questions such as 
“Where did my materials come from, how I can source them ethically, [and] what’s the 
afterlife of the objects that I’m making?” Thus, Miller commented that it would be much 
more valuable if MFA students consider “the aspect that focuses on rethinking the 
circulation of one’s work in the world…[and] lead [their own students] to create a 
tremendously exciting and unique creative practice” as part of their teaching practice and 
preparation.  
In the case of Summerville, the participants had a variety of comments, but 
teaching opportunity and internship were the most common responses, although not all 
participants identified them as the most important factors. Observation was the 
participants’ next most common response to the valuable aspects (see Table 15).  
Table 15 
 
The Important (Valuable) Aspects for College Art Teaching Preparation Perceived by 
Summerville’s Participants 
 
Jerry Olivia Delphine Teo Miller Molly 
Teaching *Teaching *Teaching Teaching   
Internship Internship  Internship Internship  
Observation   Observation  Observation   
  Mentorship Mentorship   
    Having a 
concept of 
sustainability 




















Assessing the Quality of College Teaching Preparation 
In addition, the participants at Summerville were asked about the quality of the 
college teaching preparation for MFA students, and to address the effectiveness and 
weaknesses of the program regarding college teaching preparation. Interestingly, all 
student participants at Summerville perceived there were both good and poor qualities of 
the college teaching preparation, and it seemed that faculty participants at Summerville 
viewed the program’s teaching preparation a little more positively than the students and 
the administrator. Yet, similar to the participants at Rio Grande and Oak Park, the 
perceptions of the effective features (what is working well) and weaknesses (what is not 
working well) varied between participants, regardless of their positions as faculty, 
administrator, or student. 
Quality Perceived by Students 
Jerry, Delphine, and Olivia first shared some positive comments on their program:  
     It’s nice that this program allows me to take the internship and then apply that 
as an actual teacher, or teaching assistant, and I think that’s great because a lot of 
Universities, especially when I was applying for graduate school, they didn’t have 
that. (Jerry)  
 
…like giving students the opportunity to actually be in the [academic] field as a 
student…. I am very grateful for the [teaching] positions, not only that I was 
granted when I first applied, but also awarded this upcoming semester. (Delphine) 
 
     The actual experience of teaching was great…. We’re even developing the 
curriculum, developing a syllabus. (Olivia) 
 
     Our faculty are fantastic, and they’re always there for us to talk to, so when I 
was coming up with the projects and creating my syllabus, I can always come and 
talk to my professor and immediately get good feedback and information. They’re 







Yet, Jerry, Delphine, and Olivia also similarly thought that the provisions offered by their 
MFA program were not enough for their college teaching preparation. They noted:  
     I really don’t feel there are much other pedagogical learning experiences other 
than teaching. (Delphine)  
 
     There aren’t any…that are specifically for college teaching…we don’t really 
have any actual courses for teaching except that from that internship. (Jerry) 
 
     As far as [teaching] preparation goes, I think I’d have an independent desire to 
teach. So I need to seek out the information I need, or that is lacking, and I need 
to go out and apply it and see what does and doesn’t work [by myself]…. [And] I 
felt even during that time [I was teaching], I was a little unprepared. (Jerry)  
 
     There’s not much outside of the teaching [opportunity], and I don’t feel that 
[how to prepare for college teaching] was talked about in a really honest way. 
(Olivia)  
 
Although all students perceived that they did not receive enough pedagogical learning in 
the program, Olivia specifically thought that teaching preparation may not be offered at 
many other MFA programs as well; considering the primary purpose of the MFA 
program as focusing on art practice, she thought that “[the program is] doing the best they 
can, trying to prepare us for going into this system [of professional careers].”   
Quality Perceived by Faculty and Administrator 
The Dean of the School of Fine and Performing Arts, Molly, mentioned that “we 
don’t do a good job preparing people to teach or to be faculty members” and the MFA 
program has mainly emphasized their studio practices. Yet, she noted that she was not 
criticizing her program specifically; rather, this was happening in MFA programs in 
general. Unlike Molly’s response, however, Miller perceived that their students are 







     I think we do a good job with the pragmatic aspects of teacher training, and 
covering things like the development of lesson plans, proper disposition of skills, 
the use of assessment rubrics, scaffolding of technical and conceptual skills. I 
think we do a superb job of that.  
 
Teo similarly thought that their college teaching preparation was “good” with the 
teaching opportunity and internship course, where students can observe the classroom 
and receive feedback from the mentor professor: “I really think this current structure that 
we have is adequate.” However, as Teo recently became the chair of the Art Department 
in fall 2020, it seemed that he also wanted to make the MFA program better; as he said, 
“I think that we certainly could provide a better support system and then also 
assessment.”   
Effective Features Perceived by Students 
Jerry’s, Delphine’s, and Olivia’s perception of the effective features, which are 
working well among the provisions in their program, were very similar to their thinking 
about the valuable aspects of college teaching preparation. All students previously 
pointed to the sole teaching experience as a valuable aspect. Jerry also considered 
“teaching experience” in the program as an effective feature and said, “We are taking on 
the role of the teacher for the variety of students…. I think experience is a very great way 
of learning for teaching.” Similar to Jerry’s response, Delphine emphasized the teaching 
opportunity and noted that students can improve their way of teaching through the actual 
teaching experience:   
     The best part about the program is when you are offered a TA position and 
teach your own class…. I think that is one of the best chances you can get to 
prepare yourself to teach in the future if that’s what you’re interested in…. You 
yourself learn from teaching, not only what you’re teaching literally, but also  
how to communicate more clearly. And I think that can benefit your practice not 






definitely help you in the future improve clarity of how to use the media or how  
to teach other people.   
 
Olivia echoed Jerry’s and Delphine’s comments on benefitting from teaching experience, 
and noted that graduate art students can have a competitive résumé with “the record of 
the instructor” when they apply for academic jobs. Additionally, she noted that the 
internship course in which students shadow a professor in the classroom is another 
effective college teaching preparation within her MFA program. This is because, as she 
said,  
if you wanted to, you could intern all four semesters with different teachers in 
different areas. And I think that just seeing the diversity of pedagogical practices 
within a single program can be really valuable and just getting as much like on the 
job experience from people who are very practiced in those areas. I think that’s a 
really, really cool aspect of the program.   
 
 
Effective Features Perceived by Faculty and Administrator 
Similar to Olivia, Teo considered the internship course as an effective feature in 
the program. As I described earlier about the internship course in the provision section, 
the course includes a biweekly seminar where TA students meet and explore issues of 
college-level teaching in the arts, and Teo talked about the best parts of the internship 
along with the seminar: 
     I think the [internship] course that provides structure for students that where 
they can gather together and talk about these issues, test them out, and prepare 
syllabi, and then talk through the logistical challenges of running the classroom 
from start to finish, which includes conversations about grading.  
 
Teo then thought that TA students can also share their pedagogical comments, through 
the internship course, addressing questions such as:  
     How do you grade? How do you develop a rubric? Is that what you use as a 
form of assessment? How does that work? How do you grade something that’s 






you emphasize the finished thing or do you emphasize process? And then how is 
that communicated to your students in terms of emphasis? 
 
Teo believed that the internship course’s learning outcomes which allow students to 
develop pedagogical skills and practice professionalism are highly connected to students’ 
practical teaching preparation. Miller also talked about the internship as an effective 
feature; additionally, he pointed out the pedagogical philosophy underlined in 
Summerville’s MFA curriculum, which emphasizes balancing technical skills and 
concepts in both art practices and teaching so that students can apply this philosophy to 
their teaching practices:  
     I think our most successful, our best feature is…well, there’s a few. The first 
part is that we do offer…we do require an internship to college teaching, so that 
they are getting that hands-on experience within the classroom. And I think that’s 
critical for their success once they become an instructor of record. And then the 
second part, I’d say, is our combined focus on thinking carefully about the 
relationship between the technique and concept and also participation. That’s 
addressed in all of our courses and in our teaching. So I’d say those are our 
strengths.  
 
Unlike faculty members and students, Molly did not speak about teaching or the 
internship as the effective features, but instead she noted that among the provisions that 
help students be successful in getting an academic job is that 
we really spend a lot of time in our program working with [students] on 
contemporary issues and contemporary discourse. So they’re really good at 
talking about what they do, and they can write a strong letter, and they can speak 
eloquently about the things that they do. And so it makes them more appealing 
candidates, I think, for teaching jobs. And so I think that’s very good for them in 
that sense.   
 
Molly’s comment was also very connected to what she earlier mentioned as a valuable 
aspect of college teaching preparation within the program: “the ability to articulate what 








Effective Features Perceived by Summerville’s Participants  
Jerry Olivia Delphine Teo Miller Molly Total 
Teaching  Teaching  Teaching     3 
 Internship   Internship Internship  3 

















Weaknesses Perceived by Students 
Because all students earlier perceived that they did not receive enough college 
teaching preparation, students talked about some weaknesses and aspects that could be 
improved in the program. Delphine addressed that her MFA curriculum focuses very 
much on learning about art media, and a pedagogical component of learning is lacking; as 
she noted: “I’ve never learned how to teach, I’ve never taken an educational course. I 
have no experience [of learning about] teaching other than just teaching [experience].” 
Having one year of experience in her MFA, Delphine felt: 
     They’re [the program is] not interested in teaching or teaching about teaching, 
but rather it’s just learning about the media and how to use it in formulating 
assignments and studio assignments around learning how to use a large-format 
camera, for example.  
 
She acknowledged that not all MFA students consider teaching as their careers, yet she 






that would be “incredibly beneficial” for the MFA students. Jerry also felt that “it’s a 
little lacking when it comes to talk about pedagogical learning” and he hoped to have a 
more structured curriculum to prepare for college teaching along with his art practice. 
Similar to Delphine’s suggestion, Jerry thought that “to have a single course that has a 
strong emphasis on how to teach on a college level would be great.” Then, he added that 
providing more resources, such as educational websites, readings, and lesson plans, 
would be beneficial for students. Olivia indicated the same point that Delphine and Jerry 
talked about and suggested “more courses to support that college teaching more 
practically!”   
Weaknesses Perceived by Faculty and Administrator 
Academic positions require many responsibilities that often include other things 
than simply teaching, such as research and service, and Molly noted that becoming a 
professor is “very different than what you think it will be.” Molly was concerned that the 
MFA program does not have any real preparation for “what it means to be a faculty 
member.” She added:  
     No one really prepares you for other things that are totally unrelated to 
teaching. I am not sure that we have enough conversations with MFA students 
about what their work experience will be like if they are lucky enough to land a 
faculty position.  
 
Molly thought that it would be a great benefit if there were more conversations and 
greater guidance between faculty members and students about teaching positions in 
higher education. In addition, as all students mentioned, Molly also emphasized the need 






     I don’t think it would hurt anyone to have some time to focus on learning how 
to teach. I mean to take some courses on actual curriculum development and 
methodology courses. I think it would be really, really good for people.  
 
Teo similarly thought that the program would be better if TA students were provided 
“follow-up counseling and mentorship” and offered a formal credit course about teaching 
pedagogy. Miller echoed Molly’s and Teo’s comments:  
     I think we could work on more to talk a little bit about pedagogical theory  
and to cover that’s not something we addressed with the internship to college 
teaching, to be frank…[and] discuss various types of art education pedagogical 




In addition to effective features and weaknesses, participants spoke about 
challenges and barriers that limited students’ opportunities to prepare for college teaching 
in the MFA program. Similar to the responses at Rio Grande and Oak Park, many 
participants perceived lack of time (or balancing time between studio practice and 
teaching preparation) as the most significant barrier. Some comments were:  
     Because graduate students have so many requirements already, so [a formal 
preparation] has never come to fruition unfortunately. (Teo)   
 
     Because we’re so busy in our daily work that we rarely have time to talk about 
this thing that we’re all doing, right? There’s not a lot of time for faculty to just sit 
together and talk about their own teaching unfortunately. (Molly)   
 
     It’s always a challenge to do this within an MFA curriculum, because there’s 
so much to do [and] so little time, so anytime we add something, you have to 
remove something, you know, some other form of content elsewhere. (Miller)  
 
In addition to lack of time, Miller also spoke about his concern for some art faculty’s 
solidified thinking about what art school education should be:   
     The main barrier is often the other faculty. I faced a number of senior faculty 






program. This is in my experience. This has been a perspective that’s shared by 
the more senior faculty that are coming out of a particular set of assumptions 
about what an artist is, and what an art degree is. And they’ve often acted as an 
impediment and a roadblock to providing teacher training to our MFA students.  
 
Olivia perceived the absence of a pedagogical course as a barrier in preparing for college 
teaching: “I think that I mean we weren’t trained for teaching, and there is no pedagogy 
course.” This response was similar to that of Jasmine from Oak Park University. 
Interestingly, both Delphine and Jerry talked about the small size of the program as the 
reason hindering students from receiving proper pedagogical preparation:  
     I think maybe just the school might be a little too small to provide more 
opportunities to prepare students like myself to teach. (Delphine) 
 
     I think the barrier is in order to provide those preparation, the program needs a 
large enough population and interests to have more classes be taught, and more 
classes means they need more teachers, and that allows for internships and 




Perception of a Need for Teaching Preparation 
Corresponding to the findings at Rio Grande and Oak Park, all participants at 
Summerville perceived there is a need for graduate students to experience pedagogical or 
practical preparation to teach in higher education during the MFA program. Molly noted 
that she was exposed to the pedagogy and scholarship of teaching and learning by 
attending workshops after she taught as a faculty member for many years after finishing 
her MFA; she considered that “it would have been a lot easier if I had known some of 
that stuff earlier on rather than later…. I would’ve been a great benefit if I would have 
had more guidance and thinking about threshold concepts earlier…” Teo addressed the 






but “currently there’s less opportunities for grad students to be able to find teaching 
positions particularly….” To help students be competitive, Teo thus emphasized the 
importance of providing pedagogical learning opportunities to MFA students who are 
pursuing teaching: “We as faculty have a responsibility in terms of developing students 
who are interested in teaching beyond the graduate level.” As a graduate coordinator who 
has been mentoring TA students, Miller also said that “Yes, absolutely, it’s a necessity 
now. I think it’s deeply unethical to be producing teachers that don’t have some form of 
pedagogical background.”   
Delphine and Jerry echoed the comments of the faculty and administrator:  
     I personally see the benefit of learning about pedagogical practices, even if you 
are teaching or not. Absolutely, those techniques and ideas can come into play in 
whatever you do…. [And] I would love to have more preparation, more discourse 
about pedagogical practice. (Delphine)  
 
     Yeah, it’s necessary to get like some kind of experience or some kind of 
education on how to teach it, not just jump into teaching…. I think without being 
educated or being exposed to opportunities that allow you to learn this through 
either a curriculum or just through experience, you wouldn’t know. (Jerry)  
 
Summary 
In this chapter, I introduced Summerville State University and its participants. 
Then, I reported how participants viewed the necessary skills to be a good college 
educator and described the institution’s practices and offerings regarding college teaching 
preparation, valuable aspects, qualities of the provisions, and a need for teaching 
preparation as perceived by students, faculty, and an administrator. In my analysis, I 
presented the similarities and differences among the students, faculty, and administrator. 






Summerville State University. In the following chapter, I discuss and compare main 
themes across the three institutions and look for the ideal (effective) preparation based on 










Chapter VII  
COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter provides comparisons of the three selected MFA programs based on 
the significant findings presented in Chapters IV, V, and VI. It also discusses the eight 
ideal (effective) college teaching preparation aspects identified through the lenses of 
students, faculty, and administrators. The themes addressed in this chapter, therefore, 
align with the overall research question and sub-questions:  
1. What are the provisions in three selected art schools for participants of this 
study to prepare graduate students for teaching at the college level; which of 
these pedagogical preparations are perceived as the most important according 
to the participants; and how are these provisions similar and different across 
the schools? (What is in place?)  
2. How do graduate art students, faculty, and administrators view the 
effectiveness of college teaching preparation offered by their MFA programs? 
(How is it working?) 
3. What do graduate art students, faculty, and administrators view as effective 
college teaching preparation strategies to enable students to become 






improving their own programs according to these suggested best practices? 
(What would be the best?)  
The literature is interwoven with my findings and data analysis to contextualize them in 
light of previous research. 
Learning to Teach College-Level Art While in the MFA Program 
All three MFA programs in this study had the same 60 credit-hour system, with 
the length of the residency requirement between two and three years. Each program 
mainly focused on the practice of contemporary art, offering a variety of courses to help 
students become professional artists. Wang (2001) noted that higher institutions design 
their MFA degrees differently with their own unique curricula, yet most institutions 
follow the minimum standards and guidelines from CAA and NASAD to maintain the 
quality of studio art higher education. Following the MFA degree requirement by CAA 
and NASAD, the three MFA programs in this study commonly included studio, critique, 
art theories or history, and art seminars. They also similarly offered their students 
meetings with established artists inside and outside of school to critique their work from 
diverse perspectives, as well as exhibition opportunities within the program. Graduate art 
students in the three MFA programs are allowed to choose their medium freely and work 
with any themes across the disciplines while studying in their MFA programs.  
This study showed that the primary goal of the graduate art students in attending 
an MFA program was to become better professional artists, yet all students were also 
pursuing college teaching after finishing their MFA degrees. As previously mentioned, 






college teaching preparation curriculum (CAA, 2021). Since teaching preparation courses 
are not often required in MFA programs, only a few institutions state they offer teaching 
preparation courses such as “teaching assistant seminars, internships, leadership, or 
pedagogy,” and the average percentage of offering these teaching preparation in the MFA 
programs is unknown (Wang, 2001, p. 83). Interestingly, among the MFA programs, 
some programs in this study included some of the practices for teaching preparation, yet 
most of them seemed to be informal. Table 17 compares offerings of the three MFA 
programs in three categories: formal provisions, informal provisions, and provisions 
outside of the program.  
Current Provisions 
Through the current teaching preparation, one of the main practices of the three 
MFA programs was that students observe their instructors and model their roles as 
professional faculty members. As professors in art schools naturally show how they teach 
in their classrooms, students model the behavior of teaching (Bergstrom, 2014). Aria, the 
MFA program director at Oak Park University, noted that graduate art students had 
observed and encountered various faculty teaching approaches on a daily basis, not only 
by attending lectures or classes but also by involving critiques and discussions at 
individual meetings with faculty members. Considering the history of art education, it 
seems that this approach to learning how to teach studio art through observation is closely 
linked to the practice of apprenticeship in early art schools. As I described in Chapter II, 
art techniques were often passed down through apprenticeship during the Classical Era 







teaching skills by observing or assisting their masters (Efland, 1990). This study, in fact, 
revealed that this form of art learning and teaching is still ongoing today as part of 
informal college teaching preparation in the MFA programs.  
Connecting to students’ observations of their instructors, the faculty’s mentorship 
was also a common offering of the three MFA programs. Rio Grande had two foundation 
program supervisors who meet regularly with teaching assistants and provide them with 
guidance and feedback as well as teaching evaluations by visiting their classes while they 
are teaching. Similarly, Summerville had a graduate coordinator who provides counseling 
and mentoring to graduate art students who are interested in teaching after finishing their 
programs. At Oak Park, a full-time professor served as a mentor for teaching assistants by 
supporting them with challenging aspects of teaching that they encountered and provided 
feedback on students’ job application materials.  
Along with those common practices, there were many different types of practices 
and offerings in the three MFA programs. Unlike Oak Park and Summerville, Rio Grande 
offers a formal studio art pedagogy course within the MFA program, where students learn 
pedagogical theories, discuss the meaning of teaching, and develop their teaching 
portfolios before or during their teaching as teaching assistants (TAs). Summerville offers 
the Internship in College Art Studio Teaching course for students who are interested in an 
academic career, and students acquire pedagogical skills by shadowing a professor in an 
undergraduate studio art course. This internship also includes biweekly seminars for 
discussion of issues around college art teaching. Although all participating students at 
these two universities took either the Studio Art Pedagogy or the Internship in College 






courses were not mandatory for all MFA students at their programs. Oak Park offers 
neither a formal pedagogy course nor an internship to prepare for teaching, yet it seems 
that Oak Park’s teaching assistantship, in which the students assists a mentor professor 
and leads discussions after visiting artist lectures, is somewhat linked to the format of 
Summerville’s Internship in College Art Studio Teaching. There was also another 
similarity between Oak Park and Summerville. These two programs offer a professional 
practice seminar or workshop which discusses how to develop professionalism as an 
artist and explore exhibition, grant, and job opportunities, including teaching careers. Rio 
Grande did not have such a specific course for professional development, yet students at 
Rio Grande were able to discuss and prepare for their curriculum vitae, artist website, and 
teaching philosophy as part of their teaching portfolio in the Studio Art Pedagogy course.   
Unlike the two other programs, Rio Grande had an archive system for teaching 
materials to assist teaching assistants to reference those existing materials, such as lesson 
plans, quizzes, and syllabi for their own teaching courses. Rio Grande also allowed the 
MFA students to take additional art pedagogy courses as electives through the Art 
Education program within the art department. Oak Park similarly offered a pedagogy 
course outside the MFA program, yet unlike Rio Grande, it was designed for all major 
students who planned to apply for teaching assistantships or academic positions in 
general. Summerville had a community art learning program called Saturday Arts Lab for 
K-12 students and adults through the Art Education program, and MFA students could 
teach in the program while receiving fieldwork credit; it was a distinguishing feature 






As I mentioned in Chapter II, graduate students usually build up their preparation 
for teaching based on teaching assistantships in schools (Austin, 2002). However, not all 
programs offer this opportunity in the same way; some programs provide teaching 
assistantships for graduate students to have practical experiences by teaching 
undergraduate courses such as foundation or non-major classes; some programs provide 
teaching assistantships to assist professors; some programs do not offer any teaching 
opportunity at all (Kim, 2018). This variation was also found in the MFA programs in 
this study. All graduate art students in this study reported that they had teaching 
assistantships. Among them, students at Rio Grande and Summerville had opportunities 
to teach their own classes as teaching assistants. Students at Oak Park did not have a 
single teaching experience, but as a TA, they shadowed a professor, provided 
demonstrations of technical skills, and ran some of the discussions or critiques in class. It 
is interesting to note that the private university, Oak Park, did not offer any teaching 
opportunity or formal course related to teaching, compared to the two public universities, 
Rio Grande and Summerville. This finding is connected to the research of Shei-Chau 
Wang (2001), who studied characteristics of public, private, and independent MFA 
programs in the early 2000s, and indicated that public MFA programs tend to include 
more preparation for college teachers than private MFA programs. Although my study 
involved only three programs, it seems that my findings support Wang’s study from 20 
years ago. Overall, although there were some overlaps between the three institutions, the 
findings suggested that graduate art students seem to receive different pedagogical 
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To investigate practices that help graduate art students prepare for college 
teaching of art among the current provisions, two main interview questions asked:  
(a) What do YOU think are the most important (valuable) aspects of preparing MFA 
students for the college teaching of art that your institution offers? and (b) What are the 
best features (effective features) of the program (or curriculum) for college teaching 
preparation in your MFA program? The first question was designed to ask participants 
how they viewed the valuable provisions from their subjective viewpoints. The second 






providing pedagogical support to graduate students from a more objective point of view. 
As I described earlier, in reflecting on their learning and teaching experiences, it seemed 
that some participants distinguished between these two concepts, yet other participants 
thought similarly of the two concepts. The findings in Chapters IV, V, and VI revealed 
that many responses overlapped for these two questions at each institution. Therefore, in 
this section, I focus on the more frequent responses from these two questions.  
All participants at Rio Grande perceived that the Studio Art Pedagogy course was 
good pedagogical preparation. As previously mentioned, in the pedagogy class, students 
at Rio Grande read art pedagogy theories and discussed them with peers and faculty, 
using such prompts as “how to approach a successful critique” and “how to incorporate 
resources from outside into the studio art classroom.” They also must write a research 
paper on art pedagogy in the area of their interest. In addition, students develop their 
teaching portfolios which can be used directly for their academic position application. 
Drew, a professor at Rio Grande, viewed the pedagogy course as the most valuable 
preparation in his MFA program, saying that students become more competitive with 
their teaching portfolios when they apply for faculty positions. Julia, the art program 
director at Rio Grande, also emphasized that her MFA students explore their teaching 
concepts and develop expertise through the pedagogy course.  
At Oak Park, all participants perceived the teaching assistantship, which shadows 
a mentor professor in an undergraduate course, as a valuable teaching preparation. Three 
students at Oak Park (Jasmine, Yasuo, and Lucy) similarly stated that as TAs for a 
seminar course, they led discussions for a small group of undergraduate students after the 






studios every week with their mentor professors and provided feedback on the 
undergraduate students’ work. These students noted that through the teaching 
assistantship, they learned how to organize and facilitate a group discussion and talk 
about contemporary art with students. Corresponding with these students’ responses, two 
professors at Oak Park (Rylan and Bruce) considered the teaching assistantship as the 
most meaningful provision for graduate students within their MFA program because of 
the opportunity to engage with undergraduate students and experience some of the roles 
of a college teacher, such as mentorship. As shown in Figure 3, four participants (66% of 
participants) at Summerville similarly shared that the program’s college teaching 
internship system, which allows graduate art students to interact with undergraduate 
students and shadow an experienced professor, was a valuable pedagogical preparation. 
Specifically, Olivia, a student at Summerville, thought that the internship enabled her to 
feel more comfortable in talking in front of students before she started teaching.  
Figure 3 








Summerville allowed the MFA students to teach their own course after they 
completed the internship. Three students (Jerry, Olivia, and Delphine) and a professor 
(Teo) (66% of participants) at Summerville perceived that the teaching experience 
benefits graduate art students by enhancing their way of teaching more directly. Among 
them, Jerry and Olivia similarly expressed that through teaching experiences, they 
learned how to manage class time and balance theories and studio working time; they 
were able to think of some of the professor’s roles which they did not acknowledge 
before by experiencing some challenges while they were teaching. Through his 
experience, Jerry, in particular, acknowledged that teaching requires a lot of time outside 
of the classroom for course preparation (in order to provide critical feedback to their 
students) and for grading. Three students (Jackson, Mateo, and Diana), a professor 
(Drew), and the program director (Julia) (83% of the participants) at Rio Grande echoed 
these participants at Summerville and similarly pointed out that having teaching 
experiences in MFA programs helps graduate art students to get an academic position 
after they graduate. Although both Summerville and Rio Grande offer teaching 
opportunities, unlike Summerville, Rio Grande allows students to teach their own course 
from the beginning of the program. Julia explained that some eligible MFA students can 
teach for the entire three years of their MFA residency, which can benefit them to find a 
college teaching job in a very competitive faculty hiring environment.  
As I described above, all three MFA programs provide mentorship to their 
graduate art students. Among the participants at Rio Grande, Oak Park, and Summerville, 
83%, 50%, and 33%, respectively, perceived that mentorship is a valuable teaching 






students become instructors, they often do not see the weaknesses of their teaching by 
themselves; thus, providing feedback when observing their classrooms and having more 
frequent conversations between faculty and students are the most important aspects of 
college teaching preparation offered by her MFA program. Michelle believed that her 
program has helped students improve their teaching by building a network of mentorship.  
In addition, two professors (Rylan and Bruce) and the program director (Aria) 
(50% of participants) at Oak Park, and a student (Jerry) and two professors (Teo and 
Miller) (50% of participants) at Summerville considered observing the teaching practices 
of instructors and their art classrooms as crucial parts of the teaching preparation within 
their MFA programs. Teo and Miller similarly commented that students can observe what 
happens on a daily basis and naturally acquire dispositional skills by interacting with 
other students and faculty members in the classroom. Jerry at Summerville also stated 
that observation of the classrooms as well as engaging with various artists and curators 
were valuable experiences for him in the program. It seems that by gaining insight into 
the lives of artist/college teachers, students can apply their professors’ professionalism to 
their classroom and understand what it means to teach at the college level. In this study, 
there were many comments about valuable aspects of preparing for college teaching in 
their programs; however, some participants across the three MFA programs did not 
clearly identify “the most” valuable provisions or effective features, and they stated that 
the MFA education is structured on developing students’ art practices. Therefore, it was 
challenging for them to think about the most valuable provisions or effective provisions 







Assessing the Quality of College Teaching Preparation 
In the 1960s, Allen Weller, then Dean of Fine and Applied Art at the University 
of Illinois, and other art scholars researched MFA programs and recommended a standard 
for MFA requirements. According to Weller et al.’s (1965) study, one of the main 
suggested career objectives of the MFA programs during the time of their study was 
preparation for college teachers; seminars in teacher training and preparation as well as 
mentorship and supervision of graduate student teaching assignments were part of the 
MFA requirements. As I described above, some of these provisions related to teaching 
preparation were similarly featured in my study, even 50 years after Weller et al.’s study. 
Many participants in my study also stated that their MFA programs assisted graduate art 
students to prepare for teaching in some ways. However, it seemed that participants 
perceived that the meaning of assisting teaching career preparation would be broad—not 
only learning teaching pedagogy (with valuable provisions listed above) but also 
including non-academic activities such as developing art practice, having broader 
knowledge in contemporary art, and connecting with faculty and artists through MFA 
programs. Bruce, a professor at Oak Park, said, “The way in which someone begins to 
teach college art is through developing their professional practice and their own career 
and succeeding in the myriad of ways in which one can succeed as an artist.” He meant 
that graduate art students can also prepare for their teaching careers through the emphasis 
of art practices in the MFA program. Another professor at Oak Park, Rylan, similarly 
noted that his MFA program educates students in how to make art, becoming better 
artists so that they can teach with those skills after graduation. However, when I asked all 






44% of the 18 participants mentioned that their MFA programs do not provide enough 
teaching preparation to graduate art students. Interestingly, no participant at Rio Grande 
initially responded with the negative aspect of their college teaching preparation. Yet, 
two participants at Summerville and four participants at Oak Park emphasized that 
current graduate art students are not supported within the program in preparing to teach at 
the college level. Simply preparing MFA students to become better artists, then, did not 
register with student participants as a strategy for learning how to teach art successfully at 
the college level.  
Weaknesses Across the Three MFA Programs  
As I illustrated in Chapter II, many scholars and educators mentioned that 
although some graduate programs include academic career preparation, such preparation 
is often deficient in assisting graduate students to prepare for college education in reality 
(Adams, 2002; Austin, 2002; Austin & Wulff, 2004; Nyquist & Sprague, 1992; Nyquist 
& Wulff, 1996; Rice, 1996a, 1996b). Throughout the findings in my study, some 
participants similarly perceived that their graduate programs lacked systematic college art 
pedagogy training and preparation, although many MFA students are pursuing teaching 
in higher education after they graduate. The administrators at Rio Grande, Oak Park, and 
Summerville reported that approximately 80%, 50%, 40% of their current students, 
respectively, are interested in teaching after finishing their programs. Students, faculty, 
and administrators at each program expressed the weaknesses regarding college teaching 
preparation in their programs. Two students, Jasmine and Yasuo at Oak Park, noted that 
teaching assistantships are only offered after one year of residency; and first-year 






opportunity while they are in the program. Students at Oak Park thought this may prevent 
them from having a variety of experiences related to teaching. In addition, two students, 
Jasmine and Lucy, and two faculty members, Rylan and Bruce at Oak Park, commented 
on a lack of formal pedagogical preparation in their MFA program. At Summerville, 
three students similarly addressed how their MFA curriculum focuses much on learning 
about art practice, and all six participants stated that a pedagogical component of learning 
through a formal course is lacking in their program. A student at Summerville, Jerry, 
noted that when he was assigned to teach an undergraduate course as a teaching assistant, 
he was not sure how to teach; he had to find the information he needed by himself and 
simply mirrored what he had learned in his previous undergraduate course. It seems that 
he experienced some challenges in not having pedagogical learning before he taught. In 
fact, as shown in Figure 4, a lack of pedagogical course or pedagogical learning was the 
most frequent comment at Oak Park and Summerville for weaknesses of the program 
regarding college teaching preparation. The following excerpts are a few examples:  
• I’ve never learned how to teach. I’ve never taken an educational course. 
 
• It’s a little lacking when it comes to talk about pedagogical learning. 
 
• To have a single course that has a strong emphasis on how to teach on a 
college level would be great. 
 
• More courses to support that college teaching more practically! 
 
• To take some courses on actual curriculum development and methodology 
courses. 
 
• Pedagogical theory and to cover that’s not something we addressed with the 
internship to college teaching. 
 
• Specific teaching pedagogy and philosophy [which is] going into a teaching 








Weaknesses Perceived by Participants at Rio Grande, Oak Park, and Summerville 
 
 
Compared to the two other programs, it seemed that participants at Rio Grande 
were somewhat more satisfied than participants at Oak Park or Summerville with a 
variety of teaching provisions, including a pedagogy course and teaching opportunities. 
However, students at Rio Grande also reported that college teaching preparation is not of 
concern for many art faculty members in the program. Thus, more practical preparation is 
needed to connect theories to practical applications to guide students who are interested 
in teaching. In addition, Drew, a faculty member at Rio Grande, pointed out the lack of 
classroom observations with a formal system. Unlike Oak Park and Summerville, Rio 
Grande does not have an internship or teaching assistantship program that allows students 






Rio Grande, Michelle, was concerned that if incoming students were not receiving proper 
training before they were assigned to teach a course as TAs, they may feel overwhelmed 
by the requirements of the teaching roles. She hoped to include more systematic 
preparation to assist students along with the teaching assistantship.  
Barriers  
Although participants perceived weaknesses regarding college teaching 
preparation, they also acknowledged the conflict that often kept a program from 
providing students with pedagogical learning along with art practices. As previously 
mentioned in Chapter I, in my pilot study in 2018 with 13 MFA students in New York 
City, the majority of students considered the core obstacle that limited opportunities to 
prepare for college teaching was that “studio art people often think that education is 
secondary; therefore, educational teaching prep would not be focused on in their 
curricula.” They also considered “the lack of time” and “the lack of faculty to guide TAs 
to prepare for teaching” as the next common barriers. This pattern of the data provided by 
the pilot study (Kim, 2018) suggested that because the MFA is a practice-oriented degree, 
the support offered for teaching can be restrictive and often avoided. The current 
dissertation study echoed the circumstances of MFA programs from the pilot study three 
years ago. Yet, unlike the pilot study, the majority of participants in current study 
perceived “the lack of time” was the most significant barrier to including pedagogical 
learning in the MFA programs. Some faculty members noted that to prepare student 
artists to overcome difficult employment conditions, it is necessary to focus on art 
practice rather than spend time on teaching about teaching, and that to do otherwise may 






     We’ve had a few instances where we’ve had to discourage certain students 
from putting a lot of time into their teaching because we felt that their studio work 
was kind of suffering, you know? That they were so invested and taking their 
teaching opportunity so seriously that it really impacted the quality of their studio 
work. So how to fit it all into a three-year timeframe is the challenge.   
 
The responsibilities of college teachers often include both teaching and preparing 
curriculum and grading, and holding office hours; “managing all of the logistics and the 
typical daily schedule is very challenging for a lot of the students.” Along with “lack of 
time” (balancing time between studio practice and teaching preparation), the next 
common barrier in this study was “the budget/financial issue”; other comments included 
“a lack of clear pedagogical traditions,” “small size of program,” “faculty’s solidified 
mindset about the MFA program should be,” and “students’ mindset.” Yet, it seemed that 
the extent of existing barriers depended on the individual program’s circumstances.  
Figure 5 







Ideal (Effective) College Teaching Preparation and Suggestions 
Building on thinking about the program’s offerings with regard to college 
teaching preparation, (the most) valuable provisions among the offerings, and the quality 
of those provisions, 18 participants across three MFA programs shared their comments 
on the ideal college teaching preparation to enable graduate art students to become 
effective college teachers. They also recommended some aspects to improve the 
environment of pedagogical learning in their programs. Based on these participants’ 
voices, this study suggests eight categories that require consideration:  
1. develop a strong pedagogical system integrating an art education component;  
2. enhance the existing (or develop a) pedagogy course for practical preparation;  
3. guide students as they construct pedagogical concepts through group 
discussions;  
4. provide internships to shadow experienced professors;  
5. offer teaching opportunities;  
6. give continuous support with mentorship and feedback;  
7. provide a variety of experiences beyond art practice; and  
8. consider ethical aspects of being good college educators while students are 
still in the MFA program.  
Develop a Strong Pedagogical System Integrating an Art Education Component 
Burton (2016) noted that changes in education for the 21st century should be 
associated with a diversification of control in curriculum; therefore, for the best art 






of art and education,” whereby the artist teacher teaches with sufficient knowledge in 
both art practice and pedagogy. Many participants across the three programs resonated 
with Burton’s statement and talked about incorporating pedagogical tradition into the 
MFA program as the ideal teaching preparation. Among the student participants, Olivia at 
Summerville said:  
     It seems like the art education students get a lot more experience just in 
education. They’re looking at K-12, but I think the MFA students could really 
benefit from an art education curriculum as well. I wish there was more crossover 
between the art education program and the MFA program for students who 
wanted to take classes in both areas.  
 
Other students at Oak Park and Rio Grande believed similarly. Lucy thought that “adding 
a pedagogy class or workshop along with teaching philosophy is a good method of 
teaching preparation.” Jackson commented that we can consider “integrating with the art 
education program.” Among the faculty participants, Michelle at Rio Grande emphasized 
the importance of balancing pedagogical theories and art practices for graduate art 
students who are pursuing teaching; she said, “I absolutely believe in a pedagogy course” 
that provides students with foundational knowledge about teaching and learning. She also 
believed that students need to take this course before they teach their own class. Another 
professor at Summerville, Miller, noted:  
     There would be some component or class where they’re [MFA students are] 
really engaged and thinking about art education. And they’re reading some of the 
current scholarship on art education and that’s being taught and provided to them 
by professional art educators at the college level. 
 
Julia, the program director at Rio Grande, also similarly thought that the ideal preparation 
would be a strong pedagogical preparation at the philosophical level: “It would be like 
the teaching seminar, the pedagogy seminar, understanding what pedagogy is and 






comments by the participants indicated that introducing MFA students to a pedagogical 
tradition with a course as art education students learn about K-12 pedagogical theories 
can promote a more positive learning environment to improve and develop their teaching 
capacities in higher art education.  
Enhance the Existing (or Develop a) Pedagogy Course for Practical Preparation   
Connecting to this belief in the importance of pedagogical learning, Mateo and 
Diana at Rio Grande viewed the studio art pedagogy course offered by their MFA 
program as a good example of teaching preparation. Mateo said that similar to the 
pedagogy course at his program: 
there should be a course [in MFA in general] specifically catered towards the 
teaching portfolio, and in that course, [students] do [their] research and 
understand how competitive it is right now to become a professor and teaching  
at the university. 
 
However, these two students at Rio Grande also made suggestions to improve students’ 
experiences with the pedagogy course. Diana felt that a semester of the art pedagogy 
course could be organized a little better if it was split up into two courses so that “you’ve 
learned about pedagogical theory maybe in the fall, and then more practical applications 
in the spring because that was kind of the one thing that was a little difficult to learn all at 
one time.” In addition, Mateo thought that along with pedagogical learning and 
developing a teaching portfolio in the pedagogy course, it would be more helpful if the 
pedagogy class invited established professors from outside of school, and students could 
hear about their real experiences in getting a professorship while looking at their 






course to discuss what is happening in academia in the studio art field with professors 
and peers, based on such question as:  
     How do you keep a professorship?….How do you get, how do you become 
tenured? What are all the requirements when we do get a professorship? And then 
what do we have to be researching?  
 
The literature has described how newly hired college educators are required to 
take on a variety of responsibilities when they become faculty members and are 
overwhelmed by unexpected roles, and that there is lack of support at their institutions 
(Adams, 2002). In turn, the literature has suggested that graduate programs must provide 
information about the benefits, difficulties, and implications of getting academic 
positions to their graduate students through discussions and meetings (Adams, 2002). 
Every university may have different requirements for curriculum and teaching, so one 
recommendation was that MFA programs provide students with an opportunity to discuss 
and learn about the reality of academic life in different positions at different types of 
institutions, in addition to the essential academic responsibilities and ways of improving 
their professionalism upon entering academia, along with learning about pedagogical 
theories before they graduate.  
Guide Students as They Construct Pedagogical Concepts Through Group 
Discussions  
Parsons (1999) described critically understanding the concept of—with exchanges 
of diverse opinions between participants in class—exploring emotional impact and 
professional confidence to create meaningful learning experiences. Considering the 
presence of collaborative learning in higher education, facilitated meetings between 






concerns related to teaching will open the door for graduate students to enter their 
pedagogical journey in the MFA program (Morrisroe & Roland, 2008). This would also 
mean that constructive engagement about studio art teaching and learning through a more 
frequent discussion within the program could build a strong pedagogical learning system. 
Jerry at Summerville expressed that he came to the MFA program to prepare for teaching 
and many MFA students are planning to teach, but his program does not have any teacher 
training nor a pedagogy course to discuss issues prior to or during teaching as teaching 
assistants. He continued:  
     We need an intense at least one class that focuses on pedagogy or teaching. 
And in the class, you have to apply your experience questioning, [such as] “What 
is the lesson plan?” You don’t have much experience for classroom management, 
so discuss the way to approach your students that you should be or whatever, you 
know? “How to conduct yourself to students in order to get a better classroom?” 
You may need a sort of authority in class, then how much? You’re not their 
friend, even just really basic stuff like that…starting with a warm-up, “How do I 
get students to participate?” “What is a good exercise?” and pass out little things 
that you have a question like this and they can talk to each other stuff like that. I 
think it’s helpful for college teaching preparation.   
 
Two professors and the Dean at Summerville echoed Jerry’s comments. Teo thought that 
what is needed is “a group of MFA students gathering together with faculty instructors 
talking about the logistics of running a classroom, delivering curriculum, creating 
curriculum, [and] assessing curriculum.” Miller noted that the program has to offer 
students actively the idea that “they are participating in and with their colleagues so that 
there’s a shared learning community that can talk about [teaching].” Molly also similarly 
shared, “Having something in real time where you have a whole and a group of people to 
talk about it while it’s happening would be really helpful and really important to do if you 






Provide Internships to Shadow Experienced Professors 
Although the literature has indicated the lack of formal teaching preparation at 
graduate programs in general (Adams, 2002; Austin, 2002; Austin & Wulff, 2004; 
Nyquist & Sprague, 1992), some universities are aware of the need for college teaching 
preparation for their graduate students’ academic careers. Stanford University offers a 
college teaching preparation program called “Preparing Future Professors” that pairs 
graduate students and postdocs with a faculty mentor, and students shadow the mentor in 
a classroom at participating colleges outside of Stanford (Stanford University, n.d., para. 
7). The program website describes how it is “a highly successful program” where fellows 
experience responding to various teaching situations and broaden their perspectives; they 
“have pedagogical knowledge and exposure to faculty roles and responsibilities remain 
important while seeking an academic career” (Stanford University, n.d., para. 3). A 
fellow who participated in the program noted that shadowing a faculty member was one 
of the most valuable experiences for gaining exposure to the college setting. Stanford’s 
program was not specifically designed for visual art students or MFA students, yet it 
seems that this practice of shadowing a professor and learning about daily situations in 
the classroom is one of the most effective college teaching preparations in any major, 
including visual arts. 
As I previously mentioned, Oak Park and Summerville have a similar teaching 
provision through the teaching assistantship or internship, and many participants in this 
study also perceived that shadowing experienced professors was an ideal teaching 
preparation. In addition, some of them suggested expanding this provision to improve the 






expressed, “I would wish that we can observe various classes like a painting class or a 
photography class and see how the teacher conducts the class. I think that will be very 
valuable. We have to observe teachers and their teaching, that will help us so much in 
creating a better pedagogy.” Miller at Summerville similarly noted that “[it would be 
great] before students teach, everyone is provided with an internship experience that 
they’re engaged in some form of encountering students [in the classroom].” Since Rio 
Grande does not offer this provision, Michelle at Rio Grande commented, “I actually 
would like to see a semester mentorship underneath a professor prior to being instructor 
of record in a classroom, that’s something I believe very strongly about thinking toward 
teaching.”  
Observing professors’ teaching practices in art programs is considered “teacher-
training” in that many art professors learn about teaching the studio arts in higher 
education (Beck et al., 2009). As I previously commented, observation of the instructor is 
both closely aligned with traditional ways of art teaching and learning and appears to be 
ongoing effective learning about teaching in higher education. However, here, we need to 
acknowledge that people use observation in very different ways, and there are different 
degrees of observation for teaching preparation. For example, there is informal 
observation in which students naturally observe different professors in the classroom. 
This is different from a guided observation by a mentor professor, or observation of the 
classroom by actively looking for effective teaching. An example of this kind of 
observation is when students record an experienced instructor’s lecture for their own use 
and think about how they might implement it in their own future teaching. Both types of 






suggested that the MFA programs provide a variety of observational opportunities 
together with shadowing a professor for all graduate art students who are pursuing 
teaching as part of reforming the preparation of future faculty.  
Offer Teaching Opportunities 
Boice (1992) described that teaching is the main responsibility of newly 
appointed professors because they require the most time and energy in this role. When 
hiring new faculty, institutions expect faculty candidates to be ready to teach (Adams, 
2002). Considering the direct relationship between teaching experiences and the faculty 
hiring process, most participants in this study identified having teaching opportunities in 
the MFA as an ideal teaching preparation. Some comments of participants were as 
follows:  
     The ideal teaching preparation is an actual practicum meaning getting hands-
on experience as instructors of record. This would be really important. I mean 
how can they be expected to take on a job at the university level teaching art if 
they’ve never had any experience? (Drew)  
 
     Once you become a TA and you have your own course, actually having a class 
linked to that where you can be building lesson plans. That’s valuable! (Molly)  
 
     The first step is that anyone who wants to teach is allowed to teach. That 
assistantships are provided for every single student who has an interest in them, 
that’d be the first thing. (Miller)  
 
     I think being able to teach while you’re in school is so important because that’s 
a real thing to put on your resume and helps you stand out from it rather than 
students being just assistants. (Diana)  
 
Yet how many semesters should MFA students have as teaching opportunities in two or 
three years? In fact, novice college teachers reported that they experienced challenges 
during their first few years with the variety of courses they were assigned to teach (Boice, 






recommended that, beyond a single sole teaching experience, graduate programs should 
provide students with various teaching experiences for several terms in order to better 
prepare them for academic careers by encountering diverse students in different 
classrooms. Some participants in this study also suggested providing graduate art students 
with continuous and diverse teaching experiences. Julia thought that it is important that 
the MFA programs allow students to begin their teaching during the first year of their 
program and have continued professionalization and growth—or “[have] maximum 
experience in time.” Jackson echoed Julia and said that students need a variety of 
experiences in pedagogy and should “have the opportunity to teach different classes” 
during their MFA residency. However, as the drawbacks of doing this, if MFA students 
are too focused on teaching, then their studio work would suffer as a result, so this also 
needs to be taken into account.  
Give Continuous Support with Mentorship and Feedback 
In higher education, the words “mentoring” and “adult education” are considered 
to be somewhat interchangeable (Herman & Mandell, 2004). Mentoring includes a series 
of encounters in which both adult students and one who has more experience think about 
how to transform the individual into a more nurturing, comprehensive, and profound 
learner (Herman & Mandell, 2004). Therefore, mentoring would be the essential 
educational strategy to the person who undergoes the transition through higher education. 
Adams (2002) also noted that graduate students should receive constructive mentorship 
and feedback about improving their teaching preparation or teaching performance beyond 
the teaching experience. Some participants in this study echoed Adams’s 






“more guidance” about teaching studio art classes, starting with the first year of the 
program. Teo at Summerville expressed that “the element of mentoring” should happen 
simultaneously, along with “the theoretical component and an observational component” 
for students’ experience in teaching preparation. Miller commented that while TAs are 
teaching, they should be provided with some means of consistent and regular support. 
Molly, Dean at Summerville, also thought that getting guidance and advice from faculty 
members on “how to deal with certain situations in the classrooms and how to respond 
effectively when students do certain things that they do is very important” for graduate 
art students as part of their effective teaching preparation. In fact, providing mentoring to 
adult students would not be a simple task; mentoring especially for future higher art 
educators would be more difficult because of the complexity of contemporary art and 
higher art education. However, if MFA faculty contribute to a rich dialogue with their 
students about studio art teaching and learning in higher education, students would build 
a stronger relationship with their professors and a network of mentorship that would 
expand their pedagogical learning experience while they are in the program (Morrisroe & 
Roland, 2008). 
Provide a Variety of Experiences Beyond Art Practice  
College art education needs to be continuously updated because the role of art is 
changing with time (Madoff, 2009). With the continuous changes in technology, the use 
of electronic media has been broadly applied to art education curricula at many levels 
(Loveless, 1992). As I previously described in Chapter II, the Internet and new 
technology applications, such as blogs, websites, and digital software are often used in art 






trend in contemporary art making which uses various art materials, some art programs 
have modified the traditional format of technical skill-based art curricula to concept-
based interdisciplinary methods (Kushins, 2007; Salazar, 2013; Tavin et al., 2007). These 
types of programs allow students to practice and research from a wide range of subject 
matter and provide them with opportunities to experiment with new materials and new 
ways of art making (Wang, 2001). In this new learning and teaching environment, 
Madoff (2009) emphasized that college art educators should have updated pedagogical 
knowledge and teach their students with more systematic teaching strategies and greater 
understanding of various practices and tools. The quality of teaching is not solely 
attached to the well-structured lecture; it is also closely related to how the educator 
“utilize[s] creative techniques that effectively engage students and support learning” 
(Adams, 2002, p. 11). Most colleges and universities anticipate new hired faculty  
to embrace new pedagogies including the use of technology, collaborative 
learning, simulations, and field experiences. Because students come from a 
variety of backgrounds, demonstrate various levels of motivation and diverse 
learning styles, and exhibit a wide assortment of career goals, faculty are expected 
to address their multiple needs. (p. 11) 
 
Drew at Rio Grande echoed these scholars and suggested that MFA programs should 
provide their students with more opportunities to acquire various teaching skills, 
including the use of technology tools while they are in the program.   
     I think there could be more experience in a variety of things that would be 
more [than] typical of a graduate experience in an education, like there might be 
professional preparation in even the technology and media, particularly in this day 
and age where being effective across these different domains both remote and in 
person. 
 
Through the MFA’s diverse offerings, graduate art students can have a strong foundation 






students’ needs; in this way, they can be better prepared for their teaching and foster their 
students’ critical thinking, imagination, and development of innovative ideas in their art 
making in order to be competitive in the new information age. 
Consider Ethical Aspects of Being Good College Educators While Students Are Still 
in the MFA Program 
 
The National Education Association (NEA, 2020) published the Code of Ethics 
for Educators, which indicated that “the educator, believing in the worth and dignity of 
each human being…accepts the responsibility to adhere to the highest ethical standards” 
(para. 2). This implies that educators should acknowledge that all individuals have talents 
and unique skills; therefore, they should promote them to develop their critical thinking 
and creativity by understanding both their differences and their needs through education. 
Moreover, they should help them become effective social members as whole persons: 
mind, body, and spirit. In Chapters IV through VI, participants at each MFA program 
identified the elements to be a good college art educator. The most common aspects 
considered by participants across the three MFA programs included many ethical 
elements, such as understanding student interests, being able to relate to students with 
open minds, and caring for and motivating students.1 It seemed that these suggestions are 
closely aligned with the NEA’s code of ethics. In particular, some participants in this 
study connected the ethical aspects of being a good college educator to the college 
teaching preparation and suggested that the MFA programs teach graduate art students to 
think about how to become a better educator, considering ethics along with learning 
about pedagogical theories. Rylan at Oak Park noted:   
 
1 These findings also align with Stacey McKenna (2011)’s publication findings about first year 






     I think there is something that’s really important to talk about. One is the 
question around power within the classroom and “how it and what it means, how 
it can be used, how it can be turned around and diffused.”… And I think that has 
to do much more with some of the challenges we’re facing right now with a lot of 
faculty, and that has to do with “how to engage with otherness” in many ways. It 
doesn’t have a single answer to it, but it does have a set of strategies and ethics 
and a way to go about teaching that can be taught. Coming up with those 
strategies, because how you implement them in each specific class is going to be 
very different, whether it’s a seminar, a studio, or a first-year class, or a senior- 
level class, or an MFA class. But I think if we can think through some of those 
ethical questions underlying all pedagogy, then I think it’ll make teachers better at 
formulating syllabi and in their everyday interactions with students.  
 
Teo at Summerville thought it is critical for novice art educators and graduate art students 
to be consistently posing a fundamental question to themselves: “Why does art matter?” 
because all of their teaching is going to come from their response to that question. He 
hoped that their responses to that inquiry drive their ongoing belief in the importance of 
working with other human beings on the challenging considerations of “why art does 
matter and how it can matter, and why it’s important, not only now but historically.” Teo 
believed that reflecting ethics through MFA students’ art making and teaching will 
continue to be an important human endeavor. Connecting with these two faculty 
members’ comments, Yasuo, a student at Oak Park, pointed out that art faculty are often 
hired based on awards, degrees, and exhibition records. He thought that all of these are 
important qualifications for teaching art in higher education, but he also thought that this 
alone does not adequately qualify the faculty candidate as a good college educator. It 
would therefore be ideal if the ethical approach for future college educators was also 
addressed in the pedagogy course while graduate art students are thinking about and 
developing their teaching philosophy within the MFA programs.  
Other suggestions for the ideal teaching preparation by the participants included 






     Graduate art students need to be supported with more diverse teaching 
materials such as online resources and the tutoring system to get help when they 
build their own curriculum. (Diana)  
 
     Graduate art students need to constantly be learning, growing, and evolving 
their art practice as both artists and educators to bring a greater empathy, softness, 
and gentleness to their teaching. (Teo, Drew, Aria)  
 
     The MFA programs must provide more workshops to develop their 
professional practices and to have information about pros and cons for their 
teaching careers. (Delphine, Bruce, Drew)   
 
     The MFA programs must bring in some pedagogical curriculum from art 
education and allow art education professors to teach their MFA programs. 
(Miller, Jackson)  
 
     The MFA faculty should provide a practical academic job training such as 
mock interviews. (Julia) 
 
Need for Systemic Teaching Preparation with a Stepping-stone Approach 
Although the ideal teaching preparation was highlighted separately in different 
sections above, no participants in this study pointed out a single provision as the ideal 
preparation. It was often suggested as a cumulative preparation with a series of multiple 
provisions; for example, Diana, Drew, and Michelle at Rio Grande, and Jerry and Miller 
at Summerville similarly suggested that students first take a course to learn pedagogy, 
shadow an experienced professor, and observe a class from a professor’s perspective 
before they start teaching. Then once they teach their own course, they can have 
continuous teaching opportunities for either the same course they taught or for different 
courses, along with developing their art practice. Based on an analysis of the data, Figure 








An Extensive Ideal (Effective) College of Art Teaching Preparation  
 
 
Yet, this ideal model is not necessarily practical. As many participants mentioned 
in this study, there exist some conflicts that prevent programs from providing these 
provisions. For example—(1) time: it would be challenging for many MFA programs to 
add on more to student workload without adding time to their degree because their studio 
work suffers or without taking some other requirements away, (2) faculty workload: this 
model would require extra time commitment for faculty, and (3) financial burden: 
increased faculty workload means more expenses to the college—the cost of which 
would be passed on to students, making their degree more expensive. It seems, therefore, 
that it is a conundrum to achieve this ideal pedagogical learning environment while 







This chapter highlighted the findings based on comparisons of the three MFA 
programs regarding current teaching provisions, valuable provisions, effectiveness/ 
weaknesses, and barriers that limit teaching preparation in the MFA programs. 
Furthermore, eight ideal (effective) college teaching preparation for MFA in Visual Arts 
programs were addressed, linking to students’, faculty’s, and administrators’ responses as 
well as the literature review. In the final chapter, the summary of the dissertation and 











CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS  
 
Reflection of Researcher: Constructing a Praxis of Artist/Educator 
Three years ago, while I was teaching a video art course as an adjunct, I submitted 
my proposal to the Smith Learning Theater at Teachers College, Columbia University to 
hold an exhibition and educational symposium called Constructing a Praxis of 
Artist/Educator. Upon accepting my proposal, I invited art and art education faculty, 
MFA students, and MFA alumni in and outside of Columbia University to have a show 
together and discuss topics around studio art teaching in higher education. The 20 pieces 
of contemporary art in various media—painting, sculpture, video, new media, and 
installation—along with the participants’ educational statements based on their teaching 
and learning experience in art schools, were exhibited. One afternoon during the 
exhibition period, the exhibition participants and audience sat together in a circle and 
discussed the relationship between art and teaching pedagogy, with various questions 
such as: What do we make as contemporary art now? Is there a gap between what we are 
making and what we are teaching in the studio art classroom? If so, how can we close the 
gap? And what would be an effective art teaching preparation, pedagogy, and practice? 






among faculty, students, and artists. Although many artists hold the assumption that 
artists should focus on making art rather than spend much time on teaching, and 
education of pedagogy is secondary for studio artists, we were thinking of integrating art 
and education in the discussion.  
With my desire to expand this discussion to scholarly research, I was then 
developing my dissertation proposal on college teaching preparation in MFA programs. I 
searched the literature for any new research in this area. I could not find any recent 
publications about teaching preparation or studying pedagogy in graduate art schools 
over the last 10 years, and there had been only a little research on teaching visual arts 
generally in higher education. However, there were many books and articles about 
college teaching in general, and I noticed that many people in academia are currently 
concerned with college teaching or teaching preparation because faculty members often 
teach without being prepared enough. One of the most resonant pieces of literature I 
encountered was Kathrynn A. Adams’ (2002) essay, “What Colleges and Universities 
Want in New Faculty,” which reviewed academic practices of graduate students and new 
faculty and provided suggestions for graduate programs. Her essay, in fact, became the 
framework of my study. I also hoped to write my dissertation for future college art 
educators to address some helpful suggestions in preparing for their teaching careers.   
After I presented my proposal in fall 2019, however, I got stuck as a researcher by 
the unexpected global situation of the COVID-19 pandemic. Most college campuses were 
closed and conducting research by visiting campuses was not allowed. Many art curricula 
had changed to online, and both studio art faculty members and students were 






find participating programs and recruit participants for my proposed research; thus, I had 
to revise my initial proposal to conduct this study online. Although it was a challenging 
time to conduct research, my research journey involved an extensive literature review, 
presenting ideas at conferences, carrying out the pilot study, and organizing and 
analyzing findings from the study. Throughout this process, I continuously revised my 
thoughts and papers, and critically self-reflected as an artist and educator.  
As I write this last chapter of my dissertation about the complex phenomena in 
college studio art teaching preparation, I am grateful for having had the opportunity to 
discuss this topic with diverse faculty members, administrators, and graduate art students 
across several institutions about what would be a good pedagogy and what would be an 
innovative education in college teaching preparation in the studio art field. It was 
important to search for ways to assist graduate art students and future college educators in 
moving forward with their lives, connecting the dots between people when it comes to 
their teaching careers.  
Summary of the Dissertation 
The purpose of this study was to illuminate characteristics of the pedagogical 
learning environment in three contemporary MFA Visual Arts programs and to 
investigate effective pedagogical practice for graduate art students in preparation for 
teaching in higher education.  
Essentially, this study examined: (a) the pedagogical preparation offered to 
graduate students by the selected art schools; (b) the perceptions of graduate art students, 






preparation, as related to their teaching, in their MFA programs; (c) the insights of those 
participants about (the most) important characteristics of college teaching preparation; 
and (d) suggestions by the participants for the best practices that lead students to become 
successful college art educators.  
The above investigation was conducted through a cross-case analysis which 
employed qualitative and descriptive case study traditions. Three MFA in Visual Arts 
programs—from a public university in the Midwest (Rio Grande State University), a 
private university on the East Coast (Oak Park University), and a public university on the 
East Coast (Summerville State University)—participated. The primary source materials, 
including program websites, course catalogues, syllabi, and internal institutional 
documents, were scrutinized. Six interviews at each institution with an administrator, 
either the department chair, graduate program director, or dean; two studio art professors; 
and three students were conducted to gather their experiences in teaching and learning in 
their MFA programs while understanding their perspectives. Collected data were sought 
to identify categories and sub-categories, and were color-coded based on emerging 
themes. Patterns of each theme were evaluated among participants within the institution 
and later compared across institutions to address the research questions. Tables and 
figures were incorporated to explain the data clearly.  
Each MFA program included some provisions to help students prepare for 
teaching in some ways: Rio Grande included teaching assistantship, teaching opportunity, 
pedagogy course, and archive system for teaching materials; Oak Park included teaching 
assistantship and mentorship; and Summerville included teaching assistantship, teaching 






addressed that their programs’ offerings were not adequate for teaching preparation at the 
college level, and similarly emphasized the need to incorporate a systematic pedagogical 
tradition into their programs.  
Implications for Practice 
Based on the participants’ responses, this study led to eight categories that require 
consideration for ideal (effective) college teaching preparation in MFA programs (in 
general). These are the implications for practice.  
1. It is necessary to develop a strong pedagogical system integrating art and 
education components. 
2. Although some programs offer a pedagogy course, it is necessary to enhance 
the pedagogy course for practical preparation to meet the needs of 
contemporary MFA students. 
3. It is suggested to provide a collaborative learning environment to construct 
pedagogical concepts through group discussions. 
4. It is necessary to provide internships to shadow experienced professors and 
understand some of the faculty roles before students start teaching. 
5. It is important to provide teaching opportunities to obtain practical hands-on 
experience. 







7. It is necessary to provide a variety of experiences beyond art practice, such as 
opportunities to learn new technology tools to correspond with trends in 
contemporary art instruction. 
8. Students should have an opportunity to consider ethical aspects of being good 
college educators, along with their pedagogical learnings while they are in the 
MFA. 
Implications for Future Research 
Since there was limited research regarding teaching and learning in higher art 
education, the recommendations based on this dissertation study are to conduct further 
research in the following areas.  
1. This study focused on the MFA in Visual Arts (Fine Art), but the area of the 
MFA program is diverse, including graphic design, filmmaking, photography, 
and interactive media. Future research studies are needed to investigate 
pedagogical learning environments in different types of MFA programs to 
develop and implement a strong pedagogical system across disciplines in the 
MFA.  
2. Many artists today use multiple media and methods in their art practices 
(Hughes, 1996), and all participating programs in this study also encourage 
students to practice interdisciplinarily. To expand this study on college art 
teaching preparation, therefore, it is suggested that future research focus on 






graduate art students and novice college educators to participate in 
contemporary academic scenes.  
3. The information from MFA alumni’s experiences would benefit as a way to 
improve the institution’s offerings and guidance to support both students and 
alumni. Therefore, it is suggested to investigate alumni experiences in a 
longitudinal study in order to understand their professional development after 
finishing the MFA programs and which challenges they might have 
experienced in academic job searching.  
4. It was found that MFA programs today emphasize more preparation for 
professional artists than preparation for college teaching. However, an initial 
goal of some MFA programs in historically was preparing students to teach in 
higher education (Singerman, 1999). Since the study of college teaching 
preparation is relatively new in the studio art field, it would be important to 
understand the trajectory of the MFA degree by investigating how goals for 
the MFA have changed over history, reflecting the cultural and societal 
environment through historical documents and interviews with faculty 
members and administrators.  
5. The visual arts are closely related to music and performing arts, and those 
areas of study are often shared in one department. Therefore, systematic 
research comparing college art teaching preparation with other types of 
programs such as music and performing arts would provide benefits for 
developing effective pedagogical curricula that reflect what is happening in 






6. Art curricula and students’ art practice styles are continuously changing with 
the development of new media. It is recommended that a future study explore 
the relationship between the (current) art content focus of the MFA and 
teaching pedagogy in order to improve the pedagogical learning system to 
meet contemporary trends in studio art.  
7. Since the MFA is usually a two- or three-year program, it was found that lack 
of time is the most significant barrier to prepare for college teaching in the 
MFA. Therefore, a recommendation is to examine how (or if?) faculty and 
students perceive a need for an advanced degree that focuses on both art 
practice and teaching pedagogy, with a longer residency period to assist 
students to prepare them for entering academia.   
8. All participants in this study perceived the need for pedagogical learning in art 
school, but the literature is lacking on “how to teach” (teaching methods in 
studio art teaching career training), “whom to teach” (qualification of the art 
pedagogy course instructor), and “when to start” (the time for starting 
teaching preparation in MFA). Exploring these questions is recommended to 
develop systematic college teaching preparation in the MFA.  
9. Higher education teaching style has drastically changed to online because of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. It would be beneficial to research the pedagogical 
challenges of the online college teaching of studio art and effective college 
teaching preparation for online instruction.   
10. This study was based on a limited number of MFA programs; therefore, it is 






MFA programs to gain more insights into how MFA students can optimally be 
prepared to teach art at the college level.  
The information gathered from all these future research studies would greatly 
enhance the quality of the learning and teaching environment in both undergraduate and 
graduate art schools.   
Acknowledgement of Additional Reflections 
Although participants of this study provided many great suggestions to improve 
the learning environment in MFA visual arts programs, it seemed that it was challenging 
for many participants to address best practices for college teaching preparation more 
specifically because their MFA programs do not focus on teaching preparation as a 
primary goal. In fact, the ideal model and suggestions that are designed to prepare MFA 
students for teaching of art at the college level – such as potential pedagogy coursework, 
internships, observations of experienced teachers, mentorship, and teaching opportunity, 
among others – could simply perpetuate the kinds of teaching already in place. However, 
there would exist many subcategories for teaching preparation from those suggestions 
because of diverse art media, art-making skills, and methods in contemporary studio art 
classrooms; the best practices would also depend on who is in the class, what their 
learning styles, and what they are used for their learning including their culture. Yet, this 
level of investigation was not implemented, and this was a limitation of the study.  
Therefore, in order to address this limitation, for the next steps, I would develop a 
detailed plan of study for MFA programs that integrates: (a) an analysis of optimal studio 






practices of adult education (which draw from the literature such as Transformative 
Dimensions of Adult Learning, Counseling Adults in Transition, and Experiential 
Learning), and (c) understanding of cultural influences in the art learning environment in 
higher education. This will then illuminate what might be meant by “pedagogical content 
knowledge” within the specific context of teaching studio art at the college level.  
Conclusion 
Art education is influenced by changes in society and culture, and it continuously 
evolves, corresponding with changes over time in the role of art, teaching and learning 
styles, and curriculum development. Contemporary art is, in fact, a dynamic combination 
of materials, techniques, ideas, and themes, which involves diverse and eclectic 
perspectives. Because of a lack of uniform and organized principles for art making today, 
it is hard to formularize art pedagogy, particularly in higher education. Yet would this 
imply that we should give up thinking about how to educate a future college teacher of 
art? – or think together to make this education evolve for the better?   
Despite the complicated matter of teaching art at the college level, the findings 
and implications discovered in this study pointed towards active, reformative, and 
positive suggestions to close a gap between art and education or teaching pedagogy in the 
studio art field, understanding current graduate art education from the perspectives of 
artist-students, artist-teachers, and artist-administrators. Considering the historical 
background of the MFA program, the MFA emerged from the need to teach art in higher 
education more professionally, and the goal of the MFA in the beginning years was both 






Singerman, 1999; Wang, 2001). As I close this research, I remain optimistic in asserting 
that the initial goal of teaching preparation in the MFA seems to be reviving. I have 
encountered many comments about welcoming graduate art education transformation. 
We need to give graduate art students the tools they need to see and succeed across a 
spectrum of challenges from teaching in the classroom to conducting their research in 
their art practices. We need to help them think of ways that will allow them to be 
competitive in a very competitive field. I hope that in the next five years, MFA programs 
will broadly expand their practices and offerings, responding to students’ career goals, 
including teaching, and incorporate a systematic pedagogical tradition in their 
curriculum. Thus, MFA students can become effective college educators who conceive of 
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Intro and General Information of MFA program 
Thank you for agreeing to meet with me today.  
1. Can you tell me how long you have been studying in your MFA program and why 
you chose this program? And what you want to achieve through your MFA 
degree?  
Probe:  
a. What goals do you have for while you are in the program? What are 
your thoughts about what you will do when you complete your 
program?  
b. I understand you are aiming to become an art professor after finishing 
your MFA degree. Can you tell me why? How did you decide that you 
wanted to teach art at the college level? 
 
2. Can you give me a brief overview of your MFA program?  
Probe:  
a. Does your program encourage any particular medium, artistic styles or skills? 
What are the styles of students’ practices?  
b. What is your area of focus (medium) in the MFA program?  
c. What courses are required in your program? What courses are 
elective/optional?  
What electives have you taken? What electives are you planning to take 
before you graduate? 
d. What else besides courses does your program provide (professional practices 
workshops, internships, studio visits from curators/art critics, artists-in-
residence, exhibition opportunities, etc.)? Which of these have you 
participated in? How did these experiences impact you?  
e. What are the strengths of your program?     
 
Learning to Teach College-Level Art while in the MFA program 
3. Can you share pedagogical learning experience/environment in your MFA 
program? How do you currently prepare for teaching art at the college level?  
Probe:  
a. Does your MFA program assist students to prepare for teaching? If so, what 
formal and informal experiences and curricular are provided to students in 






- Are there formal experiences, such as particular courses taken for credit 
provided?  
- Are there any workshops offered? 
- What specific topics do these courses and/or workshops cover? What 
knowledge and skills related to teaching art at the college level do you 
learn in them? 
b. Does your program offer teaching assistantships for graduate students? If so, 
what kind of teaching role(s) do TAs have?  
c. Are there any other kinds of activities or experiences offered to assist students 
who plan to teach art at the college level? What are they?  
d. Which of these courses and activities have you participated in?  
e. Which of these experiences have other students made use of, that you have 
not?  
(In another word, how do you or your colleagues currently engage with those 
opportunities offered by your program?)   
f. Are there any other ways that you are currently preparing for teaching in and 
outside of your MFA program?  
g. In your opinion, how are the courses/activities/events related to preparing 
students to teach art at the college level organized?  
 
4. Have you taken (or do you take) any courses or workshops related to pedagogical 
ideas, teaching practice, and/or professional development for teaching art at the 
college level? If so, can you tell me about the course(s)?                       
Probe:  
a. Do you have the syllabus of the course and would you like to share it with me 
if available? 
b. What was (is) overall goal of the course(s)/major projects/assignments of the 
course(s)/class activities for the course(s)/required/key readings/texts?  
 
5. In your opinion, what philosophical beliefs, pedagogical ideas, and instructional 
practices are embedded in the curricular offering in your MFA program?  
Probe:  
a. How do you think those practices or curriculum/learning experiences are 
useful/valuable (in terms of professional development) and why?   
b. How do you develop your own teaching philosophy, pedagogical ideas, and/or 
instructional approaches to teaching college level art?  
c. What other experiences/activities/events are in place to help prepare MFA 
students as college teachers of art?  
 
6. Continuing to think about college teaching preparation in your program, what 
aspects of preparing MFA students to teach college art does your institution 
emphasize most?  
Probe: Why do you think these aspects emphasized (over others)?  
 
7. What do YOU think are the most important (valuable) aspects of preparing MFA 






Access the Quality of College Teaching Preparation 
8. How would you describe the quality of college teaching preparation for MFA 
students at your institution? Do you think graduate art students in your institution 
receive enough support for preparation of teaching in higher education during the 
MFA program?  
Probes: 
a. Do you think graduate art students in your institution receive enough/the right 
kind of coursework related to teaching college level art?  
- Enough/the right kind of opportunities to develop curriculum?  
- Enough/the right kind of opportunities to practice teaching college level art?  
- Enough/the right kind of feedback/support/guidance from faculty mentors? 
- Enough/the right kind of other kinds of preparation experiences?  
 
9. What are the best features (effective features) of the program (or curriculum) for 
college teaching preparation in your MFA program? In your view, how will each 
of these experiences/activities lead students to be an effective teacher of art at the 
college level? 
Probe:  
a. What did you learn the most from those pedagogical curricula, workshops, or 
programs? What did you expect to gain through your participation? What in 
particular did you learn through these experiences that you can see using as a 
college teacher of art?  
 
10. What do you see as weaknesses – things that are missing, or things that could be 
improved if there was time/space in the curriculum/program?  
 
11. In your opinion, what are the barriers or challenges that limit the opportunities to 
prepare for teaching in MFA program?  
Probe:  
a. Can you share some of challenges you experienced in preparation of academic 
career while you are in your MFA program?  
b. Reflecting your own experience at art school, do you think there is a need for 
graduate students to experience in pedagogical or practical preparation to 
teach in higher education during the MFA program prior to their graduation? 
Why do you think so?  
 
 
Reflections on Personal Teaching Preparation and Ideal Teaching Preparation 
12. Reflecting on your learning and/or teaching experience, what does it mean to be a 
“good” college art professor? And what would be the most important element(s) 
(essential skills) for a college art educator, and what do you consider the most 







13. Building on this, in your opinion, what would be the ideal teaching preparation 
(or effective teaching preparation), given the curriculums in place in the art 
programs/art schools where you and other MFA students are likely to get jobs? 
What suggestions do you have to improve your institution’s college teaching 
preparation for MFA students? 
Probe:  
a. What types of pedagogical support do you want more and/or less of? 
b. What do you want to teach (medium, context, style, etc.)? How do you want 
to draw on your art practice in your teaching in the future?  
c. Building on the above, how do you see the connection between art content 
focus of MFA (art practice) and pedagogy (teaching)?  
d. In your opinion, now, what does it mean to be a “successful” MFA student?  
 
14. Do you have additional things to say regarding the college teaching preparation 











Intro and General Information of MFA program 
Thank you for agreeing to meet with me today.  
1. Can you tell me how long you have been teaching at your institution (and the 
MFA program), what courses you are teaching now, and have taught in the past?  
Probe:  
a. Did you teach these courses at your current institution or at another 
institution?  
b. What are your other responsibilities for your current position?  
 
2. Could you give me a brief overview of the MFA program you are currently 
teaching in?  
Probe:  
a.    What curriculum is in place?  
b.    What are the strengths of your current MFA program? What attracts students 
       to the program? 
c. What do you see as the goal for your MFA students while they are in their 
graduate programs? And in your opinion, what does it mean to be a 
“successful” MFA student in your program?  
d.   What kinds of things do students do after graduating from your program? 
e.    How many students pursue teaching art at the college level? What kinds of 
faculty positions to they typically hope to get?  
 
 
Learning to Teach College-Level Art while in the MFA program 
3. Can you talk about the opportunities your current institution’s MFA program 
offers for students to learn how to teach college level art? What informal and 
formal experiences does your MFA program provide to assist graduate art 
students to prepare for teaching art at the college level?  
Probe:  
a. What curriculum/courses are provided to students to become college level art   
teachers?  
b. Does your program offer teaching assistantships for graduate students? If so, 
what kind of teaching role(s) do TAs have? 
c. Are there any other ways in which your MFA program prepares students for 







4. In your opinion, what philosophical beliefs (about college teaching of art), 
pedagogical ideas, and instructional practices are embedded in the curricular 
offering in your MFA program? And how do you think those practices or 
curriculum/learning experiences are useful/valuable (in terms of professional 
development) and why?   
Probe:  
d. In your opinion, how do students learn or develop their own teaching 
philosophy, pedagogical ideas, and/or instructional approaches to teaching 
college level art?  
e. What other experiences/activities/events are in place to help prepare MFA 
students as college teachers of art?  
 
5. Continuing to think about college teaching preparation in your program, what 
aspects of preparing MFA students to teach college art does your institution 
emphasize most?  
Probe: Why do you think these aspects emphasized (over others)?  
 
6. What do YOU think are the most important (valuable) aspects of preparing MFA 
students for the college teaching of art that your institution offers?  
 
7. Have you taught (or do you teach) any courses or workshops related to 
pedagogical ideas, teaching practice, and/or professional development for 
teaching art at the college level? If so, can you tell me about the course(s)? 
Probe:  
a. Do you have the syllabus of the course and would you like to share it with me 
if available? 
b. What was (is) overall goal of the course(s)/major projects/assignments of the 
course(s)/class activities for the course(s)/required/key readings/texts?  
c. Are you involved in any other aspects of preparing MFA students to become 
college teachers of art? Can you please describe a little bit? 
d. How are the courses/activities/events related to preparing students to teach art 
at the college level organized in your program (or in your institution)?  
- Who organizes them?  
- How are decisions made about what is offered?  
- How are students made aware of these opportunities? 
 
 
Assess the Quality of College Teaching Preparation 
8. Reflecting your own experience at art schools, do you think there is a need for 
graduate students to experience in pedagogical or practical preparation to teach in 
higher education during the MFA program prior to their graduation? Why do you 








a. In general, what kind of need is there for graduate students to learn how to 
teach at the college level while enrolled in their MFA programs? Why do 
you think so? 
 
9. How would you describe the quality of college teaching preparation for MFA 
students at your institution? Do you think graduate art students in your institution 
receive enough support for preparation of teaching in higher education during the 
MFA program?  
Probe: 
b. Do you think graduate art students in your institution receive enough/the right 
kind of coursework related to teaching college level art?  
- Enough/the right kind of opportunities to develop curriculum?  
- Enough/the right kind of opportunities to practice teaching college level art?  
- Enough/the right kind of feedback/support/guidance from faculty mentors? 
- Enough/the right kind of other kinds of preparation experiences?  
 
10. What are the best features (effective features) of the program (or curriculum) for 
college teaching preparation in your MFA program? In your view, how will each 
of these experiences/activities lead students to be an effective teacher of art at the 
college level? 
Probe:  
b. In your opinion, what do students in your program learn the most from those 
pedagogical curricula, workshops, or programs?  
 
11. What do you see as weaknesses – things that are missing, or things that could be 
improved if there was time/space in the curriculum/program?  
 
12. In your opinion, what are the barriers or challenges that limit students the 
opportunities to prepare for teaching in MFA program?  
 
Reflections on Personal Teaching Preparation and Ideal Teaching Preparation 
13. Can you share your own experience in college teaching preparation and teaching 
practice? In another words, how did you prepare for teaching art at the college 
level prior to becoming a faculty member?  
Probe: 
a. Did you receive any educational support from your MFA program to prepare 
for teaching before you ever started teaching?  
- Were any courses or workshops offered?  
- Were there teaching assistantships available?  
- Were you a TA? What was that experience like?  
- Were there any other opportunities to learn how to teach college level art?  
b. How were these opportunities (courses/workshops, TA, or other) helpful in 






c. When did you start teaching? How long did it take you to get your first 
college teaching position after finishing your MFA program?  
- Can you share a little bit how you got your first college teaching job? 
- What kinds of teaching positions did you have between finishing your 
MFA and your current position?  
d. What were some of challenges you encountered when you taught studio art 
for the first time in higher education? How did you deal with them?  
e. Were there any post-MFA professional development resources you used or 
participated in to learn how to teach art at the college level? Or to improve 
your practice? 
f. Given your practical teaching experiences, what did you learn on the job that 
you did not learn as part of your MFA (or other) preparation for college art 
teaching? 
g. In your opinion, what parts of the college teaching of art can be taught in a 
class or workshop, or readings or other course activities? What are the best 
ways to teach someone how to do these things?  
h. What parts of the college teaching of art do you think can only be learned 
through teaching, being directly in charge of students’ learning, either with a 
mentor or on your own? 
 
14. Reflecting on your learning and/or teaching experience, what does it mean to be a 
“good” college art professor? And what would be the most important element(s) 
(essential skills) for a college art educator, and what do you consider the most 
important qualification for hiring art faculty in higher education?  
Probe:  
a. In your opinion, how does college level art teaching play into this?  
 
15. Building on this, in your opinion, what would be the ideal teaching preparation 
(or effective teaching preparation), given the curriculums in place in the art 
programs/art schools where your MFA students are likely to get jobs? What 
suggestions do you have to improve your institution’s college teaching 
preparation for MFA students?     
Probe:  
a. How do you see the connection between art content focus of MFA (art 
practice) and pedagogy (teaching)?  
 
16. What advice would you give to a novice college art teacher or graduate art 
students to prepare for teaching or to become a better art teacher in higher 
education? 
 
17. Do you have additional things to say regarding the preparation for college 









Letter of Permission 
Date 
 
Dear (Head of the Program) 
 
My name is Dahye Kim, and I am a doctoral student in Art and Art Education at Teachers 
College, Columbia University. I am in the process of writing my doctoral dissertation 
entitled, “Preparation of Future College Teachers Within MFA Visual Arts Programs” under 
the guidance of Professor Mary Hafeli. This study has the IRB approval by Teachers College, 
Columbia University: TC IRB 20-272. I am writing in the hope that you might provide me 
with the permission to conduct a research study at your institution’s MFA in Visual Arts 
program.  
 
The purpose of this study is to illuminate characteristics of the pedagogical learning 
environment in contemporary MFA Visual Arts programs and to investigate effective 
pedagogical practices for graduate art students in preparation for teaching in higher 
education. Due to the nature of the study, I hope to collect primary documents (e.g., course 
syllabus, curriculum, and mission statement) and conduct online interviews with 
administrators, faculty, and students. If approval is granted, one administrator (Department 
Chair or Graduate Program Director), two MFA faculty, and two to three MFA students will 
be invited to the online interview to share experiences and reflections on their pedagogical 
learning and teaching, values, and practices. The interview will take approximately 60-90 
mins. At the beginning of the interview process, the participants will be given consent forms 
to sign and return to the primary researcher. All information provided will be kept in utmost 
confidentiality and would be used only for academic purposes. The names of the participants 
and institutions will remain anonymous in any publication resulting from this study unless 
agreed to.  
 
The findings of this study will contribute to the knowledge about the best teaching 
preparation practices in higher art education and potentially support the improvement of 
learning and teaching environments in both graduate and undergraduate art programs.  
 
Your approval to conduct this study will be greatly appreciated. If you agree to participate in 
this study, kindly sign below and return the signed form via email. Alternatively, you could 
kindly submit a signed letter of permission on your institution’s letterhead acknowledging 
your consent and permission for me to conduct this study at your institution.  
 
If you require any further information or have questions, please do not hesitate to email me at 
dk2912@tc.columbia.edu. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
Dahye Kim  
Doctoral Candidate 
Art and Art Education  







Sample Letter to Participants 
Subject: Invitation to Participate in a Research Study on Preparation of Future College 
Teachers Within MFA Visual Arts Programs 
 
Dear XXXX,  
 
My name is Dahye Kim and I am a doctoral student in Art and Art Education at Teachers 
College, Columbia University in New York City. I am in the process of writing my doctoral 
dissertation entitled, “Preparation of Future College Teachers Within MFA Visual Arts 
Programs.” This study has the IRB approval by Teachers College, Columbia University: TC 
IRB Protocol Number: 20-272. I am writing to request your participation in the interview for 
this study.  
 
The purpose of this study is to illuminate characteristics of the pedagogical learning 
environment in contemporary MFA Visual Arts programs and to investigate effective 
pedagogical practices for graduate art students in preparation for teaching in higher 
education. This study will involve semi-structured interviews with administrators, faculty, 
and current MFA students from the selected art schools. The interview will be conducted via 
Zoom (online) and last between 60 and 90 minutes. The findings of this study will contribute 
to knowledge about the best teaching preparation practices in higher art education and 
potentially support the improvement of learning and teaching environments in both graduate 
and undergraduate art programs.  
 
In this interview protocol, I am trying to capture your thoughts and perspectives in the 
graduate visual art field. Your responses to the questions will be kept confidential. Your 
participation will be a valuable addition to this research and findings could lead to an 
improved teaching and learning environment in MFA programs.  
 
Participation in this study may provide you the opportunity: to reflect on your graduate art 
learning or teaching experience; to identify pedagogical practices involved in graduate art 
programs; to identify effective pedagogical practices for graduate art students or novice art 
educators; to identify information that might be useful for college teaching preparation; and 
to apply the study’s outcomes for the further development of your own teaching practices.  
 
If you are willing to participate or if you have any questions for me before you make a 
decision about participation, please reply to this email at dk2912@tc.columbia.edu.  
 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration.  
 
Sincerely,  
Dahye Kim  
Doctoral Candidate  
Art & Art Education Program  







Description of the Mini-Online Survey for the Video Art Course 
For this survey, I showed participants six different styles of recent video work1 and 
asked them to choose what they think about foundational elements from multiple-choice 
options indicated in the survey, which included “Ideas,” “Skills/techniques,” “Principles of 
art and design,” “Attitudes such as habit of mind or artistic behaviors,” or “Other.” For 
“Other,” participants could respond in an open-ended way in the survey. The results of the 
survey are presented in Figures 8, 10, 12, and 14 below. 
Figure 7 
Jeremy Blake, Holdon, 2014, Video Still 
 
Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SnMIHM0XAw  
 
1 In this Appendix I, I included screenshots and survey results of four different styles of videos 
among six video works that I initially surveyed. As shown in Figure 7, “Holdon (2014)” was a visual music 
style work by Jeremy Blake. Blake incorporated exciting music with graphics, text, and colors and 
enhanced a kind of joyful mood. As shown in Figure 9, “Version (2012)” by Oliver Laric is an animation 
style work. Laric created this video using found images on the Internet to deal with issues reflecting our 
digital world in terms of originality and authorship. As shown in Figure 11, “Factory of the Sun (2015)” by 
Hito Steyel was an immersive video installation. Projecting computer-generated images on the entire wall, 
Steyel depicted the theme of risks of image circulation with much flow of data today. As shown in Figure 
13, “Idyllwild Campfire (2008)” by Jennifer West was an experimental video which shows abstract images 
created by manipulating film strips with non-conventional materials such as coffee, tea, nail polish, and 







Perception of Participants for Foundational Elements to Learn Jeremy Blake’s Holdon 





Oliver Laric, Versions, 2010, Video Still 
 
 












Hito Steyerl, Factory of the Sun, 2015, Installation View of Factory of the Sun, February 
12-September 12, 2016 at MOCA Grand Ave 
 
 
















Jennifer West, Idyllwild Campfire Smell, 2008, Video Still 
  










Perception of Participants for Foundational Elements to Learn Jennifer West’s Idyllwild 





Some of the comments from participants about “Other” foundational elements to 




• “Artist’s logic/why make this, and how to link ideas with images” 
• “Collage technique” 
• “How to appreciate visual culture and a fabrication of art history” 
• “Text along with sound”  
 
